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Introduction
ELIZABETH JAMESON

This special issue of the New Mexico Historical Review adds new faces
to the historical portrait of New Mexico women. It also contributes to
the field of western women's history, which expanded dramatically
during the 1980s. Historians began to explore how western environmental, social, and economic realities affected women's roles and options, and how women helped to build the region. 1
The search for our western foremothers broadened our view of
both women and the West. Historians increasingly insisted that western women's history be inclusive, that new interpretations be informed
by the experiences of all western women, and that they reflect the
Elizabeth Jameson is associate professor of history and Director of the Women Studies Program in the University of New Mexico. She was a founding member and served
on the Steering Committee of the Coalition for Western Women's History, which organized the first conference devoted to western women's history in 1983. She is coeditor, with Susan Armitage, of The Women's West (1987), and the author of a major review
essay, "Toward a Multicultural History of Women in the Western United States," Signs,
13 (Summer 1988), 761-91.
1. Among the many books that have appeared in the past decade are two anthologies
that resulted from the first major conferences in the field. Susan Armitage and Elizabeth
Jameson, eds., The Women's West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987) includes
papers from the Women's West conference, sponsored by the Institute of the American
West, Sun Valley, Idaho, August 1O~13, 1983. Lillian Schlissel, Vicki Ruiz, and Janice
Monk, eds., Western Women: Their Land, Their Lives (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1988) includes work presented at the conference "Western Women: Their
Land, Their Lives," sponsored by the Southwest Institute for Research on Women,
Tucson, Arizona, January 12-15, 1984.
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many cultures of the region. One consequence of a multicultural focus
is an expanded historical timeframe, from prehistory to the present,
rather than a narrow concentration on the nineteenth-century EuroAmerican frontier. A longer historical focus reveals ethnocentric assumptions about something as fundamental as what we call the region.
What was for Euro-American migrants the "West" was, for SpanishMexicans "el norte" or northwest Mexico, and for American Indians
simply "here."2
New Mexico historians were among the first to call for an expanded
vision of western women's history. The multicultural reality of New
Mexico found expression in the serious exploration of differences. The
diverse relationships of ethnicity, class, culture, and gender all shaped
New Mexico's history. That awareness informs the best of the new
scholarship. We owe particular debts to Professors OarHs Miller and
Joan Jensen of New Mexico State University, whose formative essay
"The Gentle Tamers Revisited: New Approaches to the History of Women
in the American West" called for a multicultural approach to histories
of western women. Responding to their own imperative, Jensen and
Miller later edited New Mexico Women: Intercultural Perspectives, an outstanding anthology that demonstrates the rich harvest to be reaped
from an inclusive vision. 3
Some of the essays in New Mexico Women first appeared in the
pages of this journal. 4 This special issue continues the New Mexico
2. Although many historians acknowledge the ethnocentric assumptions in regional
names, few have been able to resolve them in daily language. Most continue to use
"West," as I do here, in the context of current national boundaries, not to describe the
direction of migrants' journeys. For more on multicultural approaches to western women's history, see Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller, "The Gentle Tamers Revisited:
New Approaches to the History of Women in the American West," Pacific Historical Review,
49 (May 1980), 173-213; Armitage and Jameson, The Women's West; Schlissel, Ruiz, and
Monk, Western Women; and Elizabeth Jameson, "Toward a Multicultural History of Women
in the Western United States," Signs, 13 (Summer 1988), 761-91.
3. Jensen and Miller, "The Gentle Tamers Revisited"; Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A.
Miller, eds., New Mexico Women: Intercultural Perspectives (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1986).
4. An October 1982 special issue on women included Darlis A. Miller, "Cross-Cultural Marriage in the Southwest: The New Mexico Experience, 1846-1900," New Mexico
Historical Review, 57 (October 1982), 335-60, and Joan M. Jensen, "Canning Comes to
New Mexico: Women and the Agricultural Extension Service, 1914-1919," ibid., 361-86.
Other articles from New Mexico Women that appeared in the New Mexico Historical Review
include Joan M. Jensen, '''Disenfranchisement Is a Disgrace': Women and Politics in
New Mexico, 1900-1940," ibid., 56 (January 1981), 5-15; Vera 1. Norwood, '''Thank You
for My Bones': Connections Between Contemporary Women Artists and the Traditional
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Historical Review's contribution to the history of women and gender in
New Mexico. It reflects the broad framework of western women's history in the diverse subjects of the essays, the historical timeframe which
spans some three centuries of female experience, and the variety of
methodologies and approaches the authors use. We see the diversity
of western women and of their historians as well.
In her article "Pido y Suplico," Rosalind Z. Rock uses colonial court
records to explore the status of Spanish-Mexican women from 16971763. Women's appearances in court as principals or as witnesses revealed much about their status, their rights, and about the standards
of behavior expected of them. Rock finds, as have other historians,
that Nueva Mexicanas were guaranteed important rights, such as property ownership, for which married women had to struggle in the nineteenth-eentury United States. But she also finds that in cases of domestic
violence, women did not receive protection dictated by law. Legal practice in eighteenth-century New Mexico supported marriage, even violent and abusive marriage. The legal record thus reveals a complex
and sometimes unhappy picture of women's options on the Spanish.
Mexican frontier. 5
While Roclc explores the rights of women as a group~ Jack B. Tykal's
"Taos to St. Louis" focuses on one woman, Marfa Rosa Villalpando of
Taos, who, according to Josiah Gregg, provoked a Comanche attack
and her own captivity by refusing to marry a chie£.6 Using a variety
of civil and church records, Tykal demonstrates that Gregg's account
was romanticized and inaccurate. He also illustrates the frustrating
contradictions and omissions in many historical sources. Sifting through
a variety of partial records, Tykal gleans a fascinating odyssey of the
settlement of northern New Mexico, of Villalpando's ten years as a
captive of the Comanches, and of her subsequent marriage to fur trader
Jean Sale dit Lajoie of St. Louis. The sparse details of her life help
document women's roles in several cultures, and remind us that from

Art of Their Foremothers," ibid., 58 (January' 1983), 57-78; and Joan M. Jensen, "Farm
Women in New Mexico, 1920-1940," ibid., 61 (January 1986), 27-52.
5. Janet Lecompte, "The Independent Women of Hispanic New Mexico, 1821-1846,"
Western Historical Quarterly, 12 (January 1981), 17-35 and Deena J. Gonzalez, "The Spanish-Mexican Women of Santa Fe: Patterns of Their Resistance and Accommodation, 18201880" (doctoral dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1985) reach somewhat
differing conclusions about women's legal status during the Mexican national period.
6. Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, in Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., Early Western
Travels (31 vols., Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1904), 19: 285.
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the perspective of eighteenth-century Taos, the frontier extended north
and east.
Sandra L. Myres and Cheryl J. Foote provide contrasting entries
into the roles of the Euro-American women who came to New Mexico
with the United States army in the nineteenth century. In "Army Women's Narratives as Documents of Social History," Myres explores the
journals, memoirs, and letters of officers' wives as social commentary.
Her careful analysis of many women's writing reveals their ethnocentricity and racism, as well as occasions when their experience led women
to reexamine prevailing nineteenth-century values. Myres emphasizes
that military hierarchy reinforced the women's class biases. Using the
narratives to reveal the understandings of race, class, and gender of
one group of privileged Euro-American women, Myres addresses issues that connect western history with social history and women's
history.
Their adherence to social hierarchy may have been related to their
desire to contain what Myres calls "the darker side to life along Officers'
Row," which included alcohol, narcotics, adultery, and abuse.? Cheryl
Foote's "My Husband Was a Madman and a Murderer" opens the door
on that "darker side" with a sensitive portrait of author and conservationist Josephine Clifford McCrackin's marriage to James Clifford.
Foote uses fiction as an historical source, carefully documenting the
experiential roots of the short stories Josephine Clifford wrote after
leaving her husband. Combining fictionalized autobiography with military records, Foote produces a horrifyingly intimate entry into private
domesticity. The wife of an officer but not of a gentleman, Jos~phine
Clifford's sojourn in the Land of Enchantment was one of repeated
physical and emotional abuse. Foote uses literature and new psychological intepretations of battered women to explain Josephine Clifford's
difficulty escaping her brutal husband, and to render a chilling glimpse
into a too-common reality.
Given the jagged confines of her marriage, Josephine Clifford's
best option was to leave. But other women were able to expand their
cultural and personal horizons in New Mexico. In her article '''The
Tales Those Nurses Told!'," Sandra K. Schackel demonstrates how public health nurses employed in the 1920s and 1930s to improve Indian
7. Sandra L. Myres, "Army Women's Narratives as Documents of Social History:
Some Examples from the Western Frontier, 1840-1900," this volume.
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health care expanded their own roles as they met professional challenges. Performing traditional female roles as caretakers, nurses significantly reduced infant mortality and disease and improved health
conditions for many Pueblos.and Navajos. Their success depended on
their sensitivity, flexibility, and ability to adapt public health nursing
to Indian lifestyles and healing practices. The challenges of cultural
mediation, of widespread disease and alarming death rates, provided
new opportunities for women within an accepted female profession.
Public health nursing was one avenue through which twentieth-century women could satisfy desires for growth, service, and fulfillment. 8
Kathleen Manley explores female responses to another twentiethcentury frontier in "Women of Los Alamos during World War 11." Manley uses oral history interviews to probe the experiences of the women
who lived and worked in the new wartime community. Primarily wives,
nurses, schoolteachers, and secretaries, their reactions were shaped by
patriotism and by the particularities of their life cycles and domestic
duties. Mostly young women with young children, their lives were
filled with the most mundane of chores even in an extraordinary environment. Like the nineteenth-century officers' wives, they were concerned with housekeeping in difficult circumstances, and like women
on many previous frontiers they built the networks and institutions
that knit personal and communal ties in a new place. But they differed
from earlier pioneers in important respects. The desire to limit the local
population led to the employment of many wives. They, like other
wartime women, pointed to women's future roles combining work and
family responsibility.
Among the positive aspects of life in Los Alamos, many women
noted the lure of the scenery, of the countryside itself. Vera Norwood
offers useful insights into the relationship of women to the land in
"Western Women and the Environment," a review of three books about
women involved with natural preservation. Norwood perceptively argues that gender relations explain how women's work as naturalists
and environmentalists was subordinated to that of men to whom they
were related, and how changing definitions of gender clarify the marital and career choices of female naturalists. Norwood further suggests
8. For a similar interpretation of how nineteenth-century pioneer teachers used
traditional roles to achieve adventure and economic independence, see Polly Welts Kaufman, Women Teachers on the Frontier (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984).
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that environmental preservation is related to cultural responses to female values such as beauty. She thus contributes the insights of gender
studies to western historians' concern with the relationship of settlers
to the land. 9
These articles demonstrate the variety of sources and frameworks
that inform histories of western women. Oral history and literature
join traditional sources like legal and church records, journals and
diaries. To their various sources these authors bring new emphases on
life cycle, women's unpaid labor at home and in the community, theories of domestic violence, and an awareness of the importance of
gender as an historical and cultural category.
These diverse and seemingly-disparate essays evoke several common themes. The dual focus in the concern of western women's history
with both place and gender is expressed in what the authors reveal
about women's domestic and private concerns and about western society. As Myres notes, women's social commentaries reveal as much
about women as about the West. Spanish-Mexican women on the eighteenth-century frontier, army officers' wives, public health nurses, and
the women of Los Alamos were all concerned with maintaining households and creating community in difficult circumstances. They all encountered people of different cultures and classes. Some women reacted
with racist repugnance, but others accommodated, as Maria Rosa Villalpando adjusted to three cultures, and as Anglo nurses became flexible
toward Indian lifestyles.
Although there are obvious differences of time, class, and culture
that distinguish these accounts, there are also similarities that cut across
the centuries and external events. The importance of daily domestic
reality, the internal focus on relationships and households is a common
thread in these pages. The fact that they were female fundamentally
shaped western women's choices. On many frontiers the relative scarcity of women narrowed their options to marriage. As Rosalind Rock
notes, there were not even convents in eighteenth-century New Mexico
to which to banish rebels. For women on the Spanish-Mexican frontier,
for Maria Rosa Villalpando, as for the army officers' wives, the women
9. For related work on women's relationship to the environment, see also Vera
Norwood, "Women's Place: Continuity and Change in Response to Western Land·
scapes," in Schlissel, Ruiz, and Monk, Western Women, 155-82; Annette Kolodny, The
Land Before Her: Fantasy and Experience of the American Frontiers, 1630-1860 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1984); and Vera Norwood and Janice Monk, eds.,
The Desert Is No Lady: Southwestern Landscapes in Women's Writing and Art (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1987).
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of Los Alamos, and the women naturalists of Norwood's essay, relationships with men determined where and with whom they would
live. Gender shaped their social boundaries.
A striking and ominous note in these pieces is the recurrent theme
of domestic violence. Woman abuse tends to increase in stressed and
isolated circumstances. Such circumstances were common to frontier
settlement, and the sobering accounts that Rock and Foote uncover
should cause us to rethink the theme of frontier violence from a female
perspective. For some women the frontier may have brought a persistently violent reality, devoid of the romantic self-encounter of Hollywood westerns. lO
Instead of heroic drama, these essays offer concrete glimpses of
women broadening their horizons and their options, as public health
nurses, as wartime workers, as observers of other cultures and classes,
as activists building new professions and new communities. Creating
social networks, caring for the public welfare, refusing sanctioned roles,
they forged new options for themselves. Josephine Clifford lived a grim
reality. She also left it, to continue her western odyssey in California
as an author and conservationist.
The dual focus of western women's history encourages us to expand our sense of the western landscape, to include household furnishings as well as mesas, to add the interior landscape of relationships
and feelings to the larger relationship of people to the land. It is a focus
that could enrich the history of the masculine West as well. As these
histories demonstrate, New Mexico women helped shape their environments, both interior and exterior. Their frontiers were not only
those of place and culture, but of gender as well.

10. See also Melody Graulich, "Violence Against Women: Power Dynamics in Literature of the Western Family," in Armitage and Jameson, The Women's West, 111-26.

Martin Ridge

Gilberto Espinosa Prize 1989
Martin Ridge, senior research associate at the Huntington Library, San Marino,
California, and professor of history at the California Institute of Technology, has
been selected by the Board of Editors as the recipient of the 1989 Gilberto Espinosa
Prize for the best article appearing in volume 64 of the New Mexico Historical Review.
Ridge's article, "The American West: From Frontier to Region," appeared in the
April 1989 issue.
A native of Chicago, Ridge received his doctorate in history from Northwestern
University. He was for many years a professor of history in Indiana University, and
editor of the Journal ofAmerican History from 1966 to 1977. He is the author of Ignatius
Donnelly: The Portrait of a Politician (1962), and co-author, with the late Ray Allen
Billington, of Westward Expansion: A History of the American Frontier (5th edition,
1982).
Gilberto Espinosa, researcher, writer, well-known New Mexico lawyer and
strong supporter of New Mexico state history, served as a consultant to the New
Mexico Historical Review for many years. Following his death in 1983, Mr. Espinosa's
family and friends established the award in his honor. This is the seventh year for
the award, which includes a $100 prize. Previous winners include John O. Baxter,
Michael C. Meyer, Robert M. Utley, Jake Spidle, Robert A. Trennert, and John P.
Wilson.
Subscriptions to the New Mexico Historical Review, a scholarly journal affiliated
with the University of New Mexico, are $18 a year, $50 for sponsors, and $100 for
patrons. For information on the journal, or to subscribe, write New Mexico Historical
Review, 1013 Mesa Vista Hall, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131, or call (505) 277-5839.

"Pido y Suplico": Women and the Law
in Spanish New Mexico, 1697-1763
ROSALIND Z. ROCK

In the kingdom of New Mexico women regularly sought redress of
grievances before the law. Governors and local officials acting as the
king's representatives extended royal protection to women as stipulated in the body of Spain's legal codes.! When adversity threatened
her, whether from within her family or from the community at ,large,
a woman could find ultimate recourse in the law. Regardless of her
station in life officials were bound to give a woman's case a hearing.
Archival evidence of such cases remaining from the era of Spain's rule
in New Mexico reveals much concerning the lives women led in this
northernmost province and gives insight into their survival on the
Hispanic frontier. Such evidence includes cases of defamation of character, power of attorney, inheritance (estate management), mistreatment, adultery, and murder.
In the small, closed communities of colonial New Mexico gossip
Rosalind Z. Rock, a graduate of the University of New Mexico,' is a historical consultant who has researched extensively in Spain and has published on several topics
concerning Spanish Borderlands history. She has frequent association with the Spanish
Colonial Research Center, a joint project of the University of New Mexico and National
Park Service for the Columbus QuincentenniaI.
1. "Pido y suplico ... " "I beseech and implore [you] ... ," a standard phrase ending
most petitions for legal recourse, including those filed by women. Reference to this
activity is made by Salome Hernandez, "Nueva Mexicanas as Refugees and Reconquest
Settlers, 1680-1696" in Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller, eds., New Mexico Women:
Intercultural Perspectives ,(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986), 56.
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.bred of envy could not be kept secret. Sometimes malicious envy led
to confrontation. Such were the circumstances which brought about
Juana Arguello's complaint against two sisters in the village of Santa
Fe. On August 17, 1697 Juana Arguello, a widow living in Santa Fe,
filed a complaint of defamation of character against two sisters, Ana
Maria and Ysabel de Herrera. She was reacting to a claim made by the
sisters upon the posting of the wedding banns for her daughter's marriage. That claim cast doubt on Juana's virtue. 2 The fiance, Cristobal
Tafoya, withdrew from the engagement as a result of these accusations.
When Juana confronted Tafoya, asking what reason he had for withdrawing from marriage with her daughter, the Herrera sisters assured
Tafoya their claims against Juana were true. She was "una puta alcaguete" (a bawdy whore), they claimed, and her protests to the contrary
would not stand up in a court of law. In time Cristobal Tafoya's brother
Juan and his wife became involved in the controversy. It was then that
Juana Arguello felt moved to file her complaint of defamation of character against the Herrera sisters to prove publicly that she was what
she claimed to be, an honorable solitary widow. 3
Alcalde Ordinaria Diego Arias de Quiros heard the case and after
deliberation decided in favor of the complainant Juana Arguello. The
Herrera sisters themselves were found to be of questionable virtue and
were banished to Bernalillo. On further petition by Juana, the two
sisters were also fined five pesos penalty for the damage done to her
reputation. The fine was deposited in a fund to be used for public
works in Santa Fe. 4 The Herrera sisters' implications concerning Juana
Arguello's character impugned that of her daughter as well. According
to Spanish law betrothals were made public. Public announcements
were encouraged in an attempt to avoid marriage of persons closely
related. It was done also to prevent a marriage in which the parties
were ignorant of the other's character and origins. After a betrothal
was made public anyone might come forward and file a petition with
local officials raising doubt as to whether the marriage should take
place. s
2. Juana Arguello vs. Ana Maria y Ysabel de Herrera, Santa Fe, August 17-20, 1697,
roll 3, frames 156-160, Spanish Archives of New Mexico, 2 (hereafter SANM 2). Los
C6digos Espaiioles Concordados y Anotados (12 vols., Madrid: Antonio de San Martin, 1872),
3: titulo, 3, ley 1.
3. Arguello vs. Herrera, frames 156-60, SANM 2.
4. Ibid.
5. Recopilaci6n de las Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias (3 vols., Madrid: Pedro Marin,
1772) 1: libro 4, titulo 7, ley 1; Instituciones de Derecho Real de Castilla y de Indias (4 vols.,
Guatemala: Ignacio Betata, 1819) 2: titulo 13, ley 1.
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In Juana Arguello's case her character and thus the honor of her
daughter and her entire family was placed in question. Punishment of
banishment for false witness in such a case may appear harsh by twentieth-century standards, but at the time it would have been considered
mild for the crime of destroying one's honor and reputation. Law and
tradition dictated that a woman's character, like a man's word, was
her bond. For a woman honor was linked to her chasteness, demureness, humility, and sense of shame. 6 When it was called into question
her very livelihood could be threatened. This was especially crucial to
a widow who could lose her husband's pension or claims to his estate
if she were found guilty of loose living. 7
The suit of Juana Arguello for defamation of character was by no
means unique. Accusations raising questions pertaining to a woman's
character were numerous throughout the period. In another instance,
a case which began as defamation of character ultimately raised volatile
emotions which changed its tenor entirely.
At the village of Santa Cruz in the summer of 1710 Marfa de Benavides, widow of Alferez Diego Gonzalez, filed a complaint with the
Alcalde Mayor, Jacinto Sanchez, accusing Antonia de Moraga of defamation of character for spreading slanderous accusations about her. ~
Perhaps believing. her vindication was close at hand, Marfa de Bena~
vides foolishly approached Antonia and her family in the street as they
were on their way to the home of a friend. Marfa told Antonia that
she !;lad filed a case against her because of her slanderous statements.
Antonia vehemently denied having made them but Marfa insisted that
she had done so. Whereupon Antonia's daughter Josepha came to her
mother's defense and said that she and not Antonia had made the
accusations. Later, Antonia de Moraga's family and other witnesses
told of Josepha pulling Marfa from her horse after being struck by the
former's riding crop and of the two scratching and beating each other.
After much confusion, the Alcalde caught up with the family to
call Antonia to account for her alleged statements against Marfa de
Benavides. He was then given the full brunt of Moraga wrath. Antonia
insulted the Alcalde, refusing to accompany "an Indian in long pants."
More argument ensued, this time focusing on the insult given to an
officer of the law. Eventually this case was heard by the governor in
6. Ramon Gutierrez, "Marriage, Sex and the Family: Social Change in Colonial New
Mexico, 1690-1846" (doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1980), 28, 45.
7. Arguello vs. Herrera, frames 156-60, SANM 2.
8. Maria de Benavides vs. Antonia de Moraga, Santa Cruz, July 12, 1710-August
7, 1713, roll 4, frames 897-98, SANM 2.
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Santa Fe. Despite their solicitor's eloquent defense characterizing the
fifty-year-old Antonia and her husband, a sixty-year-old blacksmith
and carpenter, as "poor miserable wretches and incapable of any true
malice" they were found guilty of failing in obedience to the law and
its officials. They were fined ten pesos to be placed in the local church
building fund, for payment of court and prison costs and admonished
that if they ever committed the same offense again they would be
punished severely.9
Abuse heaped upon the head of the Alcalde Mayor revealed contempt by those who considered themselves Spaniards for those deemed
of Indian or mixed blood. to No mention was made of the accusation
of slander filed against the defendants by Maria de Benavides. Her
complaint became irrelevant in view of what was seen as the serious
issue of obedience to officers of the law. Despite the outcome in some
of these cases of defamation of character, women by and large were
able to bring complaints defending their honor as a means of protecting
themselves, not only from social ostracism, but from financial ruin as
well.
Other laws protected women within the marriage bond. In both
ecclesiastic and civil law the institution of marriage, with exact and
detailed precepts concerning the union and its financial ramifications,
was crucial to women. Ramon Gutierrez, in his study "Marriage, Sex
and the Family: Social Change in Colonial New Mexico, 1690-1846,"
would lead us to believe that before the 1776 Caroline Marriage Pragmatic,
which compelled those seeking to wed to receive the permission of
their parents or forfeit rights of inheritance, most laws dealing with
marriage were ecclesiastical. 11 One has only to peruse the Spanish legal
codes dating from earliest medieval times to find numerous and lengthy
discussions of the civil ramifications of marriage. A woman inherited
a portion of her parents' goods, her parafernales, which was hers to use
and to will to any heirs she might have. If married, this property
remained in her control and only if she gave this up legally could her
husband gain access to it. 12 Some women found that in certain circumstances authority over their own goods would best be given over to
9. Ibid., frames 900-22.
10. Ibid., frames 913-14, 915-17.
11. Gutierrez, "Marriage ... ," 205-06, 250.
12. Los C6digos Espanoles, 3: titulo 11, ley 1, ley 2, ley 7, ley 10, ley 11, ley 17; Mercedes
Formica de Careaga, "Spain," in Raphal Patai, ed., Women in the Modern World (New York:
Free Press, 1967), 180; Jose Maria Ots Capdequl, Manual de Historia del Derecho Espanol
en las Indias y del Derecho Propiamente Indiana (2 vols., Buenos Aires: Instituto de Historia
ael Derecho Argentino, 1943), 1: 123-24.
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their husbands or other male relatives. Several cases of power of attorney give insight into the use of this legal precept with regard to
women in New Mexico.
One such case involved Maria de Castro, daughter of Miguel Rodarte and Juana Guerrero of Sombrerete. On July 17, 1697 Maria found
the need to petition the Alcalde Ordinaria for authorization for her
husband, Sergeant Jacinto Sanchez, to act on her behalf in a situation
involving her estate. Her aunt and uncle, Antonia de Castro and Geronimo de Escobar, were executors of her deceased parents' estate. She
petitioned to give authority for her husband to act on her behalf to
press her claim to a bar of silver valued at 1,100 pesos which had
belonged to her parents. The Alcalde, upon examination of the case,
granted transfer of power over her estate from Maria to her husband
to press her claim despite the absence of a will. 13
Several cases reveal that health was sometimes a factor in a woman's decision to transfer her power of attorney. Catarina Varela y Losada
had control over the estate of her son Cristobal Dominguez, who died
in Santa Fe in 1738. She found herself unable to travel from her home
in San Phelipe el Real to settle her son's affairs in Santa Fe. Therefore,
Catarina asked that another of her sons, Julian, communicate with
Baltasar Trujillo of Santa Fe, asking that he become an agent with power
of attorney acting on her behalf. 14 Dona Maria Roybal's frail constitution
also prevented her from carrying out duties as coexecutor of her husband's estate. She, as widow of livestock trader and breeder Joseph
Reano, along with her brother Vicario y fuez Eclesitistico Bachiller (Vicar
and Ecclesiastic Judge, Baccalaureate) Santiago Roybal, were coexecutors of her late husband's estate owing to the minority of her son and
heir Joseph Reano. On several occasions in 1743 and 1744 the executors
petitioned the governor for permission to grant power of attorney to
various individuals to act for the estate in Santa Fe and Chihuahua. IS
Spanish law specified that a woman was liable for any debts or
obligations arising from property which belonged to her and not her
13. Maria de Castro, Petition for transfer of power of attorney to her husband,
Jacinto Sanchez, Santa Fe, July 17, 1697, roll 3, frames 109-11, SANM 2.
14. Autos fechos a pedimento de d. Juan Gavaldon contra los Bienes quedaron por
fin y muele del Cristoval Domingues, Santa Fe, 1738, roll 7, frames 974-78, SANM 2.
No other mention of the mother is made. It is said [frame 988) that Truxillo is acting on
behalf of Julian Domingues in the case.
15. Two Powers of Attorney given by dona Maria de Roibal and Bachiller don
Santiago de Roibal, one to don Juan Gabaldon and the other to don Juan Joseph Moreno,
Santa Fe, November 24, 1743-November 4, 1744, roll 8, frames 177-99, 764-68, SANM
2.
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husband. If as a debtor, however, she transferred those goods to her
husband their combined estate would be liable for any debts incurred. 16
Rosalia Garcia de Noriega of Santa Fe found that her legacy kept in
trust by her father was considerably diminished because of his poor
business acumen. In order to salvage the remainder Rosalfa petitioned
to transfer her entire estate to her husband don Salvador Martinez. He
was then to act on her behalf in all litigations whether civil or criminal.
This included any cases concerning property, gifts, or grants. I? On
February 16, 1746 Governor Joaquin Codallos y Rabal granted the transfer of authority over her debt-ridden estate from Rosalia to her husband. It was stated that" ... from now and forever the litigant [Rosalia
Garcia de Noriega] has desisted and parted with all her rights and
accessions that she had to paternal and maternal goods.... "18
When a woman was widowed, by law she was entitled to onehalf of all goods acquired during marriage, the remainder to be divided
among other heirs. 19 On December 16, 1703 Governor Diego de Vargas
ruled in favor of Agustina Romero, widow of Matheo Marquez. The
deceased husband's stepfather, Captain Diego Arias de Quiros had
refused to acquiesce in the matter of her children's inheritance. The
governor now deemed that portion of the estate remaining after payment of debts, funeral and burial expenses was to be kept in trust for
her children. She was to receive the horses belonging to her late husband and ten pesos annually for her son's education. 20 In this case, the
guardian of the estate was overruled as a consequence of the pleas of
a widow who believed her children were denied their legacy; the law
serving as a protector of the weak and innocent.
By law a woman could not exercise control over the entire estate
unless her husband specifically gave her permission to do so. In case
of death, absence, or incapacitation a court official could grant her that
permission. 21 In the summer of 1762 Ana Maria Ortiz of Santa Fe petitioned the governor concerning the management of her husband's
16. C6digos Esparioles, 3: titulo 11, ley 13.
17. Power of Attorney by dona Rosalia Garcia de Noriega to her husband don
Salvador Martinez, Santa Fe, February 16, 1746, SANM 2, roll 8, frames 641-42, 643,
SANM 2.
18. Power of Attorney from Garcia to Martinez, Santa Fe, February 16, 1746, roll 8,
frame 643, SANM 2.
19. C. R. Boxer, Women in Iberian Expansion Overseas, 1415-1815: Some Facts, Fancies
and Personalities (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975), 52-53.
20. Augustina Romero vs. Capitan Diego Arias de Quiros, Santa Fe, August 29December 18, 1703, roll 3, frames 798-813, SANM 2.
21. Recopilaci6n, 1: libro 5, titulo 3, ley 2, ley 3.
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affairs. Four years earlier her husband, don Joseph de Reaii.o, son and
heir of Maria Roybal and the elder Joseph Reaii.o, suffered a blow to
the head in a campaign against the Comanche. Since that time he had
not been in full command of his faculties and as a result sales were
made and debts incurred which diminished both his property and
business. 22 Consequently, Ana Maria Ortiz petitioned the 'governor to
name a manager of her husband's affairs. Meanwhile she asked to be
authorized to regain that property which her husband sold while not
in his right mind. 23 On July 29, 1762 Governor Tomas velez Cachupin
authorized appointment of Ana Maria's uncle, don Torivio Ortiz, a/ferez
of the cavalry company of militia stationed in Santa Fe, to be coadministrator with her. This was to be in effect only until Reaii.o regained
his health. All of the estate was inventoried, debts dealt with, and
partidos reassessed: 24
.
The following year Reaii.o appeared to regain his health, for at that
time he traveled to the Presidio of San Saba in Texas in the company
of Antoio Matias Ortiz and several genizaros. After some time news
came that these men never arrived at their destination and Reaii.o was
presumed dead. 25 Ana Maria again petitioned to have executorship
over her husband's estate. On October 18, 1763 the governor agreed
to allow her to assume temporary control of her husband's property"
until his death was verified. Once again the wife was able to act on
behalf of her husband in matters of business, payment of debts, and
sale of livestock. 26
•
The situation was different for the woman who lived alone. A
society as male dominated and family oriented as that of Spain's left
no place for such women. A lone woman had no protection and was
fair game for any man. Worse still, married women viewed her uneasily
as a temptation for their men. If she lacked attractiveness or was middle-aged, suspicions could arise about her being a witch. The only
respectable alternatives open for the solitary woman were to enter a
convent or become a domestic servant connected to a wealthy house. 27
In remote New Mexico no convents were to be found at this time
and a woman of very limited means would not be able to afford the
lengthy journey entailed to reach one. Several women, however, did
22. Case of Ana Maria Ortiz, Santa Fe, July 29, 1762-0ctober 18, 1763, roll 9, frames
386-87, SANM 2.
23. Ibid., frame 387.
24. Ibid., frames 389-92.
25. Ibid., frame 392.
26. Ibid., frames 392-444.
27. Formica, "Spain," 177.
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seek permission to go elsewhere. Luisa Navarro, on April 29, 1705,
approached the governor for permission to go to EI Paso to live with
a brother for as a poor widow she could no longer continue to live as
she was. Her petition was referred to the cabildo in Santa Fe. The
members of the cabildo recommended that the governor grant her license to leave. Governor Francisco Cuerbo y Valdes promptly did SO.28
In 1715 another widow was granted permission to leave this jurisdiction. Despite the fact that she was the widow of a soldier and entitled
to petition for a pension, Maria Canseco also wished to go to El Paso
where she would be in the employ of General Antonio Valverde. 29
There were those women alone who could not go to live with
relatives or enter employment with the wealthy. For them one alternative presented itself which was neither honorable nor lawful. Desperation, in some cases, led to immorality. Punishment for adultery,
which was considered a crime under law, was harsh. The maximum
punishment could be death for the man and banishment to a convent
for life for the woman with loss of any legal rights to her children or
her property. If there was a reconciliation between husband and wife
then no action would be taken. 3O
On October 4, 1701, in Santa Fe, a case of cohabitation was brought
by Alcalde Ordinario Joseph Rodriguez against Luisa Varela and Agustin
Saez. Luisa was living openly with Saez who was married. Despite
admonishment by authorities the seven year liaison was not ended.
Not only did Luisa Varela persist in remaining with Saez but was alleged
to have encouraged others to come to Agustin's house and commit
illicit acts as well. Testimony was taken which corroborated these charges.
This resulted in the alcalde ruling that Luisa be placed in the home of
her sister, Catalina Varela, wife of Alferez Martin Hurtado. There she
would remain until she could be sent to her brothers, Juan and Cristobal
Varela, who lived a distance from Santa Fe. For his commission of
adultery, Agustin Saez was jailed. Shortly thereafter, he and his wife,
Antonia Marquez, were brought before the alcalde. Saez was admonished by the official to renounce Luisa Varela and return to his wife
and swear there would be no other women. 31
In another case concerning adultery, Vicar and Ecclesiastic Judge
28. Petition of Luisa Navarro, Santa Fe, April 29, 1705, roll 3, frames 1037-38, SANM
2.

29. Petition of Maria Canseco, Santa Fe, October 22, 1715, roll 5, frames 330-41,
SANM 2.
30. C6digos Espaiioles, 3: titulo 9, ley 2; titulo 9, ley 12; 4: titulo 17, ley 8, ley 15.
31. Criminal proceedings against Augustin Saez and Luisa Varela for cohabitation,
Santa Fe, October 4-5, 1701, roll 3, frames 695-704, SANM 2.
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Santiago Roybal filed a complaint against his sister-in.,law Manuela
(Beitia) Abeyta and a soldier of the Santa Fe presidio, Juan Marquez.
After Marquez was jailed, his wife, Maria Magdalena Baca, came to
his defense claiming he was with her at home as always on the night
in question. She went on to say she believed both her and her husband's honor were denigrated by this calumny and that Reformado
Alferez Teniente Juan Joseph Moreno was responsible for fostering such
lies. 32 Maria Magdalena appealed to the governor's sensibilities and
honor. The governor respected her wishes and referred her complaint
against Moreno to Juan Paez Hurtado on August 20, 1740. Charge and
countercharge followed. 33
Subsequent testimony from soldiers and officials familiar with the
parties involved only reinforced Maria Magdalena Baca's claim. No one
could prove Marquez' alleged relationship with Manuela Abeyta. Even
Company Lieutenant don Bernardo de Bustamante claimed the reason
he had earlier sentenced Marquez to escort duty was not suspicions
of an adulterous relationship with her, but for his harassment of a
maid. While Marquez was fulfilling his escort obligations at Galisteo,
his wife approached the lieutenant and asked why he was punishing
her husband with this duty and pleaded for his return. Bustamante'
was so moved by her plea that he rescinded the sentence and permitted'
Marquez to return to her. 34
The emphasis of the case changed subsequently when in early
September testimony was taken from Moreno as well as from neighbors
and relatives of husband and wife. The testimony revealed' that on
several different occasions Maria Magdalena Baca went to a friend and
to her brother Antonio complaining of ill treatment at the hands of her
husband. He beat her and had not given her his allotment from the
presidio. On one occasion she threatened to file a complaint against
him. When she discussed the matter with her brother he reminded her
she was married and admonished her to try and make the best of it. 35
On September 26, 1740, Juan Paez Hurtado ordered that all new testimony accumulated since Moreno's latest countercharge was to be
presented to Maria Magdalena Baca. By October 3, Paez had received
her final statement and was organizing the pertinent documents in the
case to present to the governor for a final ruling. Suddenly all activity
32. Case of Manuela Beitia and Juan Marques, adultery, July 29, 1740-0ctober 5,
1740, roll 7, frames 1064-68, SANM 2.
33. Ibid., frames 1069-77.
34. Ibid., frames 1077-85.
35. Ibid., frames 1080-1102.
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with regard to the case against Juan Marquez ceased. Marquez now
found himself the center of another controversy. His wife was found
dead and he was charged with her murder. 36
On February 22, 1741, at six o'clock in the morning Lieutenant
Bernardo Antonio Bustamante informed Alcalde Mayor Juan Paez Hurtado that on the previous evening Maria Magdalena Baca was found
in her bed, strangled. A number of people were called upon to give
testimony. An Indian woman servant, Antonia, who had grOwn up in
the house of Captain Diego Montoya, Maria Magdalena's first husband,
gave her story. Antonia testified regarding the ill-treatment the deceased received at the hands of her husband. She testified that Marquez
insulted and threatened his wife on several occasions and that Manuela
Abeyta was a continual point of contention between them. Marquez
gave Christmas gifts, livestock, and other items he acquired to Manuela
upon his return from the Rio Abajo instead of to his wife. He gave the
maize ration he received as his allotment from the presidio to her as
well. His wife received little from him and had to support herself with
weaving and dressmaking. Antonia further told of Marquez assisting
Manuela Abeyta in a move to a house closer to his wife's before the
murder. 37
Also, a statement was obtained from Nereo Montoya, Maria Magdalena's son from her earlier marriage. This twelve year old stated that
he witnessed the murder, casting considerable guilt on Juan Marquez.
The boy was sleeping in his mother's bed and was restrained from
helping her when a shadowy figure in a cape began strangling her. He
overheard his mother gasp: "Juan, don't kill me, at least let me confess!"
He identified a friend of Marquez and Manuela Abeyta, one Francisco
Xavier Anaya, alias "el Jasque" as one of the attackers. According to
Nereo Montoya, not only was a "woman with green petticoats" in the
room, but his stepfather was there as well. 38
Testimony by neighbors confirmed Marquez' mistreatment of his
wife on account of Manuela Abeyta and on their connection with "el
Jasque." On March 1, 1741, based on testimony concerning her role in
creating tension between husband and wife and possible implication
in the wife's murder, Manuela Abeyta was banished a distance of twelve
leagues from Santa Fe for the duration of the term of Governor Gaspar
36. Ibid., frames 1104-06.
37. Causa Criminal contra Juan Marques y Francisco Javier, Santa Fe, 1741, roll 8,
frames 1-46, SANM 2.
38. Ibid.
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Domingo Mendoza. Several months later, on May 13,1741 the governor
pronounced sentence upon Juan Marquez and "el Jasque."
Since the only incriminating witness was a minor and the evidence
circumstantial, Marquez was not punished for the murder of his wife.
Instead, he was removed from the military roles for the crimes of public
adultery and misuse of military stores, resulting from having given
his allotment to Manuela Abeyta instead of his wife. He was banished
from New Mexico for four years. "EI Jasque," also charged by the same
testimony and circumstantial evidence with the murder of Maria Magdalena Baca, and therefore under extreme suspicion, was banished for
four years to the new settlement of Nuestra SeflOra de la Concepcion
de Gracia Real. He was escorted south and turned over to Nicolas de
Chavez, official of the jurisdiction at San Felipe de Alburquerque on
May 19, 1741. 39
Unlike Maria Magdalena Baca, some wronged wives did file complaints against their husbands. In Santa Fe on July 20, 1744, Juana
Martin filed charges against her husband Joseph de Armijo and his
long time mistress Getrudes de Segura. For over fifteen years Juana
had suffered in silence while her husband gave his attention to Getrudes, a poor mulata who was also supported by Armijo. Finally Juana
complained to authorities that she and her children were deprived for
his indulgence. After a lengthy investigation the case was referred to
the governor for final judgment. Getrudes was banished to EI Paso for
four years and Armijo was banished as well but to an undisclosed
location. When apprised of her punishment Getrudes, although wishing to comply, replied that her poor circumstances would not allow for
such a trip. She appealed for the governor's mercy in the situation.
Joseph de Armijo, when informed of the verdict, appeared accepting
and repentant. But even before the governor ruled, Juana Martin had
already petitioned for his mercy in the case. The plight of Getrudes
Segura was known to her. She pleaded for leniency, stating she had
acted out of jealousy and vindictiveness in filing the complaint. In the
end Getrudes was permitted to serve out her banishment at Santa Cruz
de la Canada instead of EI Paso. Juana reconciled with her husband. 40
Perhaps when Juana realized that although life was difficult with
him her situation as a lone woman with minor children would be even
more intolerable. The exigencies of life in frontier New Mexico dictated
her decision and played a large role in the rulings officials made in
39. Ibid., frames 44-46.

40. Complaint of Juana Martin against Joseph de Armijo, Santa Fe, July 20-September 26, 1744, roll 8, frames 279-92, SANM 2.
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cases, which if consistently judged in favor of the woman's grievance,
would have left her defenseless.
New Mexico officials, lacking advice of trained lawyers and judges,
were instrumental in defense and final judgment in all litigation. For
women the law represented by these officials provided protection in
the absence of a male relative. Alcaldes on the local level were generally
the first petitioned by women in search of redress of grievances, however, in many cases the governor was appealed to directly, not as a
last resort.
Reconciliation appears to be the prevailing judgment in cases of
adultery and mistreatment. In October, 1714, Juana Montano escaped
from the mistreatment of her husband to seek the protection of the
governor. Earlier, Juana was courted by Nicolas de Chavez and had
been seduced and abandoned by him. After intervention by the governor which brought marriage,. she suffered extreme physical abuse at
his hands. Redress from the governor was sought once again when
she made a daring walk from Atrisco to Santa Fe. Despite testimony
and evidence corroborating Juana's allegations, she was reconciled to
her husband and eventually bore him many children. 41
As in the litigation of Juana Montano physical abuse was at the
center of a case in the Bernalillo jurisdiction. Alejandro Mora was accused by his wife and Indian maidservant of extreme cruelty and abuse.
The maidservant told of his advances and threats to punish both women
on behalf of the inquisition for what he deemed to be their sins. Mora's
wife, Feliciana de Miranda, told how he had abused and tortured her
for allegedly coveting other men in her heart. 42 Governor Cachupin
ruled in the servant's favor, removing her from Mora's household and
placing her in another horne. The wife, however, faced a fate similar
to that of Juana Montano. She was encouraged to return to her horne
despite the fact that under Spanish law a marriage could be dissolved
if abuse and violence were proved. Her husband was required to swear
41. Criminal Proceedings against Nicolas de Chaves, Santa Fe, July 10-20, 1714,
roll 4, frames 1056-68, SANM 2; Juana Montano vs. Nicolas de Chaves, Santa Fe, October
22-November 10, 1714, roll 4, frames 1106-11, ibid.; Book of Baptisms (8)2, reel 1, frame
304, Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe (AASF), A1burquerque; Fray Angelico Chavez,
Origins of Nev.> Mexico Families (Santa Fe: William Gannon, 1975), 233-34; geneological
list of Nicolas de Chavez and his family compiled by Donald Dreeson, Geneologist,
March, 1979.
.
42. Case against Alejandro Mora, Sandia, September 26, 1751-November 6, 1752,
roll 8, frames 1032-47, SANM 2.
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upon his honor as a former military man that he would never again
abuse his wife. 43
Physical mistreatment was not the only violent crime committed
against women. It became evident from the case of Marfa Magdalena
Baca that murder was not unknown in Spanish New Mexico. In that
case and the following one personalities and circumstances came into
play which influenced the final outcome. At the Villa de Santa Cruz
on April 20, 1713, at 7 o'clock in the evening, Alcalde Jacinto Sanchez
was summoned to the home of Francisca Romero. There her daughterin-law, Catalina de Valdes was found dead, a broken water jug beside
her and deep wounds about her face and head. 44 After lengthy testimony and declarations by relatives, servants, and neighbors Governor
Juan Flores Mogollon expanded the investigation by naming a special
investigator; Juan Paez Hurtado was appointed to take testimony in
Santa Cruz and Santa Fe and conduct a further investigation into the
murder acting a~ ]uez de Comision.
Further testimony, especially that of Catalina's mother, dona Marfa
de Cabrera, and Protector de Indios Juan de Atienza, revealed that the
deceased and her husband, Miguel Lujan,had a life together that was
not altogether harmonious. 45 Testimony of neighbors and servants was
conflicting. Some said Lujan was in the house when his wife's body
was found and that his sister Juana pleaded with them not to say so.
Others claimed he was gathering firewood and had to be called back
to the house. It was discovered that on the day of the; murder Lujan
exchanged his shoes, which were found to have blood on them, with
a neighbor Francisco Herrera. Miguel Lujan denied being in the house,
but admitted the bloody shoes were his and that they got that way
when he returned and went near to his wife's corpse which had been
carried to another part of the house and laid out on a buffalo robe. 46
Argument of the case on Lujan's behalf was set in Santa Fe on
June 28. Ayudante Cristobal de Gongora was named procurador (solicitor)
for Miguel Lujan. Upon review of the entire case the governor determined that it should be heard by the Sala del Crimen (Viceregal Criminal
Court) in Mexico. Whether this decision was rendered in light of the
conflicting testimony of witnesses or as the result of political pressure
43. Ibid., frame 1048.

44. Proceedings against Miguel Lujan, Villa de Santa Cruz, April 20, 1713, roll 4,
frame 745, SANM 2.
45. Ibid., frames 746-75.
46. Ibid., frames 769-71.
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brought to bear by the defendant's family the governor had spoken. 47
Miguel Lujan, bound in chains, was being escorted to Mexico City by
Cavo Bernardino Fernandez and Soldado Luis Ortiz when he made his
escape at San Francisco de Cuellar (modern-day Chihuahua). He slipped
away from his escort and sought sanctuary at the church. Fernandez
continued on to Mexico City with copies of the case and letters for the
Viceroy. Ortiz returned to New Mexico to report the incident. 48
Shortage of men on the frontier coupled with lack of sufficient
evidence contributed greatly to the governor's decision in such cases.
Crimes of adultery and murder which generally bore harsher penalties
carried sentences of banishment instead. In the cases of mistreatment,
adultery, and murder reviewed here, decisions which may be deemed
lenient on preliminary examination were arrived at only after a weighing of evidence. The particular circumstances of each case as well as
the reality of life on the frontier played as great a role in a final decision
as did the law itself. John Thomas Vance, in his study of the origins
of Hispanic-American law addressed this difficulty.
While in general the law of Spain applied also in the colonies, the
statutes of the latter and the conditions existing there made necessary adaptations, modifications and supplementary legislation.
Special colonial regulations were devised to meet the requirements
of the colonies without too great a deviation from the law that
governed the mother country. 49
Therefore, in all cases governors and local officials made decisions
based on law and necessity. Women were protected as law and tradition
dictated. In most cases pertaining to inheritance and defamation of
-character women found their causes vindicated. In cases of violence
against women, however, the individual merits of each case coupled
with frontier necessity brought about decisions which deviated from
what was prescribed by law.
Women on the colonial New Mexico frontier lived a harsh life but
could rely on the law to consider their grievances and, in a limited
47. Chavez, Origins of New Mexico Families, 187, 213. Chavez relates that Juana
founded the Gomez del Castillo family with her natural children.
48. Proceedings against Miguel Lujan, frames 801-26.
49. John Thomas Vance, The Background of Hispanic-American Laws: Legal Sources and
Juridical Literature of Spain (New York: Central Book Co., 1943), 127-28.
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way, provide a degree of redress and protection so necessary to their
survival. When New Mexico women were observed by Anglos in the
1830s it was said: "In contrast [to Anglo women] a New Mexican woman
retained her property, legal rights, wages and maiden name after marriage, like her Spanish ancestors.... "so Such was the legacy of their
.
grandmothers.

50. Janet Lecompte, "The Independent Women of Hispanic New Mexico, 18211846," Western Historical Quarterly, 12 (January 1981), 19.
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Taos to St. Louis: The Journey of
Maria Rosa Villalpando
JACK B. TYKAL

It was in 1844 that Josiah Gregg recounted the tale of Maria Rosa

Villalpando, as it was told to him, in his classic, Commerce of the Prairies:
The first settler of the charming valley of Taos since the country
was reconquered from the Indians is said to have been a Spaniard
named Pando, about the middle of the eighteenth century. This
Pioneer of the North, finding himself greatly exposed to the depredations of the Comanches, succeeded in gaining the friendship
of that tribe, by promising his infant daughter, then a beautiful
child, to one of their chiefs in marriage. But the unwilling maiden
having subsequently refused to ratify the contract, the settlement
was immediately attacked by the savages and all were slain except
the betrothed damsel who was led into captivity. After living some
years with the Comanches on the great prairies, she was bartered
away to the Pawnees, of whom she was eventually purchased by
a Frenchman of St. Louis. Some very respectable families in that
city are descended from her; and there are many people yet living
who remember with what affecting pathos the old lady was wont
to tell her tale of woe. She died but a few years ago.!
Jack B. Tykal is a researcher and writer on western history topics and the author of
Etienne Provost: Man of-the Mountains (1989). He retired from the FBI in 1981 after twenty
years as an agent and presently lives in Salt Lake City.
1. Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, in Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., Early Western
Travels (31 vols.,. Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1904), 19: 285.
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Here is a rousing tale with all the elements of romance, tragedy,
and adventure captured in a few short paragraphs. But what truth is
there to the tale? Gregg was not always one to let accuracy stand in
the way of a good story, but in this case he remained true to the story
as he understood it. That it was a combination of two separate events
was not his fault. The principal players in Gregg's tale are Maria Rosa
Villalpando, the daughter of the Taos settler, "Pando," and her rescuer
from Indian captivity, Jean Sale dit Lajoie, a founder of St. Louis. 2
Gregg was correct in placing his "Pando" in the Taos valley in the mideighteenth century, but his settler was far from the first in the valley.
The massacre about which he wrote did take place in 1760.
Gregg's greatest error lies in having the right players in the wrong
drama. In 1777 an Indian attack and massacre of a very similar nature
took place at Tome, New Mexico, and the circumstances of that attack
are far more plausible with respect to the promise of a young girl to
an Indian chie£.3 In simplest terms, according to the reports of her age
at her death, Maria Rosa Villalpando was born in either 1723 or 1726.
If she were the infant daughter promised to the Comanche chief, her
family would have had to settle in the valley prior to 1730, and she
would have been either thirty-four or thirty-seven years old at the time
of the 1760 massacre. Her father, Gregg's "Pando," was sixteen years
old in 1726, and roughly twenty years from becoming a resident of the
Taos valley.
Forbes Parkhill in his The Blazed Trail of Antoine Leroux repeats the
Gregg tale, but to account for the age discrepancy has the settler, Pando,
promising his granddaughter in marriage. Throughout this biography
of Antoine Leroux, Parkhill commits many errors of fact with respect
to the story of Maria Rosa Villalpando, perhaps the most glaring being
the statement that Leroux was her grandson.
The purpose, then, of this narrative is to relate, as best can be
done in the absence of so many records, the story of the Villalpando
family and to place the main characters in context historically with
respect to the Taos massacre of 1760. Another intent is to question the
accepted age of Maria Rosa Villalpando Sale at her death, and to at
least suggest the likelihood of other possibilities. For the moment,
2. There are various spellings of both names found in the records: among them are
Villalpando, Vialpando, Pando, Videpane, Vidalpane, and Vidalpando, and both Salle
Sale, and Jajoie, La Joie, Lajoye or La Joye. Sale, or Salle, is pronounced "sahlay."
3. Marc Simmons, Taos to Tome: True Tales of Hispanic New Mexico (Albuquerque:
Adobe Press, 1978), 37-39.
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however, and in keeping with the examination of the Gregg tale, let
us accept that she was born in either 1723 or 1726.
In 1680 the Indians of the northern pueblos tired of Spanish rule
and in a successful uprising drove their conquerors from New Mexico.
Most fled to El Paso, and it was not until 1692 that any of them were
emboldened to return to their former homes. Even following their
return there was sporadic fighting and continued unrest until 1695. 4
Gregg's "Pando" was not among those returning in those early years;
however, his parents were.
The corning of the Villalpando family to the Taos valley was somewhat round-about, but had its beginnings in 1710 when Cristobal de
la Serna became a landowner as the recipient of a vast grant of land
lying just below the Taos pueblo. From a point about a mile south of
the present town of Taos, his grant extended southward roughly ten
miles to the Picuris mountains. On the east it touched Ojo Caliente
and reached a bit more than three miles westward to the middle road
to Picuris. 5 The Serna grant encompassed about thirty-five square miles,
and the major settlement there today is the village of Rancho de Taos,
near the site of what was once the Villalpando horne.
Shortly after he was given his grant, and before he had taken up . ,
residence on his new lands, de la Serna became the military commander
of the Presidio of Santa Fe. Occupancy was a condition of such grants.
De la Serna, however, claimed his duties required his presence in Santa
Fe and thus prevented his establishing residency. This, at least, was
his argument in 1715 when he requested a revalidation of his grant.
His request was granted, yet he still had not established residency by
1720, when he was killed while on a punitive expedition against the
Pawnees. In 1724 de la Serna's children sold the grant to Diego Romero. 6
Diego Romero was part Indian and throughout his life referred to
himself as a "coyote" (the Taos pueblo Indians called him "el Coyote").
In popular usage the term identified one who was of mixed Spanish
and Indian ancestry.7 Romero and his sister Ana Marfa were the children of Alonso Cadimo and Marfa de Tapia, both of whom were ser4. Myra Ellen Jenkins, "Taos Pueblo and Its Neighbors 1540-1847," New Mexico
Historical Review, 41 (April 1966), 89-90.
5. Jenkins, "Taos Pueblo," 91.
6. Myra Ellen Jenkins, "Cristobal de la Serna Grant," 2, and Deposition by Malcolm
Ebright, p. 1, in Records of the Surveyor General, Case #158, Trial Brief, State Records
and Archives Center, Santa Fe. There is some confusion as to whether the children were
sons Juan and Sebastian, or daughters Juana and Sebastiana: interview with Dr. Myra
Ellen Jenkins, September 1987.
7. Jenkins, "Cristobal de la Serna Grant," 3. Fray Angelico Chavez in Margaret L.
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vants at the hacienda of Felipe Romero, and who took their employer's
name for their own. It is Maria de Tapia who is known to have brought
the Indian heritage to the family, although it is not beyond the realm
of possibility that her husband was also of mixed ancestry. Alonso
Cadimo Romero was dead before the 1680 revolt, but during that uprising his widow fled to EI Paso with her two children. She was not
to return to New Mexico until 1693.
In the years following their return, Maria de Tapia Romero and
her daughter Ana Maria remained in Santa Fe. Diego Romero, however,
struck out on his own and gave evidence of his presence in the Taos
Valley as early as 1714. There he registered a livestock brand and gave
his residence as the Pueblo de San Geronimo. 8 Ten years later he bought
the de la Serna grant.
The year after the family's return from EI Paso, Ana Maria Romero
married a Spanish soldier of the Santa Fe garrison, Juan de la Villa el
Pando (which was later contracted to Villalpando). Pando seems to
have been one of the one-hundred soldiers who accompanied the thirtyfive families on their return to Santa Fe from EI Paso in 1693. Because
no mention of Pando's military title is made in any documents, it would
appear he was a common soldier in the ranks.
Juan Pando and Ana Maria had four known children, Ambrosio,
Pablo Francisco, Juan Rosalia, and Catalina. Pablo Francisco Villalpando
was born in 1710, the same year de la Serna was given his land grant,
and was both the father of Maria Rosa and the "Pando" ofJosiah Gregg. 9
Juan de la Villa el Pando was dead by 1718. 10 For reasons, and at
a date, unknown, the family pulled up stakes in Santa Fe and followed
the south-to-north migration route toward the northern settlements.
They stopped for a number of years in the San Juan area. By that time
the name had been contracted to Villalpando, as evidenced by that
spelling in the church records for the Rio Arriba (present-day Alcade)
baptism of two of Pablo Francisco Villalpando's children-Pablo in 1733
Buxton, The Family of Lucero Godoi, Early Records (Albuquerque: New Mexico Genealogical
Society, 1981), 2a, defined a "coyote" as one of half European and half Spanish ancestry.
He noted, however, the improper use was far more common and accepted.
8. Jenkins, "Cristobal de la Serna," 3.
9. Fray Angelico Chavez, Origins of New Mexico Families in the Spanish Colonial Period
(Santa Fe: Historical Society of New Mexico, 1954), 312. Don Carlos Fernandez, "Inventories of the .Goods of Marcel Torres, and Division of them made by Don Carlos Fernandez, Alcade Mayor of La Canada. Year of 1763," Spanish Archives of New Mexico, 987,
p. 33, State Records and Archives Center, Santa Fe.
10. Chavez, Origins, 312. Also, the parish record of Ambrosio Villalpando's marriage
on October 16, 1718, identified him as the son of the deceased Juan.
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and Ana Maria in 1735. Pablo Francisco Villalpando's brother, Juan
Rosalia, was married in Santa Cruz in 1738. Other parish entries identify various family members as being in San Juan, Embudo, and Rio
Arriba in those years. It is not until the 1750 census that the family is
recorded as being in the Taos area. They probably moved into the Taos
Valley in the early to mid-1840s, and once there, settled on Diego
Romero's grant as part of the larger Romero family, a common manner
of settlement in those times.
Not surprisingly, most of the Spanish settlers preferred to live in
the immediate vicinity of the more heavily populated Taos pueblo for
both safety and convenience. Not so the Romero clan, including the
Villalpando family, for they established their ranchos on the Rio de las
Trampas and the Rio Don Fernando, several miles south of the pueblo.
In 1744 a visiting friar reported only four ranches in the Taos Valley
with ten Spanish families, most of them Romeros. 1I
The Villalpando family, including Maria Rosa, was a part of the
greater Romero clan in the Taos Valley in 1744, assuming the approximate date of the family's move. She was at that time about eighteen
years old. Her origins are obscure, and her age is uncertain by at least
three years, She knew her father was Pablo Francisco Villalpando, but
she could only identify her mother as "of the name Martine."12 Many
of the early New Mexico parish records have been lost or destroyed
and no birth or baptismal record could be located in those parish
records still available. The parish record of her death gave her age as
104; however, two St. Louis newspapers gave her age as 107 in reporting her death. 13 It is from these reports that the estimates of her
age with respect to the Gregg tale are made. There is ample reason to
doubt the accuracy of these reports if one applies them. to her age at
marriage and at the birth of her children.
In a deposition given in a 1763 legal matter, Pablo Francisco Villalpando gave his age as fifty-three, thus establishing that he was born
in 1710. 14 So, at the time of the birth of his daughter he was at most
sixteen years old. It is not impossible to father a child at that age, but
he apparently was not married at that time. The earliest record of Pablo
11. Jenkins, "Taos Pueblo," 97.
12. Marriage Contract between Jean Salle and Marie Rose Videlpane, July 3, 1770,
Instrument #2023, Old St. Louis Archives, Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis.
13. St. Louis Cathedral Book of Sepultures, 166. [St. Louis] Missouri Republican,
August 3, 1830, and the St. Louis Beacon, August 5, 1830. Both Myra Ellen Jenkins and
Richard Salazar of the New Mexico State Archives believe her reported age is in error:
interviews during September 1987.
14. Fernandez, "Inventories," 33.
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Francisco Villalpando's marriage is to Francisca Luxan in 1731, when
he was twenty-one. The absence of any records connecting Pablo Francisco Villalpando and a woman named Martine certainly encourages
speculation about the circumstances of Maria Rosa's birth. There was
an extensive Martin family in the San Juan area, and mention is frequently made .of various members of that family as witnesses or godparents to Villalpando marriages and births in the 1730s. Pablo Francisco
Villalpando and Maria Martin were, for instance, witnesses to the marriage of his brother, Juan Rosalia, to Rosa Valdes in 1738. The Valdes
family was also prominent in that area during those years.
By 1750, when the extended Villalpando clan was counted in the
census of the Taos Valley, Pablo Francisco Villalpando had a sizeable
number of people sharing his household. Along with his wife Francisca
Luxan, there were his children Ana Maria, Maria, and Pablo, and his
servants Ana Maria, Maria Villalpando, Maria Antonia, Toribio, and
Antonio Villalpando. 15 In the absence of more positive identification it
is not possible to identify which, if either, Maria in the household is
the Maria Rosa of Gregg's tale. To further complicate the matter, Juan
Rosalia Villalpando also lived in the Taos Valley in 1750 and a Maria
Rosa is identified as his daughter in the census. Pablo Francisco Villalpando was carried as Spanish in the census record, yet his brother,
Juan Rosalia, was identified as a coyote.
Among the other residents counted in the pueblo in 1750, and
identified as a single male, was Joseph Xaques. Adding to the many
unanswered questions, there was a Juan Jose Jacquez living in Rio
Arriba in i754. 16 There is no indication that the Rio Arriba Jacquez was
married at the time. If either was the man that Maria Rosa married (or
more likely, they are one and the same), then it was sometime between
1750 and 1759 that Xaques and Maria Rosa were married. 17 In her
marriage contract of 1770 with Jean Sale dit Lajoie, Maria Rosa, then
called Marie Rose, said she was the widow of Jean Joseph Jacques,
"killed by the Laitanes" (Comanches) about ten years previously.
Xaques' age is not known, but Maria Rosa carne late to marriage,
for if born in 1723, she was twenty-seven in 1750 and thirty-six in 1759.
15. Virginia Langham Olmstead, Spanish and Mexican Censuses of New Mexico, 17501830 (Albuquerque: New Mexico Genealogical Society, 1981), 47-48. Buxton's The Family
of Lucero Godoi, 180 e-f, failed to identify a Maria as a daughter of Pablo Francisco
Villalpando and Francisca. Mrs. Buxton later wrote "I see I left out a Maria in 1750
household of Pablo Francisco VP & F. Luhan in Lucero book." Margaret Buxton to author,
October 8, 1987, author's collection.
16. Chavez, Origins, 198.
17. Also spelled Jacques, and pronounced "ha-kess."
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The usual practice was to marry at a much earlier age, sometimes as
young as eleven or thirteen, but more commonly at sixteen to twenty.
The late twenties was unusual for a first marriage. 18
By 1760, when her husband was killed, and she was carried off
into Indian captivity, she had at least one child, a son, Joseph Julian
Jacques. No record of any other children has been located.
With her husband and son, Maria Rosa was settled in the canada
of the Rio Don Fernando as one of twelve families that had built homes
around the hacienda of her father when, in June of 1760, Bishop Pedro
Tamar6n came to the pueblo as part of a visitation program to all of
northern New Mexico. He came from the Picuris pueblo some distance
to the south, and while he did not mention the Romero ranchos in the
report of his visit, he did note that en route to Taos he stopped at "the
large house of a wealthy Taos Indian, very civilized and well ,to do.
The said house is well walled in with arms and towers for defense."
There is good reason to believe that Tamar6n was describing the home
of Pablo Francisco Villalpando. Tamar6n's reference to towers is plural,
and the Villalpando hacienda had four. Elsewhere in his account T a - · .
mar6n noted that Pablo Francisco Villalpando lived in the largest home
in the area. 19
oil..
We do not know what the Bishop meant by "very civilized," but·
Pablo Francisco Villalpando was apparently able to write, and that
might have been enough to qualify him as civilized in the eyes of the
Bishop.20 He also was quite successful in life and enjoyed a position
of prominence in the valley, as evidenced by the size of his hacienda,
the number of servants in his employ, and numerous entries in the
church records of him as sponsor or witness to marriages, baptisms,
and other matters. This, too, may have qualified him as quite civilized
to the Bishop. Pablo Francisco Villalpando was also a coyote, or mixed
blood, and to a full-blooded Spaniard he would have been viewed as
an Indian.
In the mid-eighteenth century, the relationship between the Spanish settlements of northern New Mexico and the Comanches was tenuous at best. The Comanches came each year to the settlements to
trade, and a peace of sorts was observed during those times. The
.l

18. Margaret L. Buxton to author, October 23, 1985, author's collection.
19. Jenkins, "Cristobal," 8. Eleanor B. Adams, ed., "Bishop Tamaron's Visitation of
New Mexico, 1760," New Mexico Historical Review, 28 (April 1958), 217. Jenkins disagrees,
and believes it was the home of Francisco Xavier Romero, a son of Diego Romero, that
Tamaron visited. Interview with Jenkins, September 1987.
20. Fernandez, "Inventories." Villalpando's 1763 deposition in the matter of the
estate of Marcel Torres was signed in his own hand.
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Indians, however, apparently held that the temporary truce did not
apply to travel time, and felt no compunction against raiding on the
way to or from these trade fairs. Throughout the rest of the year random
raids kept the settlements in a constant state of uncertainty and terror.
It was on August 4, 1760, that three-thousand Comanches descended upon the Taos Valley, intent on destroying the pueblo. According to legend, and to Gregg, the offense was the slight afforded
them by Maria Rosa's refusal to marry the chief. This does not seem
likely for, if for no other reason, Maria's age at that time-thirty-four
at the least-would put her far beyond the reasonable attentions of the
chief who saw her as a small girl. 2i A more valid reason for the attack
may be found in the report that the Comanches attacked to avenge an
insult earlier afforded by the pueblo Indians when they danced over
Comanche scalps.
Whatever the reason, the Comanches came with fire in their eyes
and the settlers took refuge as best they could. Along the Rio Don
Fernando, south of the pueblo, the twelve families living around the
Villalpando hacienda came into the shelter of the hacienda. With its
four towers and supply of defensive arms, they had every expectation
of surviving yet another Indian attack. Pablo Francisco Villalpando was
not among those defending the hacienda for he had left the day before
on business.
The Indians were somehow diverted from their initial attack on
the pueblo and transferred their attention to the Villalpando hacienda.
Possibly the Indians were provoked by those in the hacienda who,
according to the defender's own report, fired first upon the Indians.
There were reportedly as many as fourteen male defenders within the
walls, and a large number of women and children. 22
Despite the withering fire from the defenders, the Comanches
were able to sneak below the overhanging parapet of the towers where
they found cover that was certainly never intended. With the advantage
of this protected position, they soon breached the walls and fought
their way into the hacienda. Villalpando's wife Francisca was killed at
the door where she valiantly fought the invaders with a lance. Defeat
came swiftly, and all the male defenders were killed, including Maria's
husband, Juan Jose Xaques. Many of the women and children were
21. See Simmons, Taos to Tome, 37-39, for the story of the 1777 Tome massacre which
was possibly occasioned by the reneging on a promise of marriage to an Indian chief.
22. Adams, ed., "Visitation," 217; Eleanor B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez,
eds., The Missions of New Mexico: A Description by Fray Francisco Atansasio Dominguez
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1956), 4.
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also killed either during the battle or immediately after. Francisco Atanasio Dominguez noted that after the male defenders were dead the
Comanches killed a number of the women "who had fought like men,
and when they were dead, they insolently coupled them with the dead
men. 1123
By Tamar6n's count, the defenders killed forty-nine of their attackers. Dominguez, however, more than doubled the number of Indians killed to over one hundred. Bishop Tamar6n was perhaps fortunate
to have departed the Taos area before the Comanches struck the settlement. The settlement, however, could most certainly have made
good use of the twenty-two soldiers in his retinue. Those troops might
have been sufficient to turn the tide had they been present and able
to give battle. 24
Maria Rosa was not among those killed, but she was one of the
fifty-six women and children carried into captivity by the victorious
Comanches. 25 In the ensuing months the Spanish authorities managed
to ransom, redeem, or recapture some of those carried off in the raid.
But not Maria Rosa. She spent the next ten years as a captive of the
Indians, first among the Comanches and later among the Pawnees to
whom she was traded. There is no record of the conditions under .
which Maria Rosa lived with the Indians, but she must have gained
some acceptance with one, of not both, of the tribes. Sometime during
the first six years of captivity she had a son who was with her when
she was found among the Pawnees by the French trader Jean Sale dit
Lajoie about the year 1767.
In the spring of 1764, while Maria Rosa was enduring her captivity
on the plains, Auguste Chouteau stood on the limestone bluffs of the
Mississippi River. He watched his small party unload the boats in which
they had just arrived at the site that Pierre Laclede Liguest and his
fourteen-year-old stepson and clerk had decided upon the previous
fall for their trading post. The post was to be named St. Louis. 26 With
Chouteau's small party was a contingent from the nearby settlement
of Cahokia, including twenty-three-year-old Jean Sale dit Lajoie. Jean
Sale was a native Frenchman, a voyageur, and a trader seeking new
23. Adams and Chavez, eds., Missions, 251.
24. Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexico History (5 vols., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa: Torch Press, 1911), 1: 444.
25. Adams, ed., "Visitation," 217; Adams and Chavez, eds., Missions, 4, give the
number carried into captivity as sixty-four.
26. William E. Foley and C. David Rice, The First Chouteaus (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1983), 1.
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and greater opportunities. He is considered to be one of the thirty
original settlers of St. Louis. 27
As soon as the building of the new post would permit, Sale assembled his packs of trade goods and ranged out onto the tall grass
prairies stretching endlessly to the west. He traded with the various
Indian tribes he found there. It was on one of his trading ventures
among the Pawnee villages that he found the captive Maria Rosa Villalpando and her son. 28 He undoubtedly found her presence there to be
a convenient arrangement, for rather than ransom her, he chose to live
with her in the village for several years. It was not until 1770 that he
ended her Indian captivity. He brought her to the then six-year-old
trading post of St. Louis, which was much better known far and wide
as Pain Court (short of bread). It was so called because the post had
become so successful in its trading that the inhabitants failed to give
sufficient attention to their basic food needs. Thus their failure to attend
to their planting stuck them with the derisive cognomen. 29
Their marriage contract signed on July 3, 1770, identified her as
Marie Rose Vidalpane, or Videlpane. Both spellings occur in the document. At this point in her history the Spanish Maria Rosa became the
French Marie Rose (and shall be referred to by that name hereafter).
The contract between Marie Rose and Jean Sale recognized the
Indian child born during her captivity. Her son, Antoine Xavier, was
given Sale's name and it was agreed he was to be raised by them until
he was of an age to fend for himself. It was made quite clear, however,
that Antoine was to have no status whatsoever as an heir of either Sale
or his wife, and no claim on either estate. 30
Their agreement also gave recognition to their own son, who was
identified in the contract as being about twenty months 01d. 31 The
contract was quite specific in stating that their son, Lambert, had been
born while Marie was a captive of the Pawnees and before they could
legitimize their marriage. He was to be considered a legitimate heir of
his parents in every respect, and was to share equally in their estate
with any other children who might be born to them in the years ahead.
27. William L. Thomas, History of St. Louis County, Missouri (2 vols., St. Louis: 5.].
Clarke Publishing Co., 1911), 1: 19.
. 28. Spelling used is from her Marriage Contract of 1770. In the same document it
is also spelled Videlpane.
29. Martin Quigley, St. Louis: A Fond Look Back (St. Louis: First National Bank in St.
Louis, 1956), n.p.
30. "Marriage Contract," Instrument 2023, Missouri Historical Society.
31. The son, Lambert, was born on November 12, 1768. "Catholic Baptisms, St.
Louis, Missouri, 1765-1840" (St. Louis: Genealogical Society, 1982), 82.
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Jean Sale and Marie Rose Vidalpane, or Villalpando; were married
that same day and took up residence in the home Sale had built on
his property. It was a house built in the French manner of vertical posts
on a foundation of stone, twenty-five by twenty feet, on the northwest
corner of Block 57 in the burgeoning settlement. Their home faced on
the Rue des Granges, which was at that time the westernmost street
of the trading post. 32 Jean was at that time twenty-nine years old and
Marie Rose was at least. forty-four.
There were other children born to their marriage. Pierre was born
in 1771, and twins Marie Josephe and Helene were born in 1773. 33
Lambert· and Helene lived to adulthood. Pierre and Marie Josephe
apparently died at an early age for later references to the family identified only the two children.
For reasons unknown, after twenty-two years of marriage Jean
Sale returned to France in 1792, and there he remained for the rest of
his life. He left his wife and daughter in St. Louis, but took Lambert
with him. Lambert, then twenty-four, remained in France with his
father for perhaps two years before returning home. Lambert's reasons
for going, or for returning, were never explained. Once back, he remained in St. Louis until his death in 1834.
An undoubted surprise for Marie Rose and her family was the
1802 visit of her son Joseph Julian Jacques. Travel between St. Louis
and New Mexico was both arduous and dangerous in those yea.rs and
would not have been undertaken as a lark. Commerce and contact
between the two settlements was virtually non-existent, and one can
only guess at the manner by which Jacques learned his mother was
alive and well in St. Louis. He was no doubt greatly pleased to find
he had a step-brother and sister, and was warmly welcomed by his
mother. On reflection, perhaps his joy at meeting Helene and Lambert
Sale was not unbounded, for beyond any wish to see his mother, he
had come to determine his status as an heir. This question was resolved
by an agreement signed by Jacques, his mother, and half-sister Helene
Leroux on August 3, 1803. Very strangely, no mention of Lambert was
made in the document, and his signature does not appear on it. The
terms of the agreement stated that Joseph Julian Jacques relinquished
his share of any part of his mother's estate to which he might otherwise
be entitled to his half-sister Helene. In consideration of this he received
the sum of tWo hundred pesos, hard money.34 This 1803 document "is
32. Quigley, 51. Louis, n.p.
33. "Catholic Baptisms," 82.
34. Document No. 1445. Old St. Louis Archives, Missouri Historical Society.
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the only record that any children were born to Marie Rose and her first
husband, and the absence of mention of any siblings of Jacques certainly gives good cause to believe he was the only child of that marriage.
The Sale family continued to be a part of the rapidly growing town
of St. Louis. The public records, however, contain a woeful dearth of
information about them. Other than parish records of births and deaths,
the only records identifiable with the family were an 1805 valuation of
$800 for the property which Jean Sale had acquired in Block 57 at the
founding of the settlement, and which he left to Marie Rose, and an
1807 court matter in which she brought suit in behalf of her then
deceased son Antoine to collect a debt owed him. 35 She won the suit.
In the property valuation record, she was identified as both the "Widow
Lajoie," and more completely as "Marie Rose Vidalpando, widow of
Jean Sale dit Lajoie," although at that time he was still alive, and living
in France.
According to Gregg Marie Rose was the progenitor of several respectable families of St. Louis. Her daughter Helene married Benjamin
Leroux on January 17, 1792. 36 Benjamin died in 1795, but not before
they somehow apparently managed to have three children. One must
say "apparently" for Benjamin died in January, 1795, yet the record of
Catholic Baptisms for St. Louis contains baptisms for Le Roux children
as late as 1803. A daughter, Marie Angelique, was born December 30,
1:792 and baptized January 17, 1793, on her parents' first anniversary.
A boy, Sylvestre, identified as the son of the "widow Le Roux" was
baptized on March 16, 1798, and one Helene, whose parents were not
identified but who is listed with the Le Roux family, was baptized on
June 6, 1803. Frederick Billon identified Helene and Benjamin Leroux'
children as Watkins, Marie Angelique, and Helene. 37 In The Blazed Trail
of Antoine Leroux, Forbes Parkhill states that the mountaineer Antoine
Leroux was the son of Helene Leroux, and a grandson of Marie Rose
Sale. There is no evidence of this relationship. No record of Antoine
Leroux' birth could be found in St. Louis, and Leroux, in his wedding
contract in Taos in 1833, identified his parents as Antonio Lerous and
Elene Jose.
Lambert never had any children of his own. He married the widow
35. "St. Louis Landowners in 1805" (St. Louis: Missouri Historical Society Collections, 1908), 3: 190.
36. "Catholic Marriages, Saint Louis, Missouri 1774-1840" (St. Louis: St. Louis Genealogical Society, n.d.), 23.
37. "Catholic Baptisms," 26; Frederick BiIlon, Annals of St. Louis, 1765-1804 (St.
Louis: Frederick BilIon, 1886), 426.
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Magdeline Delor dit Cayolle in 1811 and adopted the six minor children·
she brought to the marriage. One of those children, Marie Rose, married the mountaineer Etienne Provost in 1829. They had two daughters,
one of whom, also a Marie, lived to adulthood.
Marie Rose lived in St. Louis until July 27, 1830, when she died
at the home of her daughter, Helene Leroux, at the reported age of
104 (or 107). Much of her life still remains a mystery, and the records
that could confirm her birth in that earlier time no longer exist.
Marie Rose was sure of the identity of her father, as she named
him in her 1770 marriage contract, but her reference to "of the name
Martine" indicates-she was only vaguely aware of her mother's identity.
If she was born in 1723, or even in 1726, she was most likely born in
Santa Fe. All evidence indicates that she was born of a liaison between
Pablo Francisco Villalpando and a girl named Martine.
But at what time did this liaison take place? Thus far this narrative
has allowed the premise that Marfa Rosa was well over one hundred
years old when she died in 1830. But what if she was not? In the 1730s
the Villalpando families shared the San Juan area with both the Valdes
and Martin families. Could the illegitimate daughter of Pablo Francisco
Villalpando have been born during the San Juan years of a liaison with
a woman of the Martin family?
Interestingly, there is a parish entry in 1739 for the March 8, baptism of Rosa, a Coyota, "the daughter of unknown parents" who was
to be raised by Rosa Valdes. The church records of early New Mexico
are replete with baptisms of children of unknown parentage, which
was a mannerly way of providing baptism and spiritual safety for the
illegitimate offspring of possibly prominent families without naming
names. Remember that in 1738 Juan Rosalia Villalpando married Rosa
Valdes, and the witnesses were his brother Pablo Francisco Villalpando
and Maria Martin. More than that, a sizeable contingent of all three
families lived in the San Juan area in those years.
There is no evidence to say that this Rosa, coyota, is the Marfa
Rosa of Gregg's tale. The absence of the first name, "Marfa," is not
disturbing for that was a common name given to many Spanish and
French girls. It makes more sense if she were that Marfa Rosa, however,
for in 1760 that woman was twenty-one years old. Whether"Rosa,
Coyota" or someone else, the younger age factor presents a much more
logical view of the Maria Rosa taken by the Indians in 1760. She and
Jean Sale had four children with the birth of the twins in 1773. Had
she been born in 1723, she was fifty years old at the time she bore her
twin daughters. Late enough to be having children if she were thirtyfour, as she would have been had she been born in 1739. The facts,
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scant as they are, just do not seem to warrant acceptance of the earlier
dates for her birth.
Consider also that the "Rosa, coyota," was to be raised by Rosa
Valdes and the census of 1750 identified a Maria Rosa as a daughter
in Juan Rosalia Villalpando's family in the Taos Valley, and no daughter
by that full name in Pablo Francisco Villalpando's family. It is certainly
not beyond the realm of possibility that the illegitimate Marfa Rosa
was raised in Juan Rosalia's family, knowing always who her real father
was yet having only a vague idea of the true identity of her mother.
Regardless of the true date of her birth, the story of Marfa Rosa
Villalpando Sale is one of a strong frontier heroine whose travail might
have been forgotten had not Josiah Gregg captured it in a brief paragraph.

Army Women's Narratives as
Docu~ents of Social History: Some
Examples from the Western Frontier,

1840-1900
SANDRA L. MYRES

Since the late 196Os, when historians began to discover women in the
West, a good deal has been written about various topics relating to
women and the frontier experience. Often these studies, especially the
earlier ones, were organized around particular "types" of women'-farm women, ranch women, businesswomen, women in mining camps
or on the overland trails. With the possible exception of the more
colorful "bad girls" and the "ladies of the night" perhaps no single
group of women has received more attention than army women-those
women attached in one way or another to the frontier army in the
trans-Mississippi West from approximately 1840 to the end of the Indian
wars. Articles and monographs, as well as reprints of earlier published
diaries, letters, and reminiscences (often with new introductory essays)
have poured off the presses in increasing numbers. I
Sandra L. Myres is professor of history in the University of Texas, Arlington, and
the author of Westering Women and the Frontier Experience 1800-1915 (1982).
1. The best book length study of army wives and dependents is Patricia Y. Stallard,
Glittering Misery: Dependents of the Indian Fighting Army (San Rafael, California: Presidio
Press, 1978). Also see Sandra L. Myres, "The Ladies of the Army-Views of Western
Life," James P. Tate, ed., The American Military of the Frontier, Proceedings of the 7th Military
History Symposium, USAF Academy 1976 (Washington, D.C.: Office of Air Force History,
1978), 135-54; and Sandra L. Myres, "Romance and Reality on the American Frontier:
Views of Army Wives," Western Historical ,Quarterly, 13 (October 1982), 409-27. A bibli-
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Amost every aspect of the army women's lives have been described, discussed, and analyzed; and they have become a part of that
part-romantic, part-nostalgic, part-critical fascination which both popular readers and western historians have long held for the Indianfighting army in the West.
There were several different groups of women associated with the
nineteenth-century frontier army: officers' wives and daughters; the
families of enlisted men and non-commissioned officers; and women
whose husbands' business or/their own brought them into close contact
with military posts and garrisons. This last group included the families
of post traders and sutlers or other civilian contract laborers, single
women employed on the posts as servants and laundresses, prostitutes
living marginal existences on the edges of military reservations and,
if the records are to be believed, in at least one or two cases women
who actually served in the ranks. 2 Although a few recent studies have
helped to illuminate the lives of the latter two groups of army women,
we know the most about the officers' wives, principally through their
published journals, memoirs, and letters. 3 Indeed, most of the studies
of army women have concentrated on this small, but articulate group
of women. This is not surprising since this is the group we know the
most about and the group who wrote the most about their western
experiences.
ography of books by army wives as well as some secondary articles can be found in
Sandra L. Myres, "Army Wives in the Trans-Mississippi West: A Bibliography," in Teresa
Griffin Viele, Following the Drum: A Glimpse of Frontier Life (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1984), 257-73. Since the publication of that bibliography Edward M. Coffman has
proVided two excellent chapters with extensive notes and sources on army wives in The
Old Army: A Portrait of the American Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1986). Of speCial interest to California readers is a recent article by
Annegret Ogden, "Queen or Camp Follower? The Life of the Military Wife in Early
California," Californian, 2 (March/April 1984), 11-16.
2. A similar structure is presented in Darlis A. Miller, "Foragers, Army Women, and
Prostitutes," Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller, eds., New Mexico Women: Intercultural
Perspectives (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986), 141-68. On women
who actually "served" with the army, see Coffman, Old Army, 114-15.
3. On laundresses, female servants, and women other than officers' wives see Stallard, Glittering Misery, 53-74; Norman W. Caldwell, "Civilian Personnel at the Frontier
Military Post (1790-1814)," Mid-America, 38 (April 1956), 101-19; John R. Sibbald, "Camp
Followers All," American West, 3 (Spring 1966), 56-67; Miller J. Steward, "Army Laundresses: Ladies of the 'Soap Suds Row,''' Nebraska History, 61 (Winter 1980), 421-36;
Miller, "Foragers," 154-59; Coffman, Old Army, 309. Prostitutes are discussed specifically
in Anne M. Butler, "Military Myopia: Prostitution on the Frontier," Prologue, 13 (Winter
1981), 233-50; Miller, "Foragers," 159-61; and Coffman, Old Army. 311-14. Ogden, "Queen
or Camp Followers?" includes laundresses, servants, and prostitutes as well as officers'
wives.
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As several investigators have pointed out, the literary production
of the officers' wives was prodigious in relation to their numbers. Over
thirty books and articles by frontier army wives appeared in print prior
to 1920, and an almost equal number have been discovered and published since that time. 4 Most have been the subject of several studies
which have analyzed their content and what they can tell us about
women's lives in the West from the standpoint of a group of predominately middle-class women who sojourned briefly in the trans-Mississippi country between 1840 and 1900. 5 From these studies we have
come to understand a good deal about this rather remarkable group
of women-their backgrounds, their interests, and their attitudes towards the West.
We know from these studies that, with few exceptions, these women
came from "close-knit, staunchly religious middle-class famil[ies]."6
Only a few had grown up in the West and even they had spent some
time in the East. Most had a finishing school or ladies' seminary education, and several were members of prominent families. All were
thoroughly inculcated with the virtues of "true womanhood" which
decreed that women of their class should be "modest, submissive,
educated in the genteel and domestic arts, supportive of [their] husband's efforts, uncomplaining," and "perfect" wives and mothers. 7
Moreover, these women brought these values to their new and unfamiliar life on the frontier; and, as Darlis Miller has pointed out, "lived
in a highly regulated military society where they were expected to
observe codes of conduct appropriate to their rank" and that of their
husbands. 8
Despite these restrictions, however, the officers' wives enjoyed a
freedom from many of the strictures of the c~lt of true womanhood
imposed on their eastern contemporaries. They traveled unchaperoned
4. See Myres, "Army Wives in the Trans-Mississippi West: A Bibliography."
5. In addition to the sources listed in note one, see Forrest R. Blackburn, "Army
Families in Frontier Forts," Military Review, 49 (October 1969), 17-28; Oliver Knight, Life
and Manners in the Frontier Army (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1977) and
relevant sections of Don Rickey, Jr., Forty Miles a Dayan Beans and Hay: The Enlisted Soldier
Fighting the Indian Wars (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963).
6. Robert M. Utley, ed., "Campaigning with Custer: Letters and diaries sketch life
in camp and field during the Indian Wars," American West, 14 (July/August 1977), 4;
Myres, "Romance and Reality," 417-18.
7. Sandra L. Myres, Western Women and the Frontier Experience, 1800-1915 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982), 6. For a fuller discussion of the concept
of "true womanhood" see Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood, 1820-1860,"
American Quarterly, 18 (Summer 1966), 151-74.
8. Miller, "Foragers," 142.
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Army officers and wives at Old Fort Grant, 1876. Courtesy of the Arizona
Historical Society Library.

throughout much of the trans-Mississippi West and made trips "back
East" alone or accompanied only by their children and perhaps a female
servant. They explored remote areas and visited and observed life in
Indian camps and villages; and, for those whose husbands were stationed in the Southwest or California, in Mexican towns and villages
as well. They described the topography, climate, and other physical
details of the lands through which they traveled. They also discussed
local civilian populations and shrewdly assessed the possibilities and
potential for economic and social development. These army women
were generally perceptive observers, and they offered comments and
insights which have provided us with vivid and detailed descriptions
of western military and civilian life and added greatly to our understanding of the nineteenth-century American West.
Understandably, the officers' wives were most concerned with the
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problems of making a home and raising a family under new, and often
difficult, conditions; and their narratives tended to concentrate on details of home and garrison life. They described, often in minute detail,
their quarters and furnishings such as furniture made from packing
boxes and scrap lumber, the handmade curtains, army blanket carpets,
a favorite picture or treasured piece of china or bric-a-brac with which
they tried to make their quarters more "homelike." They discussed
problems with servants (especially cooks), child care, the difficulty in
obtaining suitable clothing for themselves and their children, and the
scarcity of various food items. They also commented on their recreational activities and social life-horseback riding, hunting and fishing
parties, croquet (a favorite pastime on many posts), picnics, an occasional "hop" or special celebrations of holidays. They also described
the more colorful and pleasant aspects of garrison life--dress parades,
band concerts, dinner parties for visiting officers or the arrival of a
delegation of flour red neighbors" for a parley or to trade at the post
store. They also bemoaned the isolation and boredom of post life,
especially when most of the command had taken to the field' for an
extended patrol or on campaign. 9
Generally, however, as Darlis Miller has noted, the army journalists,...
presented an "attractive picture of military society." They rarely men-~"
tioned "officers' wives who did not enjoy army life but rather found
its constraints a heavy burden"; and they rarely wrote about"sexual
tensions or violations of Victorian morality that seemingly threatened
the solidarity and integrity of their upper-middle class world."1D They
made only occasional veiled references to the activities at the local "hog
ranches" or gave vague hints of scandal along Soap Suds Rowand
occasionally along Officers' Row as well. With only a few exceptions
they did not comment directly on political, economic, or military affairs
and policies, except for a bit of benign criticism about army customs
and traditions which generally ignored the needs of wives and made
their lives more difficult with crowded housing, inadequate~rat least
unpalatable-food supplies, poor medical care, and few cultural amenities in the way of schools and churches. 11
9. The best summaries of the domestic and garrison life of army families can be
found in Stallard, Glittering Misery; Coffman, Old Army, chapters 3 and 6; Myres, "The
Ladies of the Army," and "Romance and Reality"; and Darlis Miller's introduction to the
reprint edition of Mrs. Orsemus Bronson Boyd, Cavalry Life in Tent and Field (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1982).
10. Miller, "Foragers," 151.
11. Two notable exceptions were Teresa Viele, Following the Drum and Cora Montgomery [pseud.], Eagle Pass; or, Life on the border (New York: George P. Putnam & Com-
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Although domestic concerns, garrison life, and occasional descriptionsof the countryside were the most common topics in the officers'
wives' narratives, the women also included comments on the local
populations, especially Indians, Mexicans, Chinese and other "alien
peoples" and Negroes. They also described, not always in flattering
terms, the local "white" population, both military and civilian. Although a great deal has been written about army wives' domestic concerns, garrison life and their western life in general, except in the case
of the Indians, very little has appeared analyzing the women's reaction
to other peoples and what their opinions tell us not only about the
people they encountered but about the women themselves. IndeeCl, it
is in these areas of social commentary that their writings offer some
of the most revealing insights not only into life on the frontier but,
more importantly, into nineteenth-century middle-class values. Thus
this paper attempts, for the first time, to analyze the army wives'
narratives as documents of social commentary.
Throughout most of the nineteenth century, the army's principal
mission in the West was directly related to the Indians, so it is not
surprising that the women wrote about them. Before going West, the
women had either read or heard a good deal about the American
natives. They journeyed into their land with a number of preconceptions and prejudices based on books, novels, newspapers, and magazines as well as hearsay and rumor which portrayed Indians as both
"noble redmen" and "ignorant bloodthirsty savages." Such contradictory views were often reinforced by contact with the native peoples;
and army wives, like their husbands, viewed the Indians with "fear,
distrust, loathing, contempt, and condescension, on the one hand;
curiosity, admiration, sympathy, and even friendship, on the other."12
pany, 1952). Both women were outspoken in their condemnation of government policy
in regard to frontier defense; both were ardent expansionists and both suggested the
policies they thought the government should pursue in regard to western development
and relations with Mexico. See Sandra L. Myres, "Forward" to the reprint edition of
Viele, Following the Drum, 6-8. In a similar vein, Frances Roe strongly criticized the
United States Congress for failing to pass an army appropriations bill before it adjourned
in 1877. Frances M. A. Roe, Army Letters from an Officer's Wife: 1871-1888 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981), 159.
12. Robert M. Utley, Frontier Regulars: The United States Army and the Indian, 18661891 (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1973), 45. There is, as noted in the
text, a fairly extensive literature on army wives and Indians. See Sherry L. Smith,
"Officers' Wives, Indians and Indian Wars," Journal of the Order of Indian Wars, 1 (Winter
1980),35-46; Myres, "The Ladies of the Army," 140-42 and "Romance and Reality," 41215; and relevant portions of Ronald J. Quinn, "The Modest Seduction: The Experience
of Pioneer Women on the Trans-Mississippi Frontiers" (doctoral dissertation, University
of California, Riverside, 1977); Glenda Riley, Women and Indians on the Frontier, 1825-1915
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984); and Myres, Westering Women.
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Like other women coming to the frontier from "civilized" society,
the army wives' initial reaction to the Indians was often one of fear
and loathing. Conditioned by reports of Indian atrocities and captivity
narratives, they were terrified of Indian attacks. Such fears were not
allayed by some husbands and "kind" friends who presented them
with pistols or revolvers and orders to shoot themselves if necessary
to escape captivity, torture, or "a fate worse than death." The words
of one Arizona officer to his wife were evidently frequently repeated:
"If I'm hit, you'll know what to do. You have your derringer.... Don't
let them get you alive."13
With such warnings ringing in their ears, it is not surprising that
even in the midst of a heavily armed garrison many women feared for
their own safety and that of their children. But despite their fears, the
women were also fascinated by the "aborigines" and visited Indian
camps and viIlagesand reported on the customs and lifestyles of various native peoples. Many devoted long passages in their journals to
descriptions of Indian dress, behavior, and habits, and a few even
attempted to learn some of the Indian languages and collected bows
and arrows, moccasins, and other Indian artifacts. Some of the women
expressed amazement that, contrary to the stereotypes they had formed,
many Indians acted "just like white people," and several commented
on the differences they found between "real" Indians and their preconceived ideas of the native peoples. 14
Indeed, the longer most army women lived in "Indian country,"
the less concerned they became about their personal safety; and some, .
like Frances Boyd, reported that they "soon regarded red men as fearlessly as if I had been accustomed to them all my life." Some, of course,
never completely lost their fears, especially "on the march" or outside
the safety of the garrison; but most tried to overcome their feelings or
at least conceal them from their husbands and friends. For example,
Ada Vogdes admitted that she was always "frightened at r:tight," especially when she accompanied her husband to the wood cutting station, but she continued to go along on these expedition&. Frances Roe
expressed less fear than disgust. "Almost all my life," she wrote, "I
have wanted to see ... an Indian, a real noble red man.... Well, I
. 13. Martha Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona: Recollections of the Army Life of a New
England Woman (Glorietta, New Mexico: Rio Grande Press, 1970), 123.
14. See, for example, Sandra 1. Myres, ed., Cavalry Wife: The Diary of Eveline M.
Alexander 1866-1867 (College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1977), 44, 106, 117;
Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 162-64; and Robert C. Carriker and Eleanor R. Carriker,
eds., An Army Wife on the Frontier: The Memoirs of Alice Blackwood Baldwin, 1867-1877 (Salt
Lake City: Tanner Trust Fund, University of Utah Library, 1975), 79.
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have seen ... a number of Indians but they were ... simply, and
only, painted, dirty, and nauseous, smelling savages."15
Other officers' wives, however, expressed some understanding
and sympathy for the Indian's condition. For example, Teresa Viele
thought the Comanches "bloody, brutal, [and] licentious," but she also
believed they had been "driven from their rightful possessions, and
[one] can see ... many excuses for their tiger-like ferocity and bitter
hatred of those who they feel have wronged them so sorely." In a
similar vein, Frances Grummond Carrington, whose first husband had
been killed by the Sioux, nonetheless defended the Indians' attempts
to protect their homes and lands with a "spirit akin to that of the
American soldier of our early history."16
But even women like Viele and Carrington, who felt some sympathy for the Indians, believed they were a vanishing race, doomed
to cultural extinction. And once the Indians were gone, the army's
main mission in the West would come to an end, and the women could
return East to write-and profit-from their experiences and read of
nobler, and less threatening, Indians in the tales of James Fenimore
Cooper and the poems of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
The ambivalence with which the officers' wives viewed American
Indians also characterized their opinions of other ethnic groups with
whom they came in contact. Women whose husbands were stationed
along the Mexican border or in the older Hispanic settled regions of
the Southwest and California had many opportunities to observe Mexicans and Mexican American peoples. They attended fiestas, bailes, and
bull and bear fights; went sightseeing; visited Mexican homes and
commented extensively on a culture they found so different from their
own. 17
Interestingly, their comments were frequently positive. This is
15. Boyd, Cavalry Life, 64; Ada Adelaine Vogdes, "Journal Describing Army Life of
an Officer's Wife," Manuscript Collections, Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
The complete joumal and other Vogdes materials are located at the United States Military
Academy Library, West Point. For portions of the journal, see Donald K. Adams, ed.,
"The Journal of Ada A. Vogdes," Montana, the Magazine of Western History, 13 (Summer
1963), 2-17; Roe, Army Letters, 10.
16. Viele, Following the Drum, 121, 124; Frances Carrington, My Army Life and the
Fort Phil Kearney Massacre with an Account of the Celebration of "Wyoming, Opened" (Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott Co., 1910),44-45.
17. Less has been written on army wives and Mexican Americans than on army
women and Indians, but see Myres, "Romance and Reality," 415, and "The Ladies of
the Army," 142-43. Sandra L. Myres, "Mexican Americans and Westering Anglos: A
Feminine Perspective," New Mexico Historical Review, 57 (October 1982), 317-33 also includes some discussion of the attitudes of army wives.
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somewhat surprising in view of the anti-Mexican tone of most nineteenth-century United States literature. The Mexicans had no Cooper
or Longfellow to romanticize them, and there were no Mexican American parallels to the concept of the "noble redman." The Texas Revolution and the war with Mexico were still favorite topics in popular
literature, .and most schoolbooks portrayed Mexican Americans as the
descendants of "the marriage of the 'cruel and treacherous' Spaniard
and the 'savage' Indian," a union that had produced a "lazy, degenerate,
people handicapped by an enervating climate and with little hope of
progress." Moreover, many of the officers' wives were staunch Protestants and believed the Roman Catholicism of the Mexican Americans
was another indication of their ignorance and backwardness. 18
Despite such prejudices and preconceptions, many of the officers'
wives found the Mexicans and Mexican Americans a charming and
pleasant people. Both Eveline Alexander and Lydia Lane remarked on
the cleanliness of the Mexican American homes they visited and the
warm hospitality of their hosts. Frances Boyd also commented that the
Mexican families with whom they stayed enroute from one post to
another "were most truly hospitable." Jessie Benton Fremont and Martha Hickcock also visited a number of Mexican homes in California and"
noted that "the gracious hospitality made a striking contrast to thtt
make-shift housing arrangements of Americans in overcrowded San
Francisco." Even Teresa Viele, who was generally critical of the Mexican
American population, found them an "amiable, smiling, innocent race
of people," and she was particularly impressed by the "feeling of sympathy in misfortune which pervades all classes of Mexicans."19
It should be noted, however, that most of the complimentary remarks came from women whose associations were with the ricos, or
upper classes. The army journalists were less inclined to find virtue in
the peon class, and their class prejudices and the influence of antiMexican literature became apparent when they described the working
class and mestizo servants. Boyd complained of their "indolence," and
18. Laurence M. Hauptman, "Mythologizing Westward Expansion: Schoolbooks
and the Images of the American Frontier Before Turner," Western Historical Quarterly, 7
(July 1977), 279. See also John P. Bloom, "New Mexico Viewed by Anglo-Americans,
1846-1849," New Mexico Historical Review, 34 (July 1959),165-98; David J. Langum, "Californios and the Image of Indolence," Western Historical Quarterly, 9 (April 1978), 181-96;
and Myres, Westering Women, 72-85.
19. Myres, Cavalry Wife, 104-5; Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier or Old Days
in the Old Army (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987),45-46,95. Boyd,
Cavalry Life, 172-73; Annegret Ogden, "Army Wives in Early California," Baneroftiana, 85
(February 1984), 8-9; Viele, Following the Drum, 155-56.
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Teresa Viele declared the peons were "lazy"; the priests "a dissolute,
carnal . . . set of wine-bibbers"; and even the "better classes" only a
"pale reflection" of their former "Castilian grandeur." The only solution
to these problems, she declared, was annexation to the United States
which she believed would serve to "elevate" and acculturate the Mexican population. 2o
In California and some other parts of the West, the officers' wives
also had occasional contact with the Chinese. They had read or heard
little about these people, knew almost nothing of their history and
culture and often described them as "exotic," "mysterious," or "inscrutable." Still, they searched through the Chinese shops for "curiosities" and described Chinese dress and manners in journals and
letters to the folks back home. "There are some Chinese stores here I
want to see," Emily FitzGerald reported from Portland, "they have so
many curious little things. Some of the Chinese girls are real pretty,"
she continued, "though they all look exactly alike to me. They dress
nearly like the men, only they wear more ornaments." Cynthia Capron
was puzzled by her first encounter with a Chinaman who had been
rudely pushed from the sidewalk by a man "standing in an open front
store." "After I passed," she reported, "I saw [the Chinaman] meekly
returning, and going on as if nothing unusual had occurred. "21
Some of the wives employed Chinese servants, although opinion
varied as to their effectiveness and reliability. Emily FitzGerald first
encountered Chinese as waiters on the Pacific steamer Montana. "They
talk funny ... but seem to make very good waiters," she declared,
"though preserve me from having one in my house." However, two
years later FitzGerald wrote her mother from Fort Lapwai, Idaho, "I
have a Chinaman in my kitchen today ... after doing all the cooking
for two weeks, I felt thankful to see Mr. Sing, and I will cheerfully pay
him his thirty dollars a month in gold."22
20. Boyd, Cavalry Life, 223-24; Viele, Following the Drum, 111, 113, 156, 183. Several
of the wives employed Mexican-American servants but generally found them unsatisfactory. See, for example, Boyd, Cavalry Life, 223-24; and Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona,
152. Alice Baldwin and Lydia Lane were reasonably satisfied with their Mexican-American domestic help, but others, including Alexander and Summerhayes, preferred the
services of Indians. See Coffman, Old Army, 302; Sandra L. Myres, ed., "Evy Alexander:
The Colonel's Lady at McDowell in Arizona," Montana, the Magazine of Western History,
24 (Summer 1974), 32-34; Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 162.
21. Emily McCorkle FitzGerald, An Army Doctor's Wife on the Frontier: The Letters of
Emily McCorkle FitzGerald from Alaska and the Far West, 1874-1878, ed. Abe Laufe (Lincoln:
Univer~ity of Nebraska Press, 1986),24,29; Cynthia J. Capron, "Life in the Army," Journal
of the Illinois State Historical Society, 13 (October 1920), 365.
22. FitzGerald, An Army Doctor's Wife, 14, 202. fitzGerald also sent her clothes to a
Chinese laundry in Portland, although she was somewhat taken aback by the report
that they sprinkled the things to be ironed with water "from their mouths." Ibid., 29.
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Like FitzGerald, Frances Roe was at first reluctant to employ Chinese
servants. Soon after her arrival in Montana Territory in December 1877,
she was appalled by the behavior of the Chinese servant of one of her
neighbors and decided she would prefer her less-than-satisfactory soldier cook and servant "to a Chinaman." But two years later, at Fort
Ellis, she employed a succession of Chinese servants-all of whom she
referred to as "Charley." Frances Boyd was less reluctant to employ
Chinese help but complained that not "even the mercenary Chinese"
could be persuaded to accompany her family to Arizona.· She finally
procured the services of a twelve-year-old boy who she had to lock up
to keep him from running away once he heard stories of the "Indian
cruelties" he was likely to encounter in that "heathen place." Nonetheless, he turned out to be "a treasure" and "could wash and iron
capitally, excepting my husband's shirts and the baby's clothes."23
From time to time the officers' wives encountered, and occasionally
employed, people of other racial or ethnic groups including other Asiatic
peoples, Chileans, and other SoiIth American nationals, Russians,
Ukranians, Germans, and various Slavic and Scandinavian peoples.
However, such contacts were relatively infrequent, and the journalists
did not comment sufficiently on these people to enable historians to ._
make any general statements or interpretations.
However, the women did come into contact with one other racial
group which figured prominently in many of their diaries, journals,
and reminiscences. Before 1865 there were few Negroes in the West,
although a few of the southern army officers brought slaves with them
to western stations prior to the Civil War. After 1865, however, the
number of blacks, both military and civilian, increased on many western posts. Officers and their families brought Negro servants with them
from the East or hired free Negroes who had immigrated West seeking
new opportunities for themselves and their children. 24 Blacks were
popular servants in many military families, for as Libbie Custer noted,
"Army people like the negroes and find a quality of devotion in them
that is most grateful when one is so dependent on servants, as every
one is in military life." Mollie McIntosh, Elizabeth Burt, Martha Summerhayes, and Ellen Biddle also found Negro servants highly satisfactory. It should be noted, however, that although these women
expressed kindness and affection for their black servants, their attitude
23. Roe, Army Letters, 184, 231; Boyd, Cavalry Life, 91-92, 124. For additional comments by officers' wives relating to the Chinese see Coffman, Old Army, 304-5.
24. For estimates of the post-Civil War Negro population in the West, see Myres,
Westering Women, 85-86.
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towards them was somewhat patronizing; and their descriptions of
them included caricatures of their physical characteristics, speech, and
behavior which reflected the stereotypes and prejudices of the time. 25
Other officers' wives were not so kindly disposed toward black
servants, however. Emily FitzGerald's letters were full of complaints
about the "useless" black girl, Mary, who accompanied her to Alaska,
and, as she often remarked to her mother, "1 wish she was in heaven."
Frances Boyd was also disillusioned and recalled that the "famous black
cooks" she employed "proved delusions and snares." Indeed, she concluded, "We had a succession so worthless that I never have overcome
my prejudice against them."26
There were also a numer of black units in the post-Civil War army,
and women who had occasion to travel with Negro troops or to live
on posts manned in whole or part by black soldiers were divided in
their opinions of the "buffalo soldiers." On her way from Arkansas to
New Mexico with the Third Cavalry and a black infantry unit, Eveline
Alexander reported, "These Negroes of the Fifty-seventh Regiment are
indeed the most hideous blacks I have ever seen. There is hardly a
mulatto among them; almost all are coal black, with frightfully bad
[flaces."2? However, Emily Andrews, traveling to Fort Davis, Texas,
with an escort of black troops from the Twenty-fifth Infantry was somewhat more generous in her description of "our gallant 'brunette' escort
... so fresh and far from fatigue that it was hard to believe they had
25. Elizabeth Custer quoted in Coffman, Old Army, 303; Katherine Gibson Fougera,
With Custer's Cavalry (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986),67; Merrill J. Mattes,
ed., Indians, Infants, and Infantry: Andrew and Elizabeth Burt of the Frontier (Denver: Old
West Publishing Co., 1960),25, 113; Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 246; Ellen McGowan
Biddle, Reminiscences of a Soldier's Wife (Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott Co., 1907), 34-35.
For typical descriptions of black servants by officers' wives, see Elizabeth Custer, Tenting
on the Plains; or General Custer in Kansas and Texas (3 vols., Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1971), 1: 232-36. Also see Coffman, Old Army, 303-04 for other officers' wives
opinions of blacks.
26. fitzGerald, An Army Doctor's Wife; Boyd, Cavalry Life, 252-53. The crowning blow
for FitzGerald came when her husband announced that Mary had contracted a venereal
disease (p. 181). Mrs. Boyd's worst fears seemed justified when it was reported that one
of her former cooks had murdered a white woman. Coffman, Old Army, 471n. For other
comments on black servants see Coffman, Old Army, 303-4.
27. Myres, Cavalry Wife, 73. It should be noted, however, that Alexander had earlier
witnessed a near mutiny of the Fifty-seventh Infantry at Fort Smith, Arkansas. She also
believed that the black troops in the unit were "incorrigibles" from cotton plantations
in Arkansas and Louisiana, ibid. Elizabeth Custer also repeated the commonly held belief
that "The negroes of Texas and Louisiana were the worst in all the South," although it
is not clear whether she was referring to black troops or civilians, Custer, Tenting on the
Plains, 1: 224.
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come so many miles day after day." Andrews was also delighted by a
"negro concert" performed for their benefit by the black troops stationed at Fort Stockton. "The singing and dancing were something
wonderful," she reported, and "they entered into it with great zest."
Both Alice Grierson and Frances Roe reflected their husbands' opinions
of the Negro troop's courage and fighting ability. "The officers say that
the negroes make good soldiers and fight like fiends," Roe wrote. "They
certainly manage to stick on their horses like monkeys." Nonetheless,
she was appalled to discover that at Camp Supply, Indian Territory,
there was a "daily mingling of white and colored troops"; colored
sergeants often served "over a white corporal and privates"; and, worst
of all, white and black troops shared the "same little guard room." She
was delighted, therefore, when a new commanding officer put an end
to the sharing of quarters and, best of all, "the colored troops have
been ordered to another department."28
Despite their prejudices and criticisms of American Indians, Mexican Americans and Negroes and Chinese and other "foreigners," most
of the officers' wives found something to admire in these different folk,
and many changed their preconceived negative opinions to somewhat
more sympathetic and positive ones during their frontier service. They'
romanticized and even expressed sympathy for the "vanishing red-'" ..man"; made allowances for the Mexicans' "ignorance and backwardness"; and found intrigue and mystery in the "exotic and heathen"
Chinese. Some came to understand that there were "good Indians and
bad Indians" just as there were good and bad "white" people. They
learned to appreciate Mexican habits of dress and recreation and to
enjoy the "delightful society, both Spanish and American" in the larger
towns and cities of the Southwest. They employed Chinese as well as
Mexican and Indian servants and often found them not only satisfactory help but usually loyal and dependable workers and often pleasant
companions as well. They continued to express the commonly held
nineteenth-century views of Negroes as "childlike" and "less intelligent" than the white races, but also valued their services as servants
and even expressed some admiration for black troops. Indeed, although the women's comments about other ethnic and racial groups
28. Sandra L. Myres, ed., "A Woman's View of the Texas Frontier, 1874: The Diary
of Emily K. Andrews," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 86 (July 1982), 61-62; Roe, Army
Letters, 65, 103-04. General Benjamin Grierson and his wife Alice were especially well
known for their admiration for and sympathy toward black troops. See William H. Leckie
and Shirley A. Leckie, Unlikely Warriors: General Benjamin Grierson and His Family (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1984), xii-xiii.
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remained ethnocentric and racist, they nonetheless reflected some
changes in opinion from prevailing nineteenth-century social attitudes
and values. 29
Although the officers' wives often made allowances for, or found
something to admire in other ethnic and racial groups, the same was
not true for many of the Anglos with whom they carne in contact.
Indeed, the army wives reserved some of their most caustic comments
for their own people. Like many other middle-class Eastern women
who traveled in the trans-Mississippi West in the nineteenth century,
the officers' wives were appalled, indeed shocked, by the crudeness
of many frontier habitations and the appearance of most western towns.
"Vermin are the scourge of this country," reported Teresa Viele of Texas,
"and cleanliness certainly not one of its virtues." Elizabeth Custer was
equally unimpressed with the Texas frontier. The countryside, she reported, was filled with "Small, low, log huts, consisting of one room
each.... The windows and doors were filled with the vacant faces of
the filthy children of poor white trash and negroes. The men and
women slouched and skulked around . . . and every sign of abject,
loathsome poverty was visible.... I determined to camp out until we
carne to more inviting habitations, which, I regret to say, we did not
find on that march." Emily Andrews was somewhat more daring than
Custer and entered "a real Texan house. It is made of logs," she observed, "with daylight peeping in at the many crevices.... Hens and
chickens are running in and out the doors, and the pigs in the yard
would I think be quite as friendly were it not for the old darkie who
sits at the door and keeps away all such intruders."30
Nor was Texas the only area to earn the ladies' disdain. Alice
Baldwin described Hays City, Kansas, as a typical western town in
which "in proximity to each other, regardless of business pursuits, were
to be found the one millinery and dressmaking establishment, next
door to 'Mike's Place,' and he in turn to a butcher shop, contiguous
to a pig pen.... " According to Martha Summerhayes, Ehrenberg,
Arizona, was nothing more than "a row of low thatched hovels, perched
on the edge of the ragged looking river bank.... ," and similar comments on western towns appeared in most of the women's diaries,
letters, and reminiscences. 31
29. On women's changing views toward Indians, see Riley, Women and Indians, 20547; and Myres, Westering Women. 54-64. Changing attitudes toward Mexican Americans
and other minorities are also discussed in Riley, Women and Indians, 228; and Myres,
Westering Women, 72-97.
30. Viele, Following the Drum, 105; Custer, Tenting on the Plains, 1: 129-31; Myres,
"A Woman's View," 53-54.
31. Carriker and Carriker, An Army Wife, 91; Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 53-
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Even more discouraging than the appearance of the towns and
countryside were the appearance, manners, and behavior of frontier
residents. Indeed, the officers' wives found much of frontier society
uncouth, unclean, ill-mannered, violent, and profane. For example,
the ladies of Galveston reminded Viele of the baboon's sister in nursery
tales, and she described the population of the lower Rio Grande as
"unfitted ... to be the home of civilized man.... It seems to hate
civilization," she added, and "only to be intended as a home for desperate men ... who live in the saddle, and on the prairie seek their
subsistence; such as give to Texas any bad reputation its population
may have." According to Elizabeth Custer, the population of Austin
was not only violent and "lawless" but she also berated the "general
shiftlessness" that seemed "to creep into one's veins."32
Other officers' wives also criticized the violence and "shiftlessness"
of the frontier population. Several reported that many frontier towns
were "full of desperadoes" and reeked of "everything unclean morally
and physically." According to Martha Hitchcock, even San Francisco
had little to offer. "The more I see of men, the more I am disgusted
with them," she wrote her sister-in-law. "[Tlhey are rather worse too
in California, than anywhere else. This is the Paradise of men...."
Perhaps Lydia Lane best summarized the women's attitudes toward
western society when she concluded:
We are told to take in the stranger, as by so doing we "may entertain an angel unawares." I do not think that class of guests often
travelled in Texas and New Mexico ... [and] if they did ... their
disguise was complete. 33
The women's condemnation of western manners and morals is
more understandable if one remembers their middle-class backgrounds
and the fact that as "ladies" they felt an obligation to set an example
for others and improve the moral tone and general level of society.
Undoubtedly, their perceived responsib~ty as "gentle tamers" and moral
54. For other wives' comments see Myres, "The Ladies of the Army," 143-53, and "Romance and Reality," 416-17.
32. Viele, Following the Drum, 81, 151-52; Custer, Tenting on the Plains, 1: 211-15, and
2: 206, 267. Of course, Custer was in Texas immediately following the Civil War, but the
tone of her book implied that she believed the conditions she described were the norm
rather than an unusual situation caused by the dislocations of war and reconstruction.
33. Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 146, 239; Margaret I. Carrington, Absaraka Home
of the Crows: Being the Experience of an 0ffic,er's Wife on the Plains (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1983), 58-61; Ogden, "Army Wives," 8; Lane, I Married a Soldier, 14647.
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guardians helps explain some of their harsh criticism of frontier society,
but it should also be kept in mind that most of their criticism was
directed toward people of a social and economic class different from
their own. Whether talking about Mexican peons or Anglo settlers, the
officers' wives had had little close contact with working class people
(other than servants), and they neither understood nor sympathized
with them. While most westerners were not the "poor white trash"
Libbie Custer so disdained, neither were many of them of the proper
class and background to elicit the army women's admiration or friendship. Although they occasionally enjoyed social contacts with the more
prominent citizens of nearby towns, officers' wives generally eschewed
local society, even among the frontier's "respectable" citizens. Like
other eastern women of genteel background and social position, they
often preferred their own company to that of other post residents or
nearby farms and settlements. Indeed, as Frances Carrington pointed
out, "Army life on the frontier was not identical with the life of the
plains women," and many officers' wives preferred the comparative
social security and certainty of the army garrisons to mingling socially
with the local working classes. 34
Such attitudes were not confined to the civilian population' but
also extended to enlisted men, their families and post servants and
workers. The military's rigid class system and social customs prevented
officers' wives from fraternizing with laundresses, servants, or enlisted
men and their families; and army discipline and custom helped to
reinforce perceived differences in class. 35 Thus, it is not surprising that
the officers' wives wrote only sparingly about post workers or enlisted
men, and when they did mention them, their comments were rarely
sympathetic. "These soldiers are not nearly as nice as one would suppose them to be, when one sees them dressed up in their blue uniforms
34. See, for example, the comments of Mary Hallock Foote and several other eastern
women quoted in Myres, Westering Women, 170. The quote is from Frances Carrington,
My Army Life, 139. Some officers' wives did find pleasant "local" society. See especially
Lane, I Married a Soldier, 68; Carriker and Carriker, An Army WIfe, 59; and Marian Russell,
Land of Enchantment: Memoirs of Marian Russell Along the Santa Fe Trail as dictated to Mrs.
Hal Russell (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1981), 109. Also see the
comments in Miller, "Foragers," 150-51; and Coffman, Old Army, 290-91.
35. Miller, "Foragers," 147-48; Myres, "Romance and Reality," 422-23. Indeed, a
number of nineteenth-century commentators, both in and out of the army, thought
women "played an important role in maintaining the rigid division between officers and
enlisted men," Butler, "Military Myopia," 249; but others, notably Duane N. Greene,
strongly disagreed. See his comments in Duape N. Greene, Ladies and Officers of the United
States Army; or American Aristocracy, A Sketch of the Social Life and Character of the Army
(Chicago: Central Publishing Co., 1880), 13, 17-18.
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with bright brass buttons," Francis Roe commented, and she went on
to make several disparaging remarks about the general behavior and
lack of intelligence and good. manners among the enlisted men. 36
Although most of the officers' wives included a few pious and
patriotic platitudes about the brave and gallant "men of Mars" who
helped defend the frontier, it is clear that the women knew very little
about the men under their husbands' command. 37 Indeed, reading
some of the women's accounts one wonders ifthere were any enlisted
personnel at the posts! Observing her first dress parade at Fort Lincoln,
Dakota Territory, Katherine Garrett described the officers and their
splendid uniforms in great detail and the "almost human precision" of
the horses, but she made only the briefest remarks about the enlisted
men and non-commissioned officers. Indeed, her longest comment on
the troopers of the Seventh Cavalry was a short paragraph describing
the "glee" with which they greeted summer campaigns and the opportunity to escape from the "strain of the long, dreary cold and the
cooped-up barracks.... " She also commented on the large number of
"foreigners," primarily French and German, who ",often finished their
five-year term of enlistment without leaving a clue to their past."38
.
A number of the wives seemed to think that the sole purpose of
most enlisted men was to provide the officers' families with assistance
and household help. While "on the march," the enlisted men drove
the family conveyances, set up their tents, prepared the meals and
often performed other chores for the officers' families. Indeed, Emily
Andrews expected the men escorting her to Fort Davis, Texas, to fill
and empty the rubber tub she had brought along so that she and her
daughter might enjoy "a good bath" each evening. 39 In garrison, the
women expected the men to groom, saddle, and generally care for their
horses, fill in as cooks, waiters, and general household help and perform other little services for them and their children. 40
Some of the officers and their wives believed that working for
officers' families was beneficial to the education, morals, and general
36. Roe, Army Letters, 5-6.
37. Typical of such comments are those in Viele, Following the Drum, 221-34.
38. Fougera, With Custer's Cavalry, 79-80. In a similar vein, in describing the return
of the regiment from campaign, Fougera paid as much attention to the horses and dogs
as the enlisted men. Ibid., 105.
39. Myres, "A Woman's View," 55, 59.
40. Soldiers did receive payment for most of the extra services performed in garrison,
but they were also expected to run errands and do various chores for which they were
not compensated.
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behavior of the enlisted men and employed them as their only servants-although more from necessity than any humanitarian motives.
These soldier servants' duties were confined primarily to kitchen chores
and general cleaning, although they occasionally had other chores as
well, including tending flower and vegetable gardens and looking after
chickens, cows, or family pets. 41 According to the wives, their soldier
servants carried out their assigned duties with varying degrees of success. Boyd declared that "most of the kindly help which made life on
the frontier endurable came to me from those men," and other officers'
wives, including Custer, Summerhayes, and Vogdes also fQund their
enlisted help not only valuable but loyal servants. A few of the "strikers," as the soldier servants were commonly called, had a room in the
officers' quarters, and some became "virtually a part of the family,"
albeit treated somewhat like poor relations or old and valued family
retainers. Other wives, however, found their enlisted help incompetent
and longed to replace them; and in some instances the soldiers requested return to regular military duties to escape what they considered rude behavior or unreasonable demands on them by their
employers. 42
Whether soldier servants were competent or incompetent, however, officers and their families considered them essential to the maintenance of garrison life. In 1870, Congress passed legislation barring
officers from using soldiers as servants, an action which infuriated both
officers and their wives. When Congress refused to repeal the legislation, most officers-and their enlisted servants-simply ignored the
law, and soldiers continued to carry out domestic duties for officers'
families at least through the 1880s. 43
A few of the officers' wives, notably Alice Grierson and Lydia Lane,
sympathized with the soldiers' hard life and tried to extend understanding and sympathy to the men in their husbands' commands.
Grierson had a reputation among the troopers of the Tenth Cavalry
for having "a sympathetic ear when one of them got into trouble'; and
La'ne frequently acknowledged the many favors and small kindnesses
41. On the duties of enlisted men as servants for both single officers and married
. officers and their families, see Coffman, Old Army, 305.
42. Boyd, Cavalry Life, 47-48. On other wives' opinions of enlisted men as servants,
see Coffman, Old Army, 305. A typical example of an unworkable relationship between
a soldier servant and his employer is found in Roe, Army Letters, 63-64.
43. Coffman, Old Army, 306, details the opposition to the Congressional law and
also reports the case of an enlisted man who, in 1890, objected to "performing menial
work" for an officer and was consequently court-martialed for insubordination, ibid.,
306-7.
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the men extended to her and her family, noting at one point that, with
only one or two exceptions, she "had always found them [enlisted
men] polite and respectful."44 But many of the women simply ignored
the soldiers or derided them as ignorant, uncouth, and undisciplined.
Eliza Johnston was "rather disgusted" by the harsh discipline meted
out to enlisted men and expressed the wish that "some less degrading
mode of punishment can be substituted" for such practices as whipping
and "drumming out" of recalcitrant soldiers. However, Viele described
the drumming out ceremony as "a very novel and amusing sight"; and
she and several other officers' wives, including Johnston and Roe,
expressed the opinion that punishments such as the "barrel jacket"
were essential in order to maintain discipline. 45
The women were also concerned about the presence of undisciplined enlisted men and the general effect of frontier "immorality" on
their families and on young, unmarried officers. "I used to dread the
arrival of the young officers who came to the regiment from West
Point," Custer wrote, "fearing that the sameness and inactivity of the
garrison life would be a test to which their character would succumb.
I kept up a running line of comments to myself ... 'I wonder if you
are likely to go bad under temptation ... I hope you don't drink; C'
pray that you have stamina enough to resist evil.'" Certainly Custer
had reason for concern, for at least some of the married officers and
evidently a number of the younger, single "gentlemen" engaged in
sexual affairs with Indian and Mexican women and occasionally black
women. Others, both married and single, regularly visited local brothels and some kept mistresses. A few even tried (occasionally successfully) to seduce the wives of their fellow officers, enlisted men, or local
residents. Eliza Johnston expressed her disgust with one such officer,
a Lieutenant Field, who "had taken a woman from her good decent
husband in Missouri and brought her here to Texas.... I never can
talk to the man with pleasure or patience again," she declared, "& yet
he is considered a gentleman and a fine officer." Alcoholism, quarreling,
and even occasional duels were also ongoing problems among the
officer corps as were profanity, gambling, and other "unsavory" practices euphemistically described as "conduct unbecoming an officer and
44. Leckie and Leckie, Unlikely Warriors, 161-62; also see 155-56; Lane, I Married a
Soldier, 52; also see 46, 86. For other officers' wives' sympathetic comments toward the
plight of enlisted men see Coffman, Old Army, 305-6.
45. Charles P. Roland and Richard C. Robbins, eds., "The Diary of Eliza (Mrs. Albert
Sidney) Johnston," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 60 (April 1957), 467; Viele, Following
the Drum, 117, 222. The "barrel jacket" is described in detail.
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a gentleman." Nor were the ladies reluctant to occasionally refer to
such problems, albeit in somewhat vague and restrained language. 46
Yet, despite their concerns and complaints, .the officers' wives were
generally happy with army life. Most of the women, particularly the
younger ones, obviously enjoyed the attention they received, especially
at the smaller posts where there were few women. As Jennie Barnitz
wrote her mother, "The Army life is delightful & is eminently suited
for me, as I do love so much to be waited on you know...." Even
the older women, who might have been "wallflowers" in Eastern society were treated with respect and admiration, invited to join in hunting parties and other social affairs and never lacked for partners at
garrison dances. Frances Boyd frequently commented on the deep
friendships and loyalties which existed between the officers' wives at
most western posts. Perhaps Eveline Alexander best summed up the
women's attitudes. "Andrew and I often discuss the pros and cons of
army life," she wrote her father, "and we always come to the conclusion
that take it all together it is a good place."47
With only a few exceptions, the officers' wives who wrote about
their army experiences not only enjoyed military life but also took pride
in their position and their perceived contributions to national interests
as well as to the welfare of their families. 48 Frances Roe proudly proclaimed that at the most "dreadful places ... the plucky army wife is
most needed. Her very presence has often a refining and restraining
influence over the entire garrison, from the commanding officer down
to the last recruit.... She knows that the stay is indefinite ... but
that matters not. It is her army home ... and however discouraging
its condition may be, for his sake she pluckily, and with wifely pride,
46. Elizabeth Custer, "Boots and Saddles" or, Life in Dakota with General Custer (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1961), 181; Roland and Robbins, "Diary of Eliza Johnston,"
493. Johnston also mentions the case of army surgeon Steiner who was accused of
murdering Major Ripley Arnold at Fort Griffin, Texas. For other details of this affair see
Sandra L. Myres, "Fort Graham: Listening Post on the Texas Frontier," West Texas Historical
Association Yearbook, 59 (1983), 47; and James V. Reese, "A History of Hill County, Texas,
to 1873" (master's thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1961), 88-96. For additional
discussion of the "underside" of life among the officer corps, see Coffman, Old Army,
106-09, 295-96; and Miller, "Foragers," 154.
47. Robert M. Utley, ed., Life in Custer's Cavalry: Diaries and Letters ofAlbert and Jennie
Barnitz, 1867-1868 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), 15; Boyd, Cavalry Life, 222,
231; Eveline Alexander to her father, January 18, 1868, quoted in Myres, Cavalry Wife,
15-16.
48. The two most notable exceptions are Josephine Clifford McCrackin and Mrs. D.
B. Dyer (Ida M. Casey), "Fort Reno"; or Picturesque "Cheyenne and Arrapahoe [sic] Army
Life," before the Opening of "Oklahoma" (New York: G. W. Dillingham, 1896).
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performs miracles, always making the house comfortable and attractive." The women's perceptions of their broader mission was best
summed up by Elizabeth Custer when she advised new army bride
Katherine Garrett Gibson:
[W]e army women feel that we are especially privileged, because
we are making history, with our men, by keeping the home fires
burning while the soldiers are guarding the railroad engineers and
surveyors against the Indians, mile by mile, in the face of almost
insurmountable obstacles, they are building the railroads straight
across the continent until the oceans meet, which will open up
the country to civilization.... Yes, my dear, we are the pioneer
army women, and we're proud of it. 49
It is also important to recognize that army society was generally
aristocratic, and there was a definite social caste system among Custer's
vaunted "pioneer army women" and their families. As noted earlier
the army journalists rarely mentioned wives who did not relish army
life or whose behavior was otherwise "unacceptable."so Other officers'
wives were simply considered "unsuitable" and were generally ostracized. Officers, as well as their ladies, were well aware of these distinctions. As one officer commented, "The black sheep in military society
are the officers and their families who ,have been promoted from the
ranks. Their generally unrefined, uncultivated and uncongenial manners, make them unwelcome members of the army ·circle." Eveline
Alexander was clearly aware of this social distinction when she described the "womenkind" of her husband's regiment as "rather a queer
set. Mrs. C. was a company washwoman before her' husband was
promoted from the ranks. Mrs. K. and her daughter are very common."SI
Coming up from the ranks was not the only social sin, however.
Alexander went on to note that "Mrs. H. and 'Patrita' are Mexicans"
while she labeled the two youngest wives, one nineteen and the other
fourteen, as "uneducated." Ada Vogdes complained that most of her
neighbors on Officers' Row at Fort Sedgwick, Colorado, were only
49. Roe, Army Letters, 81-82; Fougera, With Custer's Cavalry, 137, Lydia Lane also
took great pride in her army service and could even boast that one point early in the
Civil War her husband briefly left her in command at Fort Fillmore where she had custody
of public funds and received the daily report of the sergeant of the guard. Lane, I Married
a Soldier, 101. See also her comments about her regret at leaving army life, ibid., 190.
50. Miller, "Foragers," 151.
'
51. Rodney Glisan, quoted in Ogden, "Queen or Camp Follower?", 11. Ogden
incorrectly spells the doctor'sname "Gleason." Myres, Cavalry Wife, 36.
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"halfway ladies." They were, she went on to explain, "Western people
and [I] do not like them much." One young lieutenant who married a
"Western" woman from a village near Fort Arbuckle, Oklahoma, recognized that his wife's background would make it impossible for her
"to maintain her position in the society of the garrison" and sent her
East to acquire an education and social polish." For other officers' wives,
even an eastern upbringing and socially acceptable background were
inadequate qualifications for a proper army wife as May Stacey noted
when she condemned the wife of the commanding officer at Fort Grant,
Arizona, as "about the ugliest women I have ever seen and very uninteresting.... When I see such women in high [positions] I determine
more & more to be intelligent and accomplished."sz
Aside from generally unacceptable backgrounds and social status,
there was a darker side to life along Officers' Row including alcoholism,
narcotics addiction, marital infidelity, and child and spouse abuse by
both officers and their wives. The tragic case of Josephine Clifford,
discussed in the article by Cheryl Foote, recounts one of the better
known cases of such conduct, but other similar affairs have also been
reported, and undoubtedly many went undocumented. Moreover, in
most such cases military authorities applied a double standard fhat
"tolerated officers' transgressions but demanded immediate punishment" of wives whose "primary offense was conduct unbecoming a
lady" as two reports recently cited by Oarlis Miller attest. S3 Bruce Dinges,
Mary Williams, and the Leckies, as well as Foote, Miller, and Coffman,
have begun to study this darker side of army life among the officers'
corps, but more work needs to be done on these topics as well as on
questions of marital relations, divorce, and birth control and abortion
practices. 54
52. Myres, Cavalry Wife, 36; Ada Vogdes, Family Book, quoted in Coffman, Old Army,
289; Ogden, "Queen or Camp Follower?", 11. Coffman also reports the case of the same
lieutenant's wife, ibid., 108, and gives several other examples of "unsuitable" officers'
wives and companions, ibid., 107-9, 289. Sandra L. Myres, ed., "An Arizona Camping
Trip: May Banks Stacey's Account Of An Outing To Mount Graham in 1879," Arizona
and the West, 23 (Spring 1981), 62-63.
53. Quotes are from Miller, "Foragers," 152-54 in which she recounts the cases of
Charlotta Buffum and Mrs. John Conlin. See also her comments, ibid., 162.
54. Bruce J. Dinges, "Scandal in the Tenth Cavalry: A Fort Sill Case History, 1874,"
Arizona and the West, 28 (Summer 1986), 125-40, discusses sexual scandals and cases of
wife and child abuse among the officer class. In addition to commenting on marital and
family relationships, Leckie and Leckie in Unlikely Warriors take up issues involved with
insanity in an army family, a theme also pursued by Mary Williams in "General Benjamin
Grierson and Santa Fe," paper presented at the Nineteenth Annual Military History
Conference, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1985. Myres and Ogden have begun preliminary
study of divorce in the officer corps. See Myres, "Forward," in Viele, Following the Drum,
1-12, and Ogden, "Army Wives in Early California," 9.
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We also need to analyze the officers' wives' accounts of their frontier experiences as documents of social commentary. So far, historians
.have generally ·concentrated on the narrative aspects of the officers'
wives' letters, diaries, and reminiscences and what they can tell us
about the West and its inhabitants. Equally importantly, the social
commentary found in these sources can tell us a great deal about the
women themselves and their attitudes and values.
The officers' wives who lived at various posts throughout the nineteenth-century trans-Mississippi West met many new and different
peoples. Most of them learned something about Indians, Mexican
Americans, and Chinese; and a few of them came to have some appreciation of and sympathy for the new peoples and cultures with
which they came in contact. 55 But whatever their new perceptions of
these "strange" peoples, the officers' wives' attitudes toward the working classes (whether white, black, or brown) were not altered by their
period of service in the West. As noted earlier, the officers' wives had
had little contact with people of lower socio-economic groups, and
their opinions of these people did not change when they encountered
enlisted men and frontierfolk. Such attitudes are clearly illustrated by
the remarks cited above about officers promoted from the ranks and
the general disdain with which their families were treated. Moreover,
although the officers' wives sometimes expressed admiration for the
upper-class ricos among Mexican American families and occasionally
commented on a former eastern or southern gentleman or family who
displayed proper manners and an "air distingue, "56 they continued to
regard most frontierspeople as uneducated, uncouth: and generally
without acceptable background or social graces as Lieutenant Arbuckle's decision to send his bride East to acquire "social polish" clearly
shows. It should also be emphasized that such attitudes were not
confined to army officers' wives but reflected the opinions of most
middle-clas,s Americans toward the "lower classes," not as individuals
but as a group of people generally inferior to themselves.
Moreover, as Sherry Smith correctly states, "Army men's and
women's comments about Indian women reveal more about their view
of 'civilized' women's sphere than they do about the realities of native
women's lives."57 It is equally true that, carefully analyzed, the officers'
55. On the officers' wives' changing attitudes, see Riley, Women and Indians, 20547,228; and Myres, Westering Women, 54-64, 72-97.
.
56. For a typical comment, see Viele, Following the Drum, 142-47.
57. Sherry Smith, "A Window on Themselves: Perceptions of Indians by Military
Officers and Their Wives," New Mexico Historical Review, 64 (October 1989), 447-61.
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wives' accounts can tell us a great deal about not only Eastern attitudes
towards Indians, Mexican Americans, blacks, enlisted men, and working class whites but also about the officers' wives themselves and the
social structure of nineteenth-century United States' society, both east
and west of the Mississippi River. As documents of social commentary,
the officers' wives' narratives may be most valuable not for what they
tell us about the nineteenth-century West but for what they tell us
about the viewers themselves.

liMy Husband Was a Madman and a
Murderer": Josephine Clifford
McCrackin, Army Wife, Writer, and
Conservationist
CHERYL J. FOOTE

I was living, day and night, in sunlight or darkness, in a state of
terror, fear, and suspence, such as cannot be described. In the
midst of apparent safety and protection, death stared me constantly in the face-not the swift, sudden death that the Indian's
arrow or the ball of an assassin grants, but the slow tortures with
which the cunning of the maniac puts its victim to the rack; for
my husband was a madman and a murderer, and I was given,
helpless and without defence, into his hands. 1
Such a dramatic passage, one would suspect, might open a Gothic
romance or a Hollywood screenplay; few would guess that it emerges
instead from an autobiography of an army officer's wife on the New
Mexico frontier. Yet Josephine Clifford's account of her experiences in
the Southwest provides insight into aspects of frontier military lifeincluding unhappy marriages, domestic violence, and alcoholism-that
most other officers' wives' memoirs or diaries barely mention. On less
sensational subjects, such as camp life, social functions, or housekeeping arrangements, Clifford's perceptions differ little from those of
Cheryl J. Foote lives in Albuquerque. This essay will appear as a chapter in Women
of the New Mexico Frontier, 1846-1912, forthcoming from the University Press of Colorado.
1. Josephine Clifford McCrackin, "Toby," in "Another Juanita" and Other Stories (Buffalo, New York: Charles Wells Moulton, 1893), 105. I have used McCrackin's spelling
throughout this article.
.
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Josephine Clifford McCrackin at twenty-eight years of age. Courtesy California
State Library.
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her contemporaries Frances Boyd, Lydia Spencer Lane, Marian Russell,
Eveline Alexander, and Alice Baldwin. But in addition to her frank
discussion of a terrifying and unforgettable marriage, Josephine Clifford's descriptions of the southwestern landscape, flora, and fauna, as
well as the attention she devoted to depicting the enlisted soldier, set
her writings apart from those of other authors of the genre. Moreover,
Clifford's sketches of army life in Arizona and New Mexico number
among the earliest of such army women's writings to be published. 2
Indeed, many army wives committed their western experiences to
paper. Some wrote letters and diaries not intended for publication,
while others published memoirs at the urging of family members or
to commemorate their husbands' careers. Josephine Clifford, on the
other hand, turned to writing as a career that would make her selfsupporting. Between 1869 and her death in 1920, she wrote short
stories (in the local color tradition of Bret Harte), autobiographical
sketches, travelogues, and articles calling for conservation of natural
resources. Clifford's work appeared in Overland Monthly, Lakeside Monthly,
Californian, Out West, and other regional and national magazines, as
well as in California newspapers. Eventually, many of her stories formed
three volumes of her collected works. Clifford's choice of career was ::"
not unusual, for increasing numbers of female authors entered the;1
literary market in the second half of the nineteenth century. As one
student of this trend noted, a career as a writer provided women an
opportunity to achieve "an independent income ... [and] friends outside the family circle." And while Clifford appreciated her earnings,
perhaps even more she valued the friends she made during her early
years as a writer. These numbered among California's most notable
literary figures of the nineteenth century and included Bret Harte,
Charles Warren Stoddard, Ambrose Bierce, and Ina Coolbrith. 3
2. Collections of Clifford's [McCrackin's I autobiographical sketches and short stories
include Overland Tales (Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, 1877), "Another
Juanita," and 'The Woman Who Lost Him" and Tales of the Army Frontier (Pasadena, California:
George Wharton James, 1913). Women's accounts of frontier military life in New Mexico
following the Civil War include Mrs. Orsemus B. Boyd, Cavalry Life in Tent and Field
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982); Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier, or
Old Days in the Old Army (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1964); Marian Russell, Land
of Enchantment (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982); Sandra Myres, ed.,
Cavalry Wife: The Diary of Eveline M. Alexander, 1866-1867 (College Station, Texas: Texas
A & M University Press, 1977); and Robert C. Carriker and Eleanor R. Carriker, An Army
Wife on the Frontier: The Memoirs of Alice Blackwood Baldwin, 1867-1877 (Salt Lake City,
Utah: Tanner Trust Fund, UniversitY of Utah Library,- 1975).
3. Ann Douglas Wood, "The Literature of Impoverishment: The Women Local Colorists in America 1865-1914," Women's Studies, 1 (1972), 4; McCrackin, "Reminiscences
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In fact, Clifford's association with this group of authors and the'
variety of her writings has tended to obscure her identity as an army
wife/author. Adding to the confusion, her three books contain seem~
ingly rando'm collections of short stories set in the Southwest (most of
which have settings on military posts), short stories set in California
(which lack an army setting but may include military personnel), short
stories set in Germany, and autobiographical essays. Indeed, at first
glance, because some of these autobiographical sketches are presented
as fiction, they are difficult to distinguish from the fictional stories.
But unraveled, separated, and placed into a chronological order they
lacked in publication (and with official military records as corroboration), these autobiographical sketches provide a remarkably intimate
view of Clifford's marriage to an army officer and other details of her
life at military posts throughout the Southwest. Moreover, some of the
incidents in these sketches also emerged in a fictional form in some of
Clifford's short stories. Her experiences as an officer's wife on the New
Mexico frontier, then, influenced her later experience as a writer. 4
While Josephine Clifford wrote more candidly than other officers'
wives about her husband's alcoholism and abuse, hers was by no
means the only unhappy marital relationship in the frontier army. For
example, Teresa Viele, who rarely mentioned her husband in Following
the Drum, a book about army life in Texas, later divorced him and went
to live abroad. Similarly, Mrs. D. Dyer divorced her husband, whose
fondness for alcohol and other women she alluded to in "Fort Reno";
or, Picturesque "Cheyenne and Arrapahoe Army Life" before the Opening of
Oklahoma. Other wives, who did not seek redress in the divorce courts,
revealed dissatisfaction or disappointment with their chosen mates in
their writings, whether intentionally or unconsciously; in Vanished Arizona, for instance, it is not difficult to discern that Martha Summerhayes'
marriage was not particularly happy. 5
of Bret Harte and Pioneer Days in the West," Overland Monthly, n.s. 67 (January 1916),
7-15, and McCrackin, "Ina Coolbrith Invested with Poet's Crown," Overland Monthly,
n.s. 66 (November 1915), 448-50.
4, To date, Clifford's [McCrackin's] experiences as an army wife have been overlooked by historians; an undergraduate student at the University of California at Berkeley,
however, recognized the autobiographical nature of Josephine's writings about her abusive marriage; see Jacquelyn Marie, "Josephine Clifford McCrackin. Battered Wife and
Writer," American Literary Miscellany #71, 1211912, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California. Interestingly, this author and I independently reached similar conclusions about Josephine's experiences, and even chose the same quotation to
introduce our subject.
5. Teresa Viele, Following the Drum. A Glimpse of Frontier Life (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1984); Mrs. 0, Dyer, "Fort Reno"; or, Picturesque "Cheyenne and Arrapahoe
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Although the incidence of infidelity, alcoholism, domestic violence, incest, insanity, and other family problems in the nineteenthcentury army would be impossible to quantify, historical research indicates that these problems existed on military posts as well as in
mainstream society of the period. Because of the intimate nature of
these issues, references to them in reminiscences tend to be fragmented
and vague, while the franker comments in diaries and letters rarely
reveal the outcome of the incidents. Fortunately, official records can
often provide additional details. Thus Josephine Clifford's story, as it
emerges from her own recollections and from military records, may
represent one of the most complete records of family discord in the
Indian fighting army. 6
A journey to the unknown Southwest intimidated many women,
but Josephine Clifford eagerly anticipated this new adventure. Born in
a castle in Prussia in 1838, Josephine Woempner accompanied her parents when they emigrated to America in 1846. America, her father
ardently believed, would prove a land of opportunity and freedom for
his three sons and two daughters. Moreover, he dreamed of buying
"poor black slaves" from "their cruel masters" and helping them to
settle on land he purchased near St. Louis, Missouri. As his daughter
recalled, however, he lacked the financial resources to make this dream
a reality before he died in 1854. Josephine and her younger sister
attended convent schools in St. Louis, where they continued to reside
with their widowed mother. An older brother, George, went to seek
his fortune in California. 7
During the Civil War, Josephine met James Clifford, then a captain
with the First Missouri Cavalry, and fell in love with the charming,
blue-eyed Irishman. Clifford, who became a U.s. citizen in 1856, had
served as an enlisted man in the Second Dragoons and the 1st Cavalry
at various southwestern posts before the war. The couple likely married
in St. Louis, in November 1863, and Josephine continued to reside in
that city until the fall of 1864 when she and Clifford proceeded to
Washington, D.C., where he expected to be mustered outof the service.
Clifford, honorably discharged in January 1865, spent the following
Army Life," before the Opening of Oklahoma (New York: G.w. Dillingham, 1896); Martha
Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona: Recollections of the Army Life of a New England Woman
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979).
6. For a discussion of family discord, see Patricia Stallard, Glittering Misery: Dependents of the lndian Fighting Army (San Rafael, California: Presidio Press, 1978), 103-29.
Melody Graulich examines family violence through western American literature in "Violence Against Women in Literature of the Western Family," Frontiers, 7 (1984), 14-20.
7. McCrackin, "Reminiscences of Bret Harte," 9-11.
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fifteen months in pursuit of a commission in the regular army. Josephine, meanwhile, worked as a postal clerk in the dead letter office in
Washington, D.C s
In March 1866, Clifford received his appointment as a lieutenant
in the Third Cavalry, and the couple proceeded first to Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania, then to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to travel with the
Fifth Infantry enroute to New Mexico where Clifford could join his
regiment. Another member of the party was Lydia Spencer Lane, making her fifth trip across the plains. In her memoirs Lane noted that she
suspected the "uninitiated" found the trip "exceedingly wearisome,"
and perhaps some of the other wives did. Although Josephine Clifford
admitted that she often tired of sitting in her carriage, she remembered
that the march had "something grand about it at the same time-a
forest of bayonets in front of us, an endless train of wagons behind
us, moving silently through the solemn wilds; hosts of red-winged
black-birds fluttering along with us, the rarer blue-jay flying haughtily
over their heads."9
In fact, Josephine recalled that several aspects of the trip to Fort
8. Francis B. Heitman, Hisiorical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army from
Its Organization, September 29, 1789, to March 2, 1903 (2 vols., Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), 1: 310. The date and place of Clifford's marriage to
Josephine is difficult to determine precisely. Josephine's autobiographical sketches mention that she met Clifford in St. Louis and that they married; she neglected to give the
date and place, however. During an investigation of a pension claim in the 1890s,
Josephine first maintained she could not remember the date or place; later, she vaguely
stated that she married Clifford in Brooklyn, New York, sometime during the 186Os. An
investigator for the pension office, however, examined her divorce petition, made in
1868, and discovered that at that time Josephine gave the date and place of marriage as
November 26, 1864, in Baltimore. Her mother, who appeared as a witness in the divorce
proceedings, gave the same place and date and added that she witnessed the ceremony.
The materials relating to the divorce, granted in the 15th Judicial District in San Francisco,
California, perished in the great fire and earthquake of 1906. See James A. Clifford,
Pension Application Files, Record Group (RG) 15, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
Other evidence, however, suggests that the marriage probably took place earlier. Josephine's article "Something About My Pets" in Overland Monthly, 6 (January 1871), 5867 (later included in Overland Tales) indicates that the couple was married for at least
several months before they left St. Louis. Moreover, Josephine gave the date and place
of her first marriage as November 1863 in Missouri on a card she filled out for the
California State Library. See Josephine Clifford McCrackin, Bio-Card-File, California State
Library, California Section, Sacramento, California. Court Martial File of James A. Clifford, 002180, box 1398, RG 153, National Archives. Clifford [McCrackin], "Down Among
the Dead Letters," Overland Monthly, 3 (December 1869), 517-22, reprinted in Overland
Tales, and Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives.
9. Lane, I Married a Soldier, 131-32; Lane did not specifically mention Mrs. Clifford
in her memoirs, but Josephine mentions Mrs. Lane in her writings; see, for example,
Clifford, "Marching with a Command," in Overland Tales, 334, quote, 327.
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Union, New Mexico, proved particularly pleasant. The variety of landscapes she passed through, for example, relieved the tedium of the
journey, for "there was always something to see; the prairie-flowers
were so dazzlingly colored some days, or the rock lay in such odd
strata." She also rejoiced that she had hired as cook an experienced
"old army woman," who knew what supplies to bring along and how
to prepare meals on the trail. In addition, Mrs. Clifford befriended a
lonely German recruit, who devoted his off-duty hours to waiting on
the C1iffords.
More th~n anything else, however, Josephine delighted in the
horse she acquired at Fort Leavenworth for the trip west. From her
childhood, she had loved pets, and at various times owned dogs,
horses, chickens, and even a squirrel. Later, at Fort Union, she temporarily adopted a mink named Max. But Toby-a beautiful white
horse-became her special favorite, and the animal returned her affection and devotion. Toby kept the entire camp entertained with his
antics, as he refused to remain corralled with the other horses and
wandered freely in search of Mrs. Clifford's tent. More than amusement, more than transportation, Toby represented a staunch friend.
"There was something human in his affection for me," Josephine recalled. "Many a time did he stand beside me while I poured all my
.
trouble and my fears into his ear."to
Other army wives, particularly those who, like Clifford, had no
children, shared Clifford's fondness for animals. In her diary, Eveline
Alexander, for example, frequently mentioned her dog Fanny and her
litter of puppies, while Frances Roe disobeyed her husband Fayette's
orders to leave her greyhound puppy Hal behind when Fayette was
transferred to another post. But Josephine's deep affection for Toby
perhaps also reflected her loneliness. Although her writings indicate
no sense of estrangement from the other officers and their families,'
years later another member of the party recalled that "Clifford was not
highly regarded by the other officers. He was tolerated only. His record
as an enlisted man was known to be bad and the other officers ostracized him.... " And, while she remembered Josephine as "a refined
ladylike woman," this acquaintance went on to assert that "Clifford
showed evidence of dissipation & he was rough in his demeanor."
Moreover, "he drank constantly."l1
10. Clifford [McCrackin], "Marching with a Command"; "Something About My Pets";
"Toby," 103-04.
11. See, for example, Cavalry Wife, 53, 64-65; Frances Roe, Army Letters from an
Officer's Wife (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981), 45-50; Pension Application
Files, RG 15, National Archives.
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If Clifford failed to impress favorably his comrades on the traiL
neither did his behavior after his arrival at Fort Union in August 1866
enhance his reputation. Charged with stealing a hat from the quartermaster's stores, Clifford appeared before a court-martial, which placed
him under arrest pending the decision of a higher authority. 12 In fact,
Clifford remained under arrest on a variety of charges for most of the
twenty-three months he spent in New Mexico as an officer of the Third
Cavalry. Moreover, he continued to antagonize fellow officers and to
£Ia'unt authority as the opportunity arose. For example, Josephine related an incident that occurred at Albuquerque as the couple traveled
with the troops to Fort Bayard in the southwestern part of the Territory.
Although all officers and troopers had received orders not to enter
Albuquerque enroute to their new destinations, Clifford determined
to visit the village, and Josephine went along hoping to secure supplies
at the quartermaster's store. But as the couple arrived, she reported,
they "were somewhat startled to see the colonel's light carriage ... "
and decided to beat "a hasty retreat." The colonel had already seen the
lieutenant and his wife, however, and demanded to know if Clifford
had forgotten the commanding general's orders. Far from being humble
or embarrassed, Clifford coolly responded that he was "not aware that
any exception had been made in favor of the colonel," and, Josephine
went on, "for the rest of the day ... [we were] invisible to the colonel's
official eye."13
Despite Clifford's problems with military authorities, Josephine
continued to find aspects of the journey enjoyable, as she responded
enthusiastically to new places and customs. Although she admitted
that at first she saw only "mud hovels ... [and] hard clay and cheerless
sand" in New Mexican villages, she found that "the whole place somehow look[ed] different" after she discovered "the tips of the pomegranate tree peering curiously over the high mud wall[s] enclosing ...
neat adobe[s] with well-cultivated garden[s]" and met the hospitable
and generous Hispanics who inhabited these dwellings. At Albuquerque, for example, she wondered "could [an] artist with brush and
pencil create anything more perfect than the gentle rise away off there,
over which houses and vineyards are scattered, and which climbs up
steeper and higher, till the faintest shadow of a passing cloud seems
resting on the blue-green peak?"14
12. Josephine Clifford to General W. S. Hancock, March 2, 1867, Letters Received
by Headquarters, District of New Mexico, September 1865 to August 1890, National
Archives Microfilm Publication M-1088, reel 6.
13. McCrackin, "Crossing the Rio Grande," in "Another Juanita," 68.
14. Clifford [McCrackin], "Marching with a Command," 345.
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The command continued south along the Rio Grande, passing
through Socorro and Fort Craig, and then entered the farnada del Muerta,
which Josephine described as a "horrible stretch of ninety-five miles
of desert land." They then passed through Fort Selden enroute to Fort
Cummings, where Josephine experienced her first fear of Indians. The
week before she arrived, Apaches had killed two men enroute from
Fort Bayard to Fort Cummings, and she recalled she had never seen
"a larger number of mementos of Indian hostility."IS
Despite her fears, the last leg of the journey passed peacefully
enough, and in late August the Cliffords arrived at Fort Bayard, near
present-day Silver City. As a matter of fact, no fort yet existed; one of
the responsibilities assigned to the men stationed there was construction of the facility, while their other duty was to. protect miners and
settlers in the area from marauding Apaches. Josephine, as the only
officer's wife in camp, appreciated the attentions of officers and enlisted
men, who proffered such luxuries as sugar and coffee from their own
rations for her enjoyment. Soon after her arrival in camp, she explored
the surrounding countryside, riding side-saddle on Toby with an armed
escort. She visited various mines around the area, and the nearby
mining community of Pinos Altos. On these excursions, the variety of
New Mexico's landscapes continued to interest her. "New beauty surprised us every little while: sometimes it was a little silver rivulet,
running over the most beautiful ferns; then a group of trees and redberried shrubs; and again, a clump of rare flowers," she remembered. 16
Yet the beauty of the countryside, the pleasant excursions, and
the kindnesses of the men at the fort could not erase Josephine's growing awareness that her husband's behavior had become increasingly
abnormal. Since his arrival in New Mexico, he had continued to drink
heavily, but, more significantly, he also began to exhibit symptoms of
paranoia. Clifford, in fact, had something to hide, and the likelihood
existed that someone in the army might know what he hoped would
remain secret. But Clifford translated that real possibility into a paranoid fantasy; soon after he arrived at Fort Bayard, he confessed to
Josephine that, a number of years earlier, he had killed a man in Texas.
Moreover, he had decided that military authorities recently had traced
him to Fort Bayard, and would soon arrive to bring him to justice.
And, to Josephine's horror, he alternated between the belief that Josephine had informed the authorities and the conviction that she might
serve to aid him in an escape. I?
15. Clifford [McCrackin], "Marching with a Command," 349-51.
16. Clifford [McCrackin], "An Officer's Wife in New Mexico," Overland Monthly, 4
(February 1870), 152-154, also included in Overland Tales.
17. McCrackin, "Crossing the Rio Grande," 66, and "Toby," 103-7.
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Within a few weeks after their arrival at Fort Bayard, Clifford, with
some ease, made his wife a prisoner. Since he continued under arrest,
he'received no assigned duties, and his free time allowed him to keep
his wife under close surveillance. Forbidden by Clifford to visit Toby
or to ride without her husband, Josephine's only contact with the rest
of the camp came through the enlisted men who served as the couple's
cook and orderly. To the casual observer, Clifford's reluctance to allow
his wife to ride without him seemed sensible, for the threat of Apache
attacks continued. Moreover, Josephine's reclusiveness also had a plausible explanation, since'the only other woman in camp was the company laundress, and the social distance between them might have
influenced their lack of congeniality. But Clifford's mistreatment of his
wife extended far beyond confinement, and for a period of more than
six months, Josephine suffered tremendous physical and emotional
abuse.
The more Clifford drank, the more abusive he became, and he
frequently threatened to kill his wife. On several occasions, he nearly
strangled her, while on others he amused himself with a form of Russian roulette-with the muzzle of his pistol aimed, not at his own head,
but at Josephine's. As she recalled, "he would hold the revolver pressed
close against my temple and let that horrid 'click-click' sound in my
ears till I was fairly numb with terror." He varied these threats with
others, menacing Josephine with a hatchet and threatening to cut her
into small pieces and roast them over the fire. And he particularly
delighted in reminding her that even if she screamed for help, he could
carry out his threats before anyone could rush to her aid. Yet at other
times he made elaborate plans to escape his (supposed) pursuers, and
these plans centered around Josephine's compliance and assistance. IS
In later years, Josephine confessed that she could not completely
understand her own response to this terrifying situation. But in fact,
Josephine's responses to her ordeal are strikingly similar to the behavior
of other women who have been victims of wife abuse. For several
months, Josephine remembered, she lived in a "dazed, unresisting
state," which she likened to paralysis. A variety of emotions, particularly pride and fear (that, in retrospect, seemed "ridiculous") contributed to her inability to seek help. For example, she noted, she
realized that family and close friends lived too far away to assist her,
while she felt the "natural reluctance of a wife to disclose her wretchedness to strangers." Moreover, miles of difficult terrain separated Fort
18. McCrackin, "Toby," 106.
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Bayard from other communities. And she feared that her husband
might injure or kill anyone who tried to aid her, as he repeatedly
threatened to do. 19
So instead of making plans to end her ordeal, Josephine tried to
hide the distressing events from her orderly and cook, and infrequent
visitors to the Clifford horne. When Clifford's violence left marks on
her neck, for example, she tied a strip of flannel around her throat,
pretending to employ a remedy for a cold. Meanwhile, Clifford began
to chafe at his enforced inactivity; also, in his deranged condition, he
suspected that his commanding officer and other members of the garrison were conspiring against him to keep him under arrest until proper
authorities arrived to try him for murder. Early in January 1867 he
requested a pass so that he could visit Santa Fe and demand redress
and reinstatement to duty from General James Carleton, but the commanding officer of the fort denied this and subsequent requests. At
last Clifford decided that Josephine must go in his stead and seek
"redress and protection" for her spouse. "Redress and protection for
him!" Josephine later recalled. "The bitter irony and humor of the thing
was not lost upon me even in the abject state of mind I was then in."20
Nonetheless, Josephine quickly acquiesced to the plan because she
19. McCrackin, "Toby," 105. While Josephine's passive acceptance of Clifford's abuse
may appear irrational and incomprehensible, her actions are in fact strikingly similar to
the responses of other women who are abused by their mates. Often women feel that
they have no resources to draw upon, and are thus trapped in a bad relationship;
moreover, they may be reluctant to expose personal problems to outsiders, partly from
embarrassment and partially from fear that they will not be believed. A sociologist who
has studied abused wives maintains that "the fewer resources a wife has and the less
power she has, the more likely she is to stay with her violent husband." He also notes
that "external constraint" (i.e., social pressures, role expectations) "influences the actions
of abused wives." See Richard J. Gelles, "Abused Wives: Why Do They Stay," Journal of
Marriage and the Family, 38 (November 1976), 659-68. Another scholar emphasizes the
important role that fear plays in causing wives to remain with abusive husbands. She
comments, "the most understandable explanation, and paradoxically the one most commonly disregarded, is fear." For the victims, she adds, "fear immobilizes them, ruling
their actions, their decisions, their very lives." Del Martin, Battered Wives (San Francisco:
Glide Publications, 1976), 75-76. Women also frequently believe their husbands when
they promise to reform, and may continue to feel affection and pity for them. Clearly,
as Josephine's account of her ordeal indicates, for awhile she believed Clifford's promises
to change his behavior. Also, she lived in an isolated area far from family and close
friends, and she hesitated to reveal her situation to others, partially from pride and
partly from fear. And, as her memories indicate, fear rendered her incapable of decisive
action for several months. Also see Leonore E. Walker, The Battered Woman (New York:
Harper and Row, 1979).
20. Lieutenant James Clifford to Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Duncan, January 9,
1867, National Archives M-1088, reelS. McCrackin, "Toby," 111.
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realized that in it lay a chance for escape. She also learned that her
efforts to conceal Clifford's mistreatment had fooled few at the post.
Already, the commissary clerk had severely limited Clifford's rations
of whisky from the military stores. Now, the post commander eagerly
granted Josephine's request for transportation and an escort to Santa
Fe because, she related, "something of the true condition of affairs at
our quarters had become known to him through our orderly and the
cook." So on a cold morning late in January 1867, Josephine set out
for the territorial capital and, perhaps, freedom from her insane'spouse.
Yet she felt no elation, and instead found herself strangely ambivalent
about her flight. Clifford had refused to allow her to take Toby, and
she feared that he would harm the animal if she failed to return. Indeed,
her orderly admitted that Clifford relied on Josephine's love for Toby
to bring her back to Fort Bayard, and had in fact vowed to starve and.
beat the horse if she escaped.
But Clifford employed more subtle weapons in addition to fear
and coercion to assure that his wife would return. The night before
she left, he preyed upon her continuing love for him, and her grief at
the changes he had undergone since their marriage. Begging forgiveness for his past actions, Clifford assured Josephine that he loved her,
and promised to reform, demonstrating a common cycle of abuse and
repentance that frequently occurs in abusive marriages. And, in spite
of herself, his wife, like other abused women, found these "parting
appeals and promises" moving. As she later explained, "women ...
are the most foolish, unaccountable, soft-hearted idiots in creation."
During the first part of her journey, then, Josephine intended to return
to her tormentor. 21
Her initial resolve to return to Clifford evaporated, however, as
her journey continued. Still, she determined not to reveal the true
nature of her trip to officers at the various posts she passed through,
partly from pride and partly because she feared that someone might
send a message to her husband. But her orderly made sure that the
21. For discussion of the behavior of wife-beaters, see Martin, Battered Wives and
Walker, The Battered Woman, Not infrequently alcohol plays a major role in abuse situations. Moreover, alcohol addiction and paranoia (symptoms of which Clifford frequently
exhibited) are not mutually exclusive; thus, a person may be insane, alcoholic, and
abusive, While it would be difficult to formulate exactly a diagnosis of Clifford's mental
illness, his history and symptomology suggest that he may have suffered from a personality disorder rather than a psychosis; as a psychopath, he could have suffered from
periods of paranoia, particularly when under stress, My thanks to William E. Foote,
clinical psychologist, for his insights and assistance in sorting out and understanding
Clifford's behavior, McCrackin, "Toby," 111.
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commanders at Forts Cummings, Selden, McCrae, and Craig recognized Mrs. Clifford's need for haste, and they eagerly assisted her.
Indeed, the sympathy and support that members of these garrisons
and their wives offered strengthened Josephine's decision to escape,
as she realized that no one condoned Clifford's behavior and no one
thought her wifely duties should include living with a murderous lunatic. Yet even as her hopes of escape increased, so too did her conviction that Clifford would realize that he had unwittingly provided
an opportunity for her to leave him. Moreover, Josephine believed that
once he decided he must follow her, he would pursue her even if the
commander at Fort Bayard denied his requests for leave. And in fact
her worst fears came true at the· small community of San Antonio,
south of Socorro.
As Mrs. Clifford and her escort prepared to depart for Albuquerque, her orderly noticed a rider rapidly approaching the settlement.
Almost without looking Josephine knew who it was, and she remembered that "the sight of this horseman turned my heart to stone, and
paralyzed every nerve of my body." As she had feared, Clifford realized
that his wife would never return. He recklessly deserted his post at
Fort Bayard and avoided other military establishments as he covered
one hundred and fifty miles within twenty-four hours, stopping neither
for rest nor food. And to add to Josephine's distress, he accomplished
this madman's feat on her beloved Toby. For a moment, Josephine
forgot her own fear as she ran toward the horse. He "was trembling
in every limb," she later painfully related, "but when he spied me a
low whinny struck my ear, and he moved forward a step to reach my
side. I rushed toward him, but before I could reach him he had tottered
and fallen at my very feet, with a deep, almost human groan." Moments
later, Toby died as she cradled his head in her lap.22
As Josephine's grief and horror gave way to a sensation of numbness, Clifford informed her of his plans to proceed on to Santa Fe and
demanded that she corroborate his story of persecution at the hands
of his commanding officer. Then, in a familiar pattern, he overwhelmed
his wife with "protestations of affection, repentance, and reform." This
time she gave no credence to these promises, but believed that he
would not hesitate to carry out threats that he would kill her and
anyone who might come to her aid. Enroute to Santa Fe, Clifford
refused to allow his wife out of his sight, and when they arrived in
22. McCrackin, "Toby," 129-30; also see General James H. Carleton to Lieutenant
Colonel Alexander Duncan, February 9, 1867, National Archives M-1088, reelS.
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the territorial capital, he locked her in a room at the inn as he went to
report to General Carleton.
But news of Josephine's plight had reached the general's ear, and
he enlisted the aid of several other officers and their wives to assist
Josephine in escaping from her husband. (:lifford, however, seemed
aware of their designs, and craftily refused to leave his wife's side or
to allow her to visit with the ladies. Moreover, Josephine, like other
abused wives, could not sufficiently overcome her fear and despair to
take advantage of this unexpected opportunity. As she later related,
her behavior confused these kindly people who had come to her aid.
"Not a word or a sign from me told them that I wanted their help, and
how could they interfere without or against my wish and desire?" When
she met them again, she remembered that "they blamed me for the
passive submission." Yet, she went on, "that was easy enough said,
but they had never stood in my shoes."23
General Carleton similarly proved reluctant to interfere in a private
matter between husband and wife; though his behavior seems unusual,
in fact it closely parallels that of law enforcement officials who avoid
involvement in domestic disputes. No doubt in an effort to spare Mrs.
Clifford further distress, General Carleton assured the lieutena~t that
he would consider Clifford's claims of persecution. Meanwhile, he
ordered Clifford to return to Fort Bayard and consider himself under
arrest again. In reality, of course, Carleton added desertion to charges
pending against Clifford that a court-martial set for the spring would
address. And while he took no steps to incarcerate Clifford, Carleton
characterized the lieutenant as "a very bad man," and added, "His wife
is to be pitied."24
As the Cliffords left Santa Fe to return to Fort Bayard early in
February, Josephine recalled that she left "all hope behind." Indeed,
the attentive and affectionate behavior Clifford had displayed in the
territorial capital evaporated almost immediately. The couple's orderly,
23. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby,''' in "Another Juanita," 136-38.
24. General James H. Carleton to Brevet Major Joseph G. Tilford, February 17, 1867,
National Archives M-1088, reel 4. Again, Carleton's failure to protect Josephine from her
spouse may seem incomprehensible and irresponsible, but his reluctance to become
involved in domestic disputes is characteristic of law enforcement offiCials confronted
with domestic violence. Summarizing other research, Gelles states "an offiCial acceptance
of violence between 'consenting' adults and the belief that violence is a private affair"
is an attitude that "police, the courts and the Citizenry" espouse (Gelles, "Abused Wives,"
666). Moreover, as Martin notes, by the time authorities intervene, "the wife may be so
terror-stricken-so threatened and intimidated by her husband-that she may ... even
turn the officers away." Thus the authorities are glad to avoid involvement in such cases.
Martin, Battered Wives, 76.
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hoping to cheer Mrs. Clifford, made her the present of a dog he had
secured in Santa Fe, and she appreciated the companionship the animal
provided. A short way along their journey, however, her husband
decided to use the unfortunate creature as an object lesson to his wife.
Seizing the dog, Clifford beat "the struggling animal's brains out" with
the butt of his pistol, then calmly rubbed his hands clean in the sand
of the road. As Josephine watched in "speechless horror," he turned
to her and told her that he would not hesitate to dispatch her in a
similar manner. 25
Once back at Fort Bayard, Clifford's behavior showed no signs of
improvement. Although the post commander demanded Clifford turn
in his sidearms, the lieutenant continued to terrorize his wife in other
ways. Moreover, he persuaded a hapless member of the commissary
to provide him with two gallons of whisky, and his subsequent drunken
actions prompted the commander to place a guard at the Clifford's
tent. During this period, Josephine lapsed into despondency and no
longer contemplated escape. For two months, she recalled, she almost
hoped that Clifford would carry out his threats and kill her so that her
sufferings might end.
But with spring came a new opportunity for her to attempt to flee.
In mid-April, a court-martial convened at Fort Bayard to consider a
number of cases, including Clifford's. During the proceedings, Clifford
was expected to sit before the court, under guard, and thus he could
no longer scrutinize his wife's every movement. Fear that she might
again try to leave, coupled with the additional stress of the trial, led
Clifford to risk resuming his abusive behavior even while the garrison
included the additional officers who made up the court. One evening
he entered his tent, dispatched the orderly, and waved a hatchet at his
wife, ordering her to kneel down so that he could cut into her skull.
As she complied, she displayed no fear, and her husband decided
to prolong her ordeal. Next, he threatened to throw her into the fire,
and in fact burned a number of her belongings as a prelude. II1 the
process, he discovered whisky that Josephine had hidden and paused
in his grisly work to consume about a quart. To his wife's surprise,
the liquor seemed to calm him, and he fell asleep, keeping a hand on
Josephine during his nap. Worn out from this terrifying experience,
she also dozed. When she awoke, she saw "the sharp edge of the'
hatchet, and the maniac face" of Clifford "grinning fiendishly behind
it" as he took aim to strike. Disconcerted to discover she had awakened,
25. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby,'" 138-40.
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Clifford paused and eventually fell asleep again. But at last, this incident, the culmination of months of torture, penetrated Josephine's
lethargy and she vowed that should she "ever again see the light of
day, ... no fear, no pride should ever deter" her from escaping. 26
In the morning, as soon as Clifford left for the court, Josephine
enlisted the aid of her orderly in making careful plans for flight. With
the help of the garrison, Josephine made ready to leave in the early
evening of April 19, 1867. As she departed, the post commander assured her that he had assigned a whole company to guard her husband.
Then, bidding her farewell, he furnished her with a letter to the commanders of the posts she would pass. This missive advised these officers that "treatment of [Mrs. Clifford] ... is reported Brutal and anything
you can do to assist her in leaving the country will be endorsed as a
just cause."27
As during her earlier attempt to leave her deranged husband,
Josephine received compassion, support, and assistance on her journey
northward. At Fort Union, she joined a military train enroute to St.
Louis under the command of General Andrew Alexander. Alexander's
wife Eveline numbered among Josephine's companions on the trip east,
and Josephine never forgot Mrs. Alexander's kindness to her. Yet as
Josephine left the territory, she still feared that Clifford would somehow
try to follow her, and indeed, once again, she was right. This time,
however, Josephine had eluded his grasp forever. After she arrived at .
St. Louis, she journeyed to California, where her brother and mother
now lived, and filed for a divorce, which was granted in April 1869. 28
Clifford, however, remained determined to pursue his wife even
though he remained under arrest. Charges pending against him from
his offenses at Fort Union had been dropped, but as Josephine left Fort
Bayard, his trial there continued in progress. Indeed, this court-martial
found him guilty of desertion, breach of arrest, and conduct unbecoming an officer and recommended that he be cashiered from the army.
The body also agreed that Clifford's mental condition had deteriorated,
and suggested that he be assessed for insanity. Cagily, Clifford parleyed
that decision into a medical leave, which he received within a week
26. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby:" 143-46.
27. J. Tilford to commanding officer of Fort Selden, April 19, 1867, National Archives
M-1088, reelS.
28. McCrackin, "Flight: A Sequel to 'Toby:" 164-66; William 1. Cain to Brevet Major
DeForrest, April 16, 1867, National Archives M-1088, reelS; unfortunately, Eveline Alexander's diary ends in January 1867, and any additional letters she may have written
during this period have not yet come to light; see Cavalry Wife, and Sandra Myres to
author, February 14, 1985. Also see Pension Application Files RG 15, National Archives.
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after his wife's departure. Hastily he proceeded as far as Albuquerque,
where he paused to confront members of the garrison there who had
rendered assistance to Josephine. In a rage, he drew a gun on a superior
officer and threatened to kill him. This rash act effectively halted Clifford's pursuit of his unfortunate spouse, as military officials turned
the errant officer over to civil authorities, who tried Clifford on charges
of assault. However, an army doctor examined Clifford and pronounced him insane, and the case was dismissed. Next, Clifford turned
his attention toward the verdict of the court-martial at Fort Bayard,
discovering a legal loophole that overturned that body's sentence calling for his dismissal from the army. For a short while he was released
from arrest and returned to duty at Fort Wingate in western New
Mexico. Meanwhile, he correctly surmised that Josephine had fled to
California· to live with her mother, and he continued harassing his wife
by letter, alternating threats to kill her should he find her with pleas
for her return. 29
Military officials, however, had not yet finished with Clifford, and
brought new charges against him relating to his assault on Lieutenant
Colonel Duncan. This court-martial found Clifford guilty, and members
of the court called for his dismissal from the service and for incarceration in a federal penitentiary for a period of five years. The case
automatically proceeded to the Secretary of War for review. In these
proceedings, moreover, Clifford's closely guarded secret emerged; though
he had successfully kept it from his wife, he could not hide it from his
superior officers. Even before Josephine fled the territory in the spring
of 1867, General Carleton had rec;eived letters from military officials
asking him to investigate a matter relating to Clifford, and in the latter
trial this new development and Clifford's treatment of Josephine formed
part of the evidence against him. 30
In fact, not one but two women had fallen sway to Clifford's charms
and shared his life at front~er posts in New Mexico. Clifford, alcoholic,
abusive, and periodically displaying symptoms of insanity, was also a
bigamist. Because his first wife Margaret could neither read nor write,
she left a much less detailed record of her life with Clifford than did
Josephine. But from affidavits Margaret made in later years, when she
applied for a pension as Clifford's widow, and from other official records, the story of an army wife who experienced neglect, desertion,
and destitution emerges. Like Josephine's, Margaret's story illustrates
29. Court-martial file of Clifford, RG 153,002180, box 1398, National Archives, and
Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives.
30. Carleton to Nelson Davis, February 17, 1867, National Archives M-1088, reel 4.
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another aspect of family life in the nineteenth-century army that seldom
has been examined. Moreover, although these two women never met,
their life stories are nonetheless interwoven because they married the
same man.
At the age of twenty-two, Clifford married his first wife, Margaret
Dillon, in New Orleans in February 1851, under his real name, James
Ingram. With his seventeen-year-old bride, he journeyed to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where he planned to join a wagon train bound for
California. Inexplicably, however, he decided instead to enlist in the
army, a plan he failed to discuss with Margaret; indeed, she remembered, she had no knowledge of his intent until "he approached my
tent in soldier's clothes." He adopted the name Clifford, he explained,
because he needed an alias; indeed, he told Margaret the same story
he would later relate to Josephine, that he had killed a man in Texas
and fled from justice. Under the name of James Clifford, he joined the
Second Dragoons as a private, and he and Margaret proceeded westward to Fort Conrad, New Mexico, where their daughter, Emma, was
born in November 1851. For the next several years, Clifford served at
various posts in New Mexico, until he decided to leave the military in
1855. He received an honorable discharge at Fort Leavenworth, where
the Cliffords added son William to their family. 31
During the next three years, as Margaret later recalled, the family
"wandered around considerable," living for a time in Philadelphia,and
later in Brooklyn (where a second son, Oakleaf, joined the family in
1856). Eventually, Clifford reenlisted in the army, joining the First Cavalry in 1858 as a bugler, and the Cliffords returned with this unit to
New Mexico. At the outbreak of the Civil War, Clifford applied for a
commission in the First Missouri Cavalry, and the family returned to
the 51. Louis area with a fourth child, Annie, born at Fort Smith,
Arkansas in 1860. 32
From 1861 until Clifford's departure for Washington late in 1864,
Margaret and the children remained in the St. Louis area, where, as
his regimental duties permitted, Clifford visited them. As Margaret
later admitted, during this period friends advised her that Clifford
carried on an affair with another woman. (The scanty evidence suggests, however, that this woman was not Josephine Woempner). But
31. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives; Margaret eventually bore
nine children to Clifford, five of whom died in childhood. Information courtesy of Jeanne
McIntosh, Clifford's great-granddaughter.
32. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives; also see Heitman, Historical
Register, 1: 310.
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she apparently knew nothing of his second, bigamous marriage to
Josephine. Thus Margaret had no reason to suspect, as she bade her
husband farewell in the fall of 1864, that she would not see him again
for more than five years. Clifford set out for Washington (with Josephine) and Margaret and the children returned to New Orleans, where
Margaret had relatives.
During the first fifteen months of their separation, Clifford wrote
often to Margaret and sent her money. In February 1866, he wrote her
a tender missive recalling their wedding anniversary, sending love to
the children, and assuring her that he expected to join the family
shortly. But in fact, Margaret received no additional news of her husband (or any money for her support) until he suddenly appeared' at
their home on Palm Sunday, 1870. For four years, Margaret depended
on the charity of relatives and friends, and the kindness of military
officials, to support herself and her children during this trying time.
As she recalled, officers including General Philip Sheridan "were cognizant of the fact that my husband had deserted me & all were kind
to me." They permitted her to draw rations from the quartermaster's
department. In addition, Willie and Oakleaf "worked as messengers"
for the army, while their mother "sewed for some of the officers."33
These kindly officers also investigated Clifford's whereabouts so
that military authorities might compel him to provide for his family's
support. Eventually, they traced him to New Mexico, and their letters
detailing his neglect of Margaret and the children, combined with those
of officers describing his cruel treatment of Josephine, formed part of
the material that the secretary of war examined when he reviewed
Clifford's case. On the basis of these documents, the secretary questioned Clifford's sanity, and ordered another examination to assess his
mental condition. The post physician at Fort Wingate conducted this
second evaluation, concluding that Clifford was "not insane," although
he admitted that the officer possessed a "disposition naturally suspicious and revengeful," and that he might "be capable of acts of violence." Therefore, the secretary endorsed the court-martial's
recommendations, and Clifford was cashiered from the army on June
9, 1868, although the sentence was mitigated to exclude incarceration. 34
33. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives. A copy of Clifford's letter
of February 1866 to Margaret is included in the pension file.
34. Court Martial records, 00 2180, box 1398, RG 153, National Archives; army
doctors who examined Clifford apparently determined his mental status by their observations and experiences with him. That he was able to manipulate their impressions to
his own advantage (as records suggest) strengthens the suspicion that Clifford was
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Not surprisingly, Clifford immediately requested a new trial, charging
that he had been the victim of unfair legal proceedings and persecution.
Ultimately, he petitioned President Grant to reappoint him as an officer,
but fortunately for the army the Chief Executive declined to do so. By
the spring of 1870, Clifford abandoned his quest for a military career
and, no doubt in need of emotional solace, returned to New Orleans
and the family he had abandoned five years before. Margaret's immediate reaction to her husband's reappearance is unrecorded, although she later maintained that she "forgave him for his neglect of
me," and that from Clifford's return until his death, their "relations
were entirely amicable." Moreover, she recalled, "we never talked of
his conduct[,] whereabouts[,] or business from '65 to '70.// 35
For about a year, Clifford worked for the police force in New
Orleans, but then became restless for the West. In June 1871, the family
moved to Santa Fe, where Clifford sought employment with the quartermaster's department at Fort Marcy. The following year, he opened
his own livery stable in the territorial capital, but his health began to
fail. Afflicted with a chronic dysentery, Clifford moved his family back
to New Orleans in 1873, and Willie and Oakleaf supported their parents
until Clifford died in 1874.
His widow never remarried. She remained in New Orleans for a
while, but then accompanied her son Oakleaf to the West again. For
a time they lived in Colorado, and then, in the mid-1880s returned to
New Mexico. By 1890, Oakleaf had settled in Albuquerque with his
family, and owned a livery stable that in later years grew into a taxi
service. Margaret's health declined as she approached the age of sixty,
am~ in 1894 she made application for a widow's pension, testifying
that "I depend wholly upon my son Oakleaf for support-for clothing
food & shelter.// After a lengthy and complicated investigation, the
Pension Office granted Margaret's request, and she received a widow's
pension until her death in Albuquerque in 1905. 36
indeed a psychopathic personality. Under stress, he also exhibited symptoms of paranoia.
While Clifford probably suffered from a personality disorder rather than a psychosis,
his associates in the frontier army of the nineteenth century could not have made such
a distinction at that time; such aberrant behavior fell under a more general category of
"insane." Interview with William E. Foote, clinical psychologist.
35. Court Martial records, 00 2180, box 1398, RG 153, National Archives; Pension
Application Files, RG 15, ibid.
36. Pension Application Files, RG 15, ibid.; Donald S. Dreesen, "Founders of Albuquerque: Families Living in Bernalillo County and the Rio Abajo During the 17th and
• 18th Centuries," manuscript, University of New Mexico Library, Special Collections
Department.
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For Margaret, of course, such an application represented a possibility for financial support in her old age; but to Josephine, Margaret's
simple request brought embarrassment and a resurgence of memories
she had tried to exorcise for nearly thirty years. As investigators for
the Pension Office proceeded with Margaret's claim, they learned about
Clifford's second marriage; eventually, they located Josephine, and
traveled to Santa Cruz, California, to take her deposition in the case.
Not surprisingly Josephine found the procedure upsetting, as she likely
knew nothing about Clifford's earlier marriage to Margaret; indeed,
she testified, Clifford "never told me that he had been previously married." Now, Josephine realized that Clifford's prior marriage invalidated her marriage to him, and just as her husband had concealed
bigamy from her, Josephine kept this information secret. While she
had written explicitly about her ill-fated marriage, she had never publicly disclosed her divorce from her abusive spouse; nor, in future years,
. would she ever reveal this further evidence of Clifford's perfidy. 37
As a matter of fact, in the years since she had left Clifford, Josephine had not been able to forget the terrifying and tragic events of
her marriage. Yet she did not lose her enthusiasm for the southwestern
landscape and visited army friends in Arizona on several occasions..
Moreover, she had established herself as a writer and had made friends
with some of California's literary elite. Soon after she came to California, she met Bret Harte, editor of the young Overland Monthly, "one of
the best American magazines" of the day and became his editorial
assistant. Harte urged her to try her hand at writing about her experiences; she took his advice, and in December 1869, her first piece, a
sketch about her employment in the postal service entitled "Down
Among the Dead Letters" appeared in the Overland Monthly. During
the next two decades she wrote additional sketches about her travels
and life as an army wife; she also began to write short stories that
frequently had western settings, as well as those with a German background. Not only Overland Monthly published her writings; in addition,
Californian, another California magazine, Lakeside Monthly (a regional
periodical based in Chicago) and Potter's American Monthly regularly
37. Pension Application Files, RG 15, National Archives. Who's Who in America, 19101911 (Chicago: A.N ..Marques & Co., 1910), 6: 1215. Also see George Wharton James,
"The Romantic History of a Remarkable'Woman-Josephine C. McCrackin," National
Magazine, 35 (March 1912), 795-800 (later republished in James's magazine Out West in
1913, and as a preface to a collection of Mrs. McCrackin's works he published in 1913
as "The Woman Who Lost Him" and Other Tales of the Army Frontier).
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,featured her work. In 1877, Josephine's first book, Overland Tales, appeared as a collection of some twenty-one sketches and stories, most
of which had been published previously in Overland Monthly or Lakeside.
A second volume of her work, "Another Juanita/' followed in 1893, and
a third collection, "The Woman Who Lost Him" and Tales of the Army Frontier
appeared in 1913. 38
Moreover, Josephine's early association with Harte and the Overland Monthly proved fortuitous not only for her writing career, but for
her personal happiness. She became friends with many of the other
authors who wrote for the magazine, particularly Ina Coolbrith, later
known as California's poet laureate. Indeed, in addition to their chosen
careers as writers, and their association with the magazine, Josephine
and Ina had a good deal else in common; most significantly both had
experienced unhappy marriages to husbands who proved abusive and
who exhibited signs of mental illness, and both women terminated
their marriages with divorce, a secret that each jealously guarded even
though increasing numbers of California wives divorced their husbands, particularly for cruelty, between 1860 and 1890. 39
Another of these friends was Anton Roman (owner first of the
Overland Monthly, and later of Californian) for whom Josephine likely
felt a special kinship because he too was German. Probably she confided something of her marriage to Clifford to Roman, who then made
inquiries to ascertain her former husband's whereabouts. From Roman,
in about 1880 or 1881, Josephine learned that Clifford was dead. As a
Roman Catholic, she apparently had hesitated to consider remarriage
after divorce; now, she felt free to marry again. In 1882, on a visit to
friends in Arizona, she met Jackson McCrackin, a miner from South
Carolina, and the couple married. Returning to Santa Cruz, California,
they built a ranch in the nearby mountains that Josephine christened
Monte Paraiso (Mount Paradise).40
38. McCrackin, "Reminiscences of Bret Harte," 12; also see Ella Sterling Cummins
Mighels, The Story of the Files, a Review of Californian Writers and Literature (San Francisco:
Cooperative Printing Co., 1893).
39. Josephine DeWitt Rhodehamel and Raymund Francis Wood, Ina Coolbrith: Librarian and Laureate of California (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1973),
97-98,331-32; McCrackin, "Ina Coolbrith Invested with Poet's Crown," 448-50. Also see
Robert L. Griswold, Family and Divorce in California, 1850-1890: Victorian Illusions and
Everyday Realities (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1982), 1, 79.
40. Josephine stated in her deposition, made in 1896, for Margaret's pension claim,
that she had learned about Clifford's death from Anton Roman some fifteen or sixteen
years previously. Mrs. McCrackin gave her religion as Roman Catholic in her entry in
Who's Who. In several of her short stories, women who are divorced nonetheless wait
to remarry until they are assured of their former husband's death; see, for example,
"Her Red Hair," in "The Woman Who Lost Him," 47-121, and "La Graciosa," in Overland
Tales, 13-50. Also see James, "Romantic History," 795-800.
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Indeed, at Monte Paraiso Josephine found her life closer to something like paradise than it had ever been. Happy in her second marriage, surrounded by beautiful countryside and a number of pets, she
also kept in touch with her literary friends, particularly Ina Coolbrith,
and Ambrose Bierce, who lived nearby. Yet she had never forgotten
her experiences with Clifford, although she had skillfully concealed
her unhappy marriage and attendant details in her early autobiographical sketches. Not until Josephine learned of Clifford's death did she
commit her most terrifying memories to print in "Toby" and "Flight:
A Sequel to Toby," two stories that appeared in Californian in 1881 (and
later in her second book, "Another Juanita"). Until the publication of
these articles, Josephine had shared these events only with her family
and a few intimate friends. And indeed, these frank and vivid depictions so startled readers that most assumed the works were fictionand sensational, lurid fiction at that-rather than accounts of a troubled, torturous relationship.41
In addition to these autobiographical articles, a number of Josephine's short stories include themes that derive from her own· experiences. In "La Graciosa," "Her Red Hair," "Penitencia," and "That
Ranch of His," for example, the heroine flees from a husband who has
misused her, although few details of the mistreatment appear in the
narrative. Nor are women in Clifford's stories incapable of treachery
and deceit; in "An Episode of 'Fort Desolation'" (also published under
the title "A Woman's Treachery"), "The Gentleman from Siskiyou,"
"Manuela," and "Her Name Was Sylvia," women are responsible for
the evils that ultimately befall the male protagonists. Along similar
lines, several of Josephine's stories feature "star-crossed lovers" who,
for one reason or another, have been unwilling or unable to marry;
when they meet again and realize that they have loved each other all
along, usually the death of one (or both) prevents them from achieving
41. That Josephine wrote these stories about the time she learned of Clifford's death
seems likely because she commented "the iron horse now goes snorting and shrieking
by a strip of fair country which in those days lay ... entirely outside the reach of
civilization" ("Toby," 103). The Santa Fe and Southern Pacific met at Deming, New
Mexico, in 1881, and reached Silver City in 1882. David F. Myrick, New Mexico's Railroads.
An Historical Survey (Golden: Colorado Railroad Museum, 1970), 148. Moreover, she
probably hesitated to publish these stories about her life with Clifford while he was still
alive because she feared that he might locate her. She apparently knew of Clifford's
death by the time the stories appeared in Californian in 1881. See footnote 40, above,
and her handwritten list of her publications in Josephine Clifford McCrackin papers,
California State Library, California Section. James, "Romantic History," 779; "In the Realm
of Bookland," Overland Monthly, 63 (February 1914), 207; Bertha Snow Adams, "A Seventysix-year-old Woman Reporter," American Magazine, 79 (June 1915), 51.
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happiness together. Stories that incorporate this theme include "Ma_
nuela," "Desdemona," "Juanita," "Another Juanita," and "A Lady in
Camp." In fact, most of Josephine's stories that include a love affair of
some sort do not end happily. 42
That Josephine wrote of her own unhappy marriage in fictional,
as well as autobiographical, form underscores the long-lasting emotional impact of the events she chronicled. Writing about them no doubt
allowed her to work through some of her feelings and offered some
kind of catharsis for her, much as psychotherapy might provide today.
Yet even as she incorporated these painful memories into her fiction
or autobiographical accounts, she did not neglect themes that also
appear in her other works. Her affection for animals, for example,
clearly emerges from her stories and sketches. In addition, she closely
attended to details of landscape, and her appreciation of natural beauty
illuminates her writing, whether she describes the wild terrain of southwestern New Mexico or the peaceful setting of a California garden.
Moreover, her characters--particularly women-are often complex and
varied; her stories depict, for example, women of various social classes
ranging from society matrons to army wives, schoolteachers, servants,
and prostitutes. She also frequently incorporated ethnic characters,
particularly Hispanic and Indian, into her stories and relegated neither
to demeaning stereotype.
In her later life, other events shaped the direction of her writing.
In 1899, a forest fire destroyed the McCrackins' mountain ranch; this
personal tragedy also awakened Josephine to the threat forest fires, as
well as human encroachment and greed, posed to Calfornia's redwood
forests. In 1900, she wrote an impassioned letter that launched a campaign to save these giant trees, and her efforts eventually led to the
formation of a California state redwood park. Similar concern for California's endangered songbirds led her to organize a protective organization for these creatures in 1901. For the rest of her life she supported
various movements to conserve the natural resources of her adopted
state, and wrote numerous letters and articles about these goals. 43
In addition, Josephine became the society editor for the Santa Cruz
Sentinel after Jackson McCrackin died in 1904. Heavy debts in addition
42. "La Graciosa," "The Gentleman from Siskiyou," "Manuela," "Her Name Was
Sylvia," "Juanita," and "A Lady in Camp" appear in Overland Tales; "Another Juanita,"
and "That Ranch of His" are included in "Another Juanita," while "Her Red Hair," "Penitencia," and "Desdemona" are in "The Woman Who Lost Him"; "An Episode of Fort Desolation" appears in "Another Juanita" under that title, and also in Overland Tales as "A
Woman's Treachery."
43. James, "Romantic History," 800-01.
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to the loss of Monte Paraiso forced Josephine, now nearing seventy,
to again support herself. She continued to write articles for' Overland
Monthly as well as Out West and other magazines. In 1913, her third
collection of stories and sketches appeared, but financial need compelled Josephine to continue working even as she approached her
eightieth birthday. "I have worked faithfully while I was able," she
wrote to her friend Ina Coolbrith, "and I am still working when I am
no longer able . . . principally for the few dollars it brings me." She
died shortly after she reached the age of eighty-two, in December
1920. 44
Although Josephine Clifford's name invariably appears in a discussion of California's nineteenth-century literary figures, no serious
study of her literary career has yet appeared. 45 Josephine wrote for
some of the best-known regional journals of her day, but she once
confessed that in "matters literary, ... genius alone counts, and I do
not possess it." Recent scholars have agreed, maintaining that "Mrs.
Clifford had little literary talent," and further asserting that in her
stories, "the plots and characterizations are melodramatic and repetitious."46
Perhaps her work deserves closer scrutiny, however, because her
contemporaries appraised her contributions in more favorable terms.
John Carmony (who purchased the Overland'Monthly from Anton Roman) recalled, for example, "I shall always look back to that period of
my life as the brightest of my existence-in connection and close association with the stars of Californian literature-Joaquin Miller; Mark
Twain, Bret Harte, Charles Warren Stoddard[,l Edward Sill, Ina Coolbrith, Josephine Clifford and many others." Ella Sterling Cummins
Mighels, who wrote an early history of California's literary scene, noted
that Josephine's "style is clear and vigorous, her plots vivid and original" and concluded that "no better work of the kind is to be found
from any woman writer's pen in California." Moreover, Hubert Howe
Bancroft praised her for her treatment of Hispanics as well as "neat
bits of character portrayal, ... spirit of narration and smoothness of
44. james, "Romantic History," 802; josephine C. McCrackin to Ina Coolbrith, August 11, 1917, Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California, quoted in Rhodehamel and Wood, Ina Coolbrith, 332-33; Santa Cruz Sentinel, December 22, 1920.
45. The present writer has begun such a study.
46. Merrit Cross, "josephine Woempner Clifford McCrackin," Edward T. james, ed.,
Notable American Women 1607-1950, A Biographical Dictionary (4 vols., Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971), 2: 455; Beverly Seaton, "josephine Woempner Clifford McCrackin," Una Mainiero, ed., American Women Writers. A Critical Reference Guide from
Colonial Times to the Present (4 vols., New York: Frederick Ungar, 1981).' 3: 76.
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diction" and observed that "Josephine Clifford has been among the
happiest contributors of short tales."47
From a castle in Prussia to the deserts of New Mexico to the mountains of California-Josephine Woempner Clifford McCrackin undoubtedly lived a varied and interesting life; moreover, she made it possible
for the twentieth-century reader to glimpse, through her writings,
something of those experiences. Her stark depictions of an unhappy
marriage provide a picture of family life in the frontier army not often
open to public scrutiny, while her later literary career and efforts to
promote conservation of natural resources are similarly noteworthy.
As one of her admirers noted, hers is indeed "the romantic history of
a remarkable woman."48

47. McCrackin to James D. Phelan, July 19, 1914, James Duval Phelan Correspondence, C-B-800, Bancroft Library; Carmony quoted in Mighels, The Story of the Files, 145;
ibid., 159; Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft: Essays and Miscellany
(San Francisco: The History Co., 1890), 632.
48. James, "Romantic History."

"The Tales Those Nurses Told!":
Public Health Nurses AJ!1ong the
Pueblo and Navajo Indians
SANDRA K. SCHACKEL

When I came here ... I soon realized that the Navajos hereabouts
expected to find me antagonistic to their religious customs and
were slow to consult me about illness until the medicine man had
failed to help, but gradually they are showing more confidence in
my good will and often notify me that they are having a sing and
invite me to attend. Sometimes I am invited to practice medicine
with the medicine man, sometimes I am asked to wait [until] the
conclusion of the sing so as to be on hand to take the patient to
the hospital. I am surprised and gratified to find my mediCine men
friendly and often cooperative. I
Elizabeth Forster's gratification at becoming an accepted member
of the Navajo health community marked just one of the many emotions
that the Public Health nurse experienced during her stay among these
southwestern Indians in the early 1930s. As part of a unique publicprivate effort to improve health conditions among the Southwest's
Sandra K. Schackel is assistant professor of history in Boise State University, where
she teaches courses on women's history and twentieth-century America. This article is
a chapter from Shaping Public Policy: Female Reformers in New Mexico, 1920-1940, forthcoming from the University of New Mexico Press.
1. Quoted in Elizabeth Forster and Laura Gilpin, Denizens of the Desert: A Tale in
Word and Picture of Life Among the Navajo Indians, ed. Martha A. Sandweiss (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1988), 11.
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Elizabeth Forster and Navajo child. Photo by Laura Gilpin. Courtesy of the
Amon Carter Museum.
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Indian population, Forster was one of a handful of heath care reformers
participating in fieldwork in the 1920s and 1930s. As employees of the
New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs (NMAIA), a private organization created in Santa Fe in 1922, the women played an important
role in the development of social welfare policy at the state and national
levels. 2
It was not unusual that women were the backbone of the resulting
reform efforts among the Indian population in New Mexico and Arizona. Like their sisters across the nation, southwestern women had
been active in their communities for decades. And not unlike women
elsewhere, their activities fell within traditionally female patterns that
focused on concern for others. Nursing, for example, was an acceptable
field for women because it reflected qualities considered essentially
female-qualities such as compassion, sensitivity, nurturance, and
supportiveness. In this sense the women who became involved with
Indian issues in the Southwest continued to play out a traditional role,
that of nursing, but did so in very nontraditional ways and circumstances.
Equally important is the degree of cooperation between public and
private agencies and how this interaction allowed female health care
reformers to determine social welfare policy. Technically, the Bureau '~
of Indian Affairs (BIA) was responsible for the health and welfare of,'
Native Americans, but the bureau's efforts were sporadic and relatively
ineffective in providing adequate medical care. One of the root' problems was the bureau's focus on relief of the sick rather than prev~ntion
and eradication of disease. Contributing to the situation were low
salaries and inadequate medical facilities that failed to meet even minimum scientific standards. 3 As a result, many reservations lacked adequate health care personnel and in some cases, such as at Zuni in
eastern Arizona, BIA offiCials showed a decided disinterest in doing
much for the Indians. Professional and jurisdictional jealousies frequently impeded bureau efforts as well. 4 Recognizing these shortcomings, the NMAIA hoped to ameliorate some of the problems.
2. Minutes of the Initial Meeting, September 24,1922, Southwestern Association
on Indian Affairs, State Records Center and Archives (SRCA), Santa Fe, New Mexico;
[Santa Fe] New Mexican, September 22, 1922; Robert William Mayhew, "The New Mexico
Association on Indian Affairs, 1922-1958" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico,
1984).
3. Francis Paul Prucha, The Great Father: The United States Government and the American
Indians (2 vols., Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), II: 852-63.
4. H. J. Hagerman, The Indians of the Southwest: A Memorandum for the Secretary of the
Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Santa Fe, July 1, 1931, box 18, Sophie D.
Aberle Papers, Special Collections, Zimmerman General Library, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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This offer of cooperation between a private organization and a
public agency was typically American; voluntarism had long been a
part of the national character. As so often happened when state or
federal funds were limited or lacking, local groups provided the difference. Gradually, social welfare agencies came to depend on city and
county help to meet human needs, particularly during the Depression
years. The NMAIA was one such orgnaization.
Although the NMAIA was formed around the political issue of the
Bursum Bill, its scope was twofold, embracing political and humanitarian action, and it was the women of the association who supported
welfare issues, particularly health care. Frequent visits to the pueblos
and reservations had disclosed serious health problems. A chronic state
of malnutrition existed among the Pueblo people in the early 1920s;
tuberculosis was common and trachoma, a highly infectious eye disease, . was widespread, especially among children. For example, the
Catholic priest at Laguna Pueblo, Father Schuster, reported that 33
percent of the children there had trachoma. In addition, an epidemic
of measles and whooping cough caused many deaths at Zuni Pueblo
in 1924. One eyewitness account reported "the village cemetery was
so filled that the little bodies had to be buried on top of one another."
To make matters worse, a drought during 1922-23 caused an acute
shortage of food for people as well as livestock, especially in the northern pueblos of San Ildefonso and Tesuque. The NMAIA was instrumental in supplying food and fodder through the winter until the
government finally made these items available. s
.
Because the eye disease, trachoma, was so widespread, the association focused first on this problem. Conditions were critical at the
Indian schools in Santa Fe as well as in several pueblos. Forty-six
percent of the children at the Santa Fe Indian School, forty-eight percent
at Saint Catherine's School, and fifty percent of the people at Tesuque
Pueblo had trachoma, but no government specialist was assigned to
care for them. The disease was likewise out of control among the Navajo
population. So the association appealed to noted Boston eye specialist
and summer resident of Santa Fe, Francis I. Proctor, who offered his
services free during his summer visits. Proctor was able to persuade
the BIA to establish a school among the Navajo where contagious
trachoma patients could be segregated to prevent further spread of the
5. Marian F. Love, The History of the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs (Santa
Fe: Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs, 1974), 2-3; New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs: The History of Its Activities (Santa Fe, 1956), 1; Margretta Stewart Dietrich,
New Mexico Recollections, Part I (Santa Fe: Vergara Printing Company, 1959), 15.
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disease. In this way, their education could be continued along with
medical treatment. Proctor's idea of segregated schools became a model
for the BlA, and by the time of his death in 1935, four boarding schools
had been established for the treatment of trachomous children. 6
Nursing care was also lacking or nonexistent except where BlA
field matrons possessed nursing skills. Field matrons, first utilized in
the 1880s, were expected to do far more than provide health care,
however. Their usefulness was based on the idea "that any good woman
could teach some good women what all good women should know.,,7
The field matron, woman as "civilizer par excellence," would be able
to enter the Indian woman's separate sphere and reshape it to fit the
accepted (white) American model. She would teach housekeeping duties, nurse the ill and the old, serve as a model and confidant for young
girls, and attempt to impart attitudes and skills white America deemed
necessary in a civilized world. The only qualifications for the job were
subjective, that is, unmeasurable qualities. The most important priorities to the Indian Service were that the field matron possess character
and personality and the ability to understand and get along with Indians. Admittedly, these requirements covered a wide, even vague,
spectrum. For example, the BlA defined personality as innate kindness
tempered with firmness, patience, tact, and motherly instinct. Specialized skills, such as nursing, were not required, not did the bureau
demand any sensitivity to cultural differences. 8
The overwhelming nature of the tasks expected of the matrons
quickly proved apparent. The field matrons, often the wives of the
agent, missionary, or trader on the reservation, were untrained generalists in situations often calling for specialists. In addition to domestic
duties, matrons spent a great deal of time dispensing health care. The
demands went beyond lessons in first aid and the preparation of bland
diets, and included helping patients follow a physician's orders, teaching basic infant care and feeding, and emphasizing sanitation and
6. New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs, 1; Love, The History of the Southwestern
Association on Indian Affairs, 4-5; Annual Report of the Chairman, 1922-1923, SWAIA,
SRCA.
7. Elinor D. Gregg, The Indians and the Nurse (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1965), 19. Also see Lisa Elizabeth Emmerich, '''To Respect and Love and Seek the
Ways of White Women': Field Matrons, The Office of Indian Affairs, and Civilization
Policy, 1890-1938" (doctoral dissertation, University of Maryland, College Park, 1987).
8. Report of Board of Indian Commissioners of "The Problem of Indian Administration," Northern Pueblos Agency, box 17, folder 092, Record Group 75, Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA), Denver Branch, National Archives.
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prevention of disease. These were reasonable tasks, but nursing a community through an epidemic went beyond reasonable expectations and
abilities, a burden that weakened an already inadequate system. Clearly,
competent health care specialists were needed among the Indians, and
public health nurses were a logical replacement for tasks initially assigned to field matrons. 9
During the nineteenth century, the concept of woman as civilizer
had been expanded beyond the home to include "social housekeeping
chores" within the larger world of political and social service work. By
the 1920s, many women had professional careers, and the age of specialization had dawned. Where one woman (the field matron) had
previously filled a variety of roles, the Indian Service began to employ
home economics agents, day-school teachers, social workers, and nurses.
When these new types of workers became more numerous, the field
matron program was phased out. 10 Seeing an opportunity to introduce
nurses among Native Americans, the NMAIA, with the tacit approval
of the BIA, began an experimental field nursing program among several
northern New Mexico pueblos in 1924. 11
The task of selling public health nursing to the various superintendents in the BIA fell to Elinor Gregg, a public health nurse from
Brookline, Massachusetts. In August 1924, Gregg was appointed supervisor of Public Health Nursing in the Medical Division of the BIA
at a salary of $2,600 a year plus $5 per diem. 12 She immediately set out
on a fact-finding tour, spending three months visiting pueblos and
reservations in the Southwest. Her findings convinced her that field
matrons were sadly inadequate for the job.
In the eight pueblos of the Southern Pueblos Agency in New Mexico, numbering approximately 5,500 people, field matrons reached perhaps 3,000 Indians. It was impossible to hold clinics for tuberculosis,
trachoma, or infant welfare because field matrons could not carry out
the required follow-up work. At Isleta and Jemez pueblos, both matrons
were burdened with invalid husbands. In addition, the matron for
Sandia and Santa Ana pueblos was in poor health and interested only
in cooking and sewing. While Gregg noted that the limited ability of
9. Helen M. Bannan, "'True Womanhood' on the Reservation: Field Matrons in the
United States Indian Service" (Tucson: Southwest Institute for Research on Women,
1984).
10. Report of Board of Indian Commissioners, box 16, folder 23; Bannan, "'True
Womanhood' on the Reservation," 18-19.
11. Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 41.
12. Gregg, Indian and the Nurse, 76.
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the matrons was not to their discredit, she nonetheless quickly recognized the restricted value in continuing field matron work. 13
No fie~d matrons were assigned to the Northern Pueblo Agency,
comprised of nine pueblos and approximately 3,400 Indians. Among
these people, tuberculosis and trachoma were chronic diseases, along
with those of infancy and childhood, such as measles, mumps, and
chicken pox. Conditions were especially difficult in Taos and Picuris
pueblos, seventy-five miles from the nearest Indian Service physician
(in Santa Fe). As a result, nursing care was non-existent in those pueblos. In addition, the road between Santa Fe and Taos was then under
construction and the road between Taos and Picuris often impassable
by auto during the winter months. Nor was there telephone service
between Taos and the agency in case of emergencies. Gregg's recommendations included establishing a field nurse position for these northernmost pueblos and providing an automobile. Her assessments meshed
well with the plan the NMAIA devised to provide public health and
child welfare work among' the Pueblo and Navajo Indians of New
Mexico and Arizona. 14
A volunteer group, the NMAIA represents both: the importance
and the influence voluntarism can command at local, state, and national levels. Composed primarily of middle- to upper-class Anglos,
members were a colorful and flamboyant lot. The group included writers and artists who had drifted into New Mexico after World War I,
settling in Santa Fe and Taos where they found escape from the conventions of society they had come to find constraining. They were
searching for an "American place," free of the stress of the urbanindustrial world. What could be more American than taking up the
cause of the American Indian? Others came to New Mexico for reasons
of health or leisure, and some were already members of Santa Fe society. The membership was predominantly Anglo and fairly evenly
divided between men and women. Former territorial goveror Miguel
A. Otero was the only Hispanic member of the organization in the
early years. Nor were there any Indian members, although records
indicate that Pueblo people often attended association meetings. 15
13. Report of Health Activities in the Southern Pueblos, May 1925, Pueblo Archives,
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Leo Crane to Charles Burke, January 17, 1922, Decimal File
1911-35, box 108, folder 710, Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, Denver Branch, National
Archives.
14. Report on Health Conditions at the Northern Pueblos, August 7, 1925, Pueblo
Archives, Albuquerque.
15. Erna Fergusson, "Crusade from Santa Fe," North American Review, 243 (December
1936), 377-78; Love, History of the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs, 3; Mayhew,
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Shortly after the New Mexico Association organized, a group of
like-minded citizens on the east coast formed the Eastern Association
on Indian Affairs (EAIA). Many of the influential and wealthy members
had ties with New Mexico, some as part-time residents. For instance,
Amelia and Martha White, daughters of Horace White, editor of the
New York Evening Post, were active in the EAIA as well as benefactresses
of the School of American Research in Santa Fe. The EAIA supported
Indian groups all over the nation in addition to the Pueblo Indians and
often provided funding for programs undertaken in the Southwest. In
Erna Fergusson's words, "The New Mexico Association had found a
big-sister assodation back east where the money grows." The two groups
continued to affiliate until the early 1930s when financial and jurisdictional disagreements led to a formal separation. 16
Recognizing that joint action between federal authorities and private agencies was needed, the NMAIA proposed that the pueblos be
divided into districts of 1,500 to 2,000 people and a competent public
health nurse assigned to each district. A full-time trachoma specialist
with two nurses to assist with operative cases was also recommended.
To meet partial expenses, the NMAIA suggested eliminating contract
physicians, allowing the public health nurse to call in a doctor in critical
cases. Like the BIA, the NMAIA also recognized the inefficiency of the
field matron program and supported its elimination. Overall, the New
Mexico group saw the benefits to the Indians as invaluable and believed
the experience the NMAIA acquired would furnish a working base for
their future plans for expansion under government auspices. The results proved them correct. 17
Over the next decade, the NMAIA employed several competent
nurses; Hilda George, from Massachusetts General Hospital, was the
first. George's initial report indicated plenty to do in all the pueblos,
and the reports of the nurses that followed her echoed her remarks.
In addition to filth and disease, the nurses encountered distrust of the
"The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 12-14. Also see Arrell Morgan Gibson,
The Santa Fe and Taos Colonies: Age of the Muses, 1900-1942 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1983); Kay Aiken Reeve, Santa Fe and Taos, 1898-1942: An American Cultural
Center (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1982); and Jane M. Gaither, "A Return to the Village:
A Study of Santa Fe and Taos, New Mexico, as Cultural Centers, 1900-1934" (doctoral
dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1958).
16. Mayhew, "The History of the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 1516; and Fergusson, "Crusade from Santa Fe," 381; and Love, History of the Southwestern
Association on Indian Affairs, 8.
17. Margaret McKittrick to Secretary of the Interior, April 16, 1924, Central File,
folder 11-33-1, box 250, RG 102, Children's Bureau, National Archives.
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white man's medicine, indifference of government doctors, great distances, and inadequate equipment. "The tales those nurses told! And
the things they did!" exclaimed one writer. 18 These tasks demanded
fortitude, determination, and patience, qualities not lacking in the
women who pioneered public health nursing among the Southwest's
Indian population.
George proved to be a good choice to inaugurate public health
nursing in the northern pueblos of New Mexico. Headquartered in
Espanola and provided with a professional necessity-an automobileGeorge was able to spend all her time in the field. Described as gentle,
flexible, and determined, George was particularly effective among small
children with trachoma. In fact, her records were the only trachoma
records at the time that gave any indication of the value of certain
methods of treatment. In tandem with the pueblo agency doctor, George
was a conscientious and devoted worker and earned the praise of Gregg
and the NMAIA. 19 Others quickly followed George in task and example.
Her replacement, Augustine Stoll, a Red Cross nurse, began work
in the spring of 1926. At San Juan Pueblo, Stoll initiated a program of
training native girls as assistants that proved highly successful and was
expanded to other pueblos. Stoll also established a laundry and bath
house at San Ildefonso that became a model for other pueblos and for
the Navajos. The Indians'idea of cleanliness, however, contrasted with
that of the Anglo nurse and others who more clearly recognized the
connection between poor hygiene and disease. One Indian woman
told Stoll, "We are not dirty, because some things you consider so, we
do not." Nevertheless, the weekly baths became so popular that the
BIA had facilities installed at other pueblos and on the Navajo reservation. The Indians took great pride in their government-installed laundry and bathing facilities and even the aged looked forward to their
weekly hot baths. 20
Stoll's nursing report for 1926-27 detailed other small but significant breakthroughs. Calling it "slow up-hill work," Stoll nonetheless
noted improvements in treating trachoma, tuberculosis, malaria, physical defects and in educating Indian mothers about infant welfare and
nutrition. Regarding the introduction of fresh vegetables into their diet,
18. Fergusson, 382-83.
19. Gregg, Indian and the Nurse, 95; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs," 42-43; Meeting Minutes, February 19, 1926, SWAIA, SRCA.
20. Public Health Nursing Service Report 1926-27, Decimal File 1912-38, folder 096,
box 17, Northern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, Denver Branch, National Archives; Love,
History of the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs,S.
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Stoll remarked, "The carrots have been distributed with this perplexing
result: all the children want them!"21 In a culture (Anglo) where children
often turned up their noses at such a common~ietary item, this response provoked amusement. It also reflected certain cultural assumptions that one group would "naturally" accept foods of a culturally
different group.
Poverty and an inadequate supply of food were two major factors
contributing to Indian medical problems. Indian diets were not wellbalanced and, as a result, malnutrition was a serious problem. The
standard daily fare consisted of watermelon, muskmelon, squash, chile,
meat, beans, tortillas, and coffee; the poorest Indians lived on a monotonous diet of potatoes, tortillas, and coffee. Milk was not a part of
their daily dietary intake, and, hence, it became a goal of health officials
to introduce this important food into the Indian diet. 22
Introducing new cultural attitudes and customs was not always
easy, since in matters of illness, the Indians often sought out their
medicine man or woman. Therefore, the thought of being taken from
their pueblo or reservation to a hosptial far away often provoked outright resistance or, at least, uneasiness. Much tact and patience were
necessary to convince Indians that Anglo medicine could provide a
safe alternative to traditional health practices. Reshaping attitudes was
a delicate process at best, one in which many dominant Anglo attitudes
and values were gradually superimposed over Indian customs. While
many Indians preferred the ways of their medicine men and women,
they did not object to seeking hospital care once the traditional methods
had first been tried. Over time, automobiles, schools, and gradual
change in Indian Service policies combined tolessen resistance to Anglo
ways.
Tonsillectomies provide an important case in point. Considered a
routine procedure for the children of middle-class Americans (at least
until the 1960s), tonsillectomies were not so easily accepted in the
pueblos. Yet, given time and careful explanation, many Indian parents
became convinced of the efficacy of the surgery and trusted their children to the nurse's care. Within a year, Stoll was successful in persuading parents in the northern pueblos to send their children to Santa
Fe for the operations. Some resistance persisted among the elders,
however. In light of this, Stoll cautiously approached Santiago Naranjo
of Santa Clara to convince him that the two underweight grandchildren
living with him needed the operation. When finally the Indian elder
21. Ibid.

22. P. G. Eilers to C. E. Farris, September 24, 1924, Pueblo Archives, Albuquerque.
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agreed and asked "when?," Stoll quickly replied "tomorrow," for she
had learned "never to allow much time between the consent and the
departure."23 Hesitation on her part might allow a change of mind,
which she hoped to avert.
Stoll, and others after her, devised various approaches for introducing new ideas to the Indians. Because the importance of maternal
influence was inherent in the prevailing ideology of domesticity, they
focused their efforts on the women who in turn taught the children. 24
Using posters, songs, and poems as teaching aids, nurses directed their
efforts at mothers and children. Simple songs often made an impression
on young minds. Included in Stoll's report are a few lines of verse she
composed while traveling among the pueblos. Set to the tune of "Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp, the Boys Are Marching," the ditty celebrates the benefits
of a tonsillectomy:
We have had our tonsils out.
Yes, we have had our tonsils out.
If you watch, you see us growing very stout.
We are eating carrots too, hard tack, milkthat will do.
If we do it day by day, we'll surely gain.
Chorus:
Watch, watch, you'll see us gainingCome on, Comrades, fall in line.
Let the doctor take them out.
You'll be sure to gladly shout:
We have had our tonsils out,
our tonsils out!25
Other messages in this child-like verse included good dietary habits
(eating carrots, drinking milk) and coming around to the Anglo (doctor's) point of view.
Attempting to cross cultural boundaries in mundane matters such
as bathing and diet was a common challenge to health reformers in
the1920s and 1930s. By 1931, BIA directives focused on health education, introducing ideas of cleanliness and demonstrating the advantages of sanitary measures. 26 The nurses that worked in the Southwest,
whether Red Cross, public health, or private, were almost entirely
Anglo women. As a result, they were not always welcome in the pueblo
23.
24.
25.
26.

Public Health Nursing Service Report, 1926-27.
Bannan, "'True Womanhood' on the Reservation," 4.
Public Health Nursing Service Report, 1926-27.
Hagerman, Indians of the Southwest, 34-35.
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communities, for the Indians correctly perceived that the white women
were trying to change Indian ways. Only a nurse with tact, patience,
and understanding could integrate herself and her ideas into these
communities. Most, though not all, were successful, and the nurses'
results were significant in improving overall health conditions in the
Indian population.
The nurses who followed George and Stoll were singularly outstanding and quickly made inroads where health care had been absent
or inconsistent. In the spring of 1925, the NMAIA sent Elizabeth Duggan, former Santa Fe County health nurse, to Zuni where conditions
were unusually bad and the BIA doctor appeared indifferent to the
sufferings of the Indians. In this community of 2,000, the Indian agent
took little or no interest in the Indians as well, creating a special challenge for the overburdened nurse. The doctor's attitude is clear in his
remark that "the Indians would not follow instructions anyway, so
why should he bother." In spite of this indifference, Duggan was especially effective in reforming conditions at Zuni. Backed by her reports, the NMAIA apppealed to the BlA, and the doctor and agent
were soon replaced. 27
Shortly after her arrival, Duggan reported that tuberculosis was
the "scourge of this reservation, and terrible epidemics of whooping
cough and measles" attacked the people with dreadful regularity. At
Duggan's request, future NMAIA chairwoman Margretta S. Dietrich
witnessed the effects of the whooping cough epidemic in 1924 that
filled the village cemetery. Duggan's hard work and determination to
improve conditions at Zuni resulted in the establishment of a sanatorium for tubercular children at the Zuni boarding school at nearby
Black Rock. She also was responsible for encouraging the BIA to dig
new and deeper wells to provide safer drinking water, and as a result,
the death rate declined. When Duggan left Zuni in the spring of 1928,
she could point with modest pride to her accomplishments there. 28
A third nursing experiment began late in 1927 when the NMAIA
assigned Molly Reebel to Jemez Pueblo. The nearest doctor was sixty
miles away in Albuquerque and no telephones connected the pueblo
to the city. The association, therefore, provided her with an automobile
to allow her to reach medical facilities. At first, the people were unaccepting of the white woman and her white ways-for it was "not
easy to convince the [Jemez Indians] that there is any good in white
27. Dietrich, New Mexico Recollections, Part I, 15; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 44.
28. Ibid.
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man's ways"-and it might have been a discouraging process, but Reebel persisted and, through patience and kindness, gradually gained
their truSt,29
Reebel was especially successful in introducing milk into the diet
of the Jemez people. Babies and small children were particularly vulnerable to sickness and disease once they were weaned from mother's
milk. As soon as a baby produced a tooth, the child was considered
able to manage the food of grownups, often the sacred food, atole. A
thin blue cornmeal mush, atole was an irritant to young intestines and
produced diarrhea, a leading contributor to the infant mortality rate.
To counter these problems, the government provided four goats which
provided a regular, healthful source of milk for the pueblo.
Reebel then devised a dairy with a cooler and small ice box in an
Indian home. At first, the children had to be coaxed to drink milk but
soon came to like it, and the infant mortality rate began to decline.
Only one baby died at Jemez in the summer of 1929 "instead of the
usual large proportion." Eventually, the government built a model goat
dairy in connection with a new day school. When fresh milk was
unavailable, powdered or canned milk served as a substitute. Clearly,
the introduction of milk into the children's daily diet was a significant;;,
breakthrough and became a regular component of maternity and infant·~
work in the Southwest. 30
Elizabeth Duggan, meanwhile, spent a brief time among the Navajos at Nava; then the BIA hired her as nursing supervisor for the
Southwest. She continued in this position into the 1930s, her reports
detailing a decade's worth of health work among the Indians. By September 1931, Duggan could report positive responses to six years of
health education among the northern pueblos. Trachoma and venereal
disease clinics were in place, young mothers were readily bringing
their children to infant and child welfare meetings, and the improved
appearance of pueblo homes (window screening, outdoor toilets) showed
the positive effects of health teaching. By 1941, the most common
request among the Pueblos was for more outdoor priviesY
29. Eastern Association on Indian Affairs BuIletin 18, Indian Rights Association
Papers, 1864-1973, microfilm edition, reel 129, item 318, November 1929, Zimmerman
General Library, University of New Mexico; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs," 45.
30. Ibid.; Public Health Nursing Service Report, 1926-27; Janet Reid to Grace Abbott,
September 28, 1923, Central File, folder 11-33-1, box 250, RG 102, National Archives.
31. Elizabeth V. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, September 26, 1931,
Santa Fe Agency, file 55072-700, RG 75, National Archives, folder 43, box 18, Sophie D.
Aberle Papers.
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Still, stumbling blocks persisted. In Taos, for example, bad roads
continued to hinder public health work. In addition, Duggan regretfully reported that the Taos Indians were reluctant to use their new
hospital at the pueblo, "the people being apparently quite indifferent
when not antagonistic to 'white medicine. '" Duggan correctly perceived that the BIA contract doctor and field nurse assigned to this area
were not as effective as the situation demanded. The doctor, Martin,
had a busy private practice as well as county health work to do. Duggan
cited the nurse, Donovan, as "perhaps not suited in personality to the
pioneer field work still required in this community" and recommended
that the nurse be assigned elsewhere and another nurse brought in.
As Duggan was aware, not all nurses were suited for field work, especially the kind that conditions in New Mexico and Arizona demanded. In this case, the nurse's ineffectiveness, coupled with the
contract physician's inattention, slowed public health work at Taos. 32
Turning to the southern pueblos of Isleta, Jemez, San Felipe, Laguna, Mesita, and Paguate, Duggan reported in~1931 that "the work
... [had] been carried on long enough to show results and in most of
the pueblos ... [was] very satisfactory." The work at Isleta, moreover,
was more than satisfactory because of Louise Kuhrtz' presence there.
A Red Cross nurse who spent thirty years at Isleta, Kuhrtz became a
much-loved and respected figure in the pueblo. Her field work also
included the pueblos of Sandia and Santa Ana, fifteen and twenty-five
miles respectively north of Albuquerque, with a population of 1,500
Indians. Counting trips to the hospital in Albuquerque and twice-weekly
trips to Sandia and Santa Ana, Kuhrtz traveled an average of 2,000
miles a month. Yet she remained enthusiastic and interested in her
work despite long hours spent traveling frequently difficult roads}3
Initially lacking a dispensary and living in crowded quarters at
Isleta, Duggan reported that Kuhrtz still had "the ability to accomplish
her work with a minimum of friction." Possessing tact, patience, and
a genuine desire to help the Indians, Kuhrtz was especially successful
in convincing the Indians of the importance of immunization. In 1934,
she could count among her successes the vaccination of two of the
32. Ibid. First and last names are used as they appear in the documents. Occasionally,
a first name does not appear, as in the cases of Martin and Donovan.
33. Elizabeth V. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 3, 1931, Field
Matron Report 972, Decimal File 1911-35, box 151, Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75,
Denver Branch, National Archives; interview with Robert W. Mayhew, October 15, 1986,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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village medicine men. In maternity and infancy work, the infant mortality rate steadily declined from twenty-four deaths (under four years
old) in 1927 to just four in 1933. Moreover, she soon gained the trust
of the head midwife of the village who came to her for supplies and
advice. Similarly, Kuhrtz' efforts in nutrition introduced new foods
into Indian homes in which even the grandmothers became interested.
Where chile, beans, and tortillas had comprised the daily diet, Kuhrtz
added fresh fruits and vegetables, cereals, milk, and butter. As a result,
the proprietor of the local trading post was forced to stock these items
in greater supply over the years. 34
Other nurses among the southern pueblos reported progress as
. well but noted that their efforts had to accommodate Native American
schedules. Generally, they were successful in persuading mothers to
bri~g their babies to infant welfare clinics, establishing venereal disease
clinics, treating trachoma, teaching home and personal hygiene, and
in encouraging gardening and food preservation. The nurses quickly
learned, however, not to schedule their child welfare clinics during
periods that took mothers away from the village, such as at harvest
and wheat threshing time, for attendance declined as a result. Adaptingthe work, then, to Indian lifestyles was important to the success of'v
public health nursing. 35
Health work progressed slowly but steadily among the southern
pueblos. In 1934, Duggan believed the Indians were ready to take more
responsibility in developing health programs for themselves, both in
groups and as individuals. Among her immediate requests were a car
for the Isleta field nurse and typewriters and nursing journals for all
stations. 36 Overall, the field nursing experiments the NMAIA had established among the Pueblo people proved effective. The successes of
Stoll, George, Duggan, and Reebel had already helped bring down the
infant mortality rate and introduced good health, hygiene, and nutrition to the Indians. In the 1930s, the Indian Service gradually assumed
more responsibility for health care among the Pueblos, allowing the
BIA and the NMAIA to turn their attention to yet another neglected
group, the Navajos.
34. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 3, 1931; Louise Kuhrtz,
Isleta Summary of Work, Field Matron Report 972, Dedmal File 1911-35, box 151, Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, Denver Branch, National Archives.
35. Monthly Narrative Report, July 1931, San Felipe, box 111, folder 722.3, ibid.
36. Elizabeth V. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March 29, 1934, Southern Pueblos Agency, Pueblo Archives, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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The needs among the Navajo were immense. The people numbered approximately 45,000 in the 1920s and were scattered over an
area of 15 million acres in New Mexico and Arizona. At this time, the
Navajos were divided among six agencies in both states: the Southern
Navajos at Fort Defiance, Western Navajos at Kayenta, and the Leupp
and Kearn's Canyon agencies, all in Arizona; the Northern Navajos at
Shiprock, and the Eastern Navajos at Pueblo Bonito, both in New
Mexico. This scattered population, however, suffered from many of
the same social ills.
In 1924, Elinor Gregg had investigated conditions among the Indians in the Southwest, and her report painted a grim picture. Recalling
the ramshackle hospitals she found at Shiprock and Pueblo Bonito,
Gregg described the practice of medicine and surgery as "archaic" and
the services as limited. The best the hospitals could do was provide
"warmth, food, cleanliness, and aspirin." Just getting to the hospital
was difficult because of the vastness of the reservation and poorly
maintained roads. In addition, government cars were old and wornout yet necessary because of great distances. Communication by telephone, a two-wire ~ystem strung on fence posts, was also unreliable. 37
Social problems were many and Gregg saw them repeated all over
the reservation. Bigamy was not uncommon, law and order was erra~ic,
and alcoholism was increasing. These disorders contributed to a-family
life that was less than stable. In addition, most children attended boarding schools, which further weakened the family unit. And because the
families moved to spring and summer sheep camps, Gregg assumed
this forced mobility was also disruptive. Despite the problems, however, she was convinced that public health nursing among the Navajos
was possible and would be not only challenging but rewarding. The
nurses who subsequently worked among the Navajos found the experience to be exactly that. 38
Elizabeth Duggan introduced the first nursing program among the
Navajos at Nava in the spring of 1928. Little was accomplished,however, until the arrival of Mrs. Wade Nickolds in May 1929. While Nickolds was unable to make much headway in such a vast area, she did
establish dispensaries at a number of outlying trading posts. Because
Nickolds visited each place on the same day of the week, the Indians
came to expect her on a regular basis, providing some continuity of
37. Gregg, Indian and the Nurse, 108-11.
38. Ibid. Also see Donald L. Parman, The Navajos and the New Deal (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1976), 217-31.
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health care. 39 Yet much work remained untouched, at least by Anglo
hands. As they had done for generations, the Navajos depended on
the healing skills of their medicine men and did not readily ac~ept the
field nurses. Altering or modifying traditional Indian customs tested
the sensitivity of both the caregivers and their Indian recipients.
In 1930, the NMAIA sent two more nurses to the Navajo reservation. Upon the recommendation of the senior medical officer at the
Shiprock Indian Hospital, Elizabeth Forster was assigned to Red Rock,
a trading post thirty-five miles west of Shiprock, New Mexico, and
Molly Reebel, formerly at Jemez, was transferred to Newcomb, fifty
miles south of Shiprock. Conditions proved difficult for both women,
and, as in some of the pueblos, the nurses were not readily accepted.
At Newcomb, the Indians were unwilling to use Reebel's services until
she proved she could cure their animals. When her ministrations to
the animals (namely horses) proved successful, the Navajos began to
trust Reebel to treat them. 4O
•
Both nurses lived a nomadic lifestyle, fashioned after that of the
Navajos. In the spring, families moved their sheep from overgrazed
areas around the villages to greener pastures in the mountain, where
summer hogans awaited them. In the fall, the families returned to their
villages. Only by visiting the temporary camps could the nurses treat
the sick and introduce better health care practices. Finding this unusual
routine to be of benefit to the Indians, the association used the "mountain clinic" experiment as a basis for constructive recommendations to
the BIA on the feasibility of nursing in Navajo country. 41
For Forster, the challenge came at just the right time. Head of the
Visiting Nurse Association in Colorado Springs, Colorado, for seventeen years, Forster was ready for a change. A chance happening a year
earlier played a part. In the fall of 1930, Forster and her companion,
photographer Laura Gilpin, had made an auto camping tour through
the Navajo reservation to allow Gilpin to photograph the people and
their surroundings. Running out of gas twenty miles north of Chinle,
Arizona, curious but helpful Navajos quickly appeared and befriended
the stranded women. The experience made a deep impression on both
women so that a year later, when Forster heard that the NMAIA was
looking for a nurse to send to RedRock, she eagerly applied for the
39. Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 45-46; Annual Report of Nursing Committee, 1932, Me~ting Minutes, 1932-1940, SWAIA, SRCA.
40. New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs: The History of its Activities, 2; Annual
Report of Nursing Committee, 1932.
41. Ibid.
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position and was hired. In mid-September of 1930, Forster and Gilpin
made a brief scouting trip to Red Rock to see what awaited the new
field nurse. 42
They discovered that the small community in the remote northwestern section of the reservation was without medical attention. The
Presbyterian Medical Mission there had recently shut down and turned
the buildings over to the government. The BIA decided to use the
Shiprock agency as an experimental field and called on the NMAIA to
provide a nurse at Red Rock. Packing her old Chevrolet with warm
clothes, books, a radio, and a game of checkers, Forster arrived in the
community in October. Despite the superintendent's promise to have
quarters and buildings ready for occupancy, nothing had been done
toward that end. Nevertheless, Forster cheerfully installed herself in
two small adobe rooms with no cook stove and only a small heating
stove for warmth and began treating ill Navajos.43
Because of bad roads and snow, she could not visit many hogans
that winter but reported that as many as ten Indians a day came in for
help and treatment. In December, she held four clinics and treated 138
cases-including appendicitis, frost bite, tuberculosis, and trachomaand delivered a baby at home. She was pleased that the clinics were
well attended (because she served soup to her patients, she wondered?)
and remarked, "1 am finding my place in the community." Gradually,
her niche expanded beyond nursing. She coached a basketball team,
assisted with funerals, dispensed personal and legal advice, organized
Christmas parties, and opened her small home to all who wanted or
needed her services and friendship.44
Forster's annual report to the NMAIA for 1932 captures in colorful
detail the nature of her work at Red Rock. Noting the hazards of travel
over poor roads in bad weather-snow that "drifted and redrifted"she nonetheless remained energetic and pleased in her situation. Her
description of Christmas day is both poignant and compelling, for
although the government provided food for a feast for the Indians,
42. Martha A. Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin: An Enduring Grace (Fort Worth, Texas: Amon
Carter Museum, 1986), 51-53. Forster and Gilpin were life-long friends and it was their
close friendship that allowed Gilpin to make photographs of the Navajos, for which she
later became famous.
43. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, 1932; Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin, 53. See
also Forster and Gilpin, Denizens of the Desert.
44. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, 1932; Elizabeth Forster to Margaret
McKittrick, January 10, 1932, Meeting Minutes, 1932-1940, SWAIA, SRCA; Sandweiss,
Laura Gilpin.
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thru bad management the food was spoiled and the poor Navajos
who travelled thru the cold and snow were sadly disappointed.
My heart was sore for them and how I wished that I might stretch
my small Christmas to include them all! I had invited a few intimate
friends to dinner and a few more to a !ree. My ten dinner guests
were invited to a six o'clock dinner but to my horror they arrived
about one to find me struggling with pumpkin pies and turkey.
From then on my day was a hectic one with small Navajos under
foot and into everything. The feast, when it was finally accomplished, was worth the struggle. Never have I seen such quantities
of food disappear with such dispatch. Table manners (or rather
floor manners, for we dined Navajo fashion) were excellent but
enjoyment was so evident that I was well repaid for my effort. For
the tree I had invited about twenty guests but found myself receiving some forty-odd. 45
Events such as these endeared Forster to the Red Rock Navajos and
they to her.
As these activities reveal, Forster was a remarkable woman. She
possessed the ability to fit in among the Navajos without being presumptuous or condescending. Also a hard worker, she remained open
to new ways and customs, a trait that endeared her to the Indians...
She was able to laugh at herself and some of her "civilized" customs
that seemed inappropriate in the Navajo world. For example, Forster
believed in the efficacy of established (Anglo) medicine but rerp.ained
open to the ways of the medicine men. Occasionally she was invited
to a healing "sing" and sometimes was asked to take the patient to the
hospital afterward. Such action was gratifying, for it showed the trust
the Navajos came to put in Forster's medicine whiie maintaining their
traditional beliefs. To Forster's credit, she never overestimated her
ability to make profound changes in their long-established way of life. 46
The measure of trust the Navajos placed in Elizabeth Forster clearly
shines through in several of Gilpin's photographs. Because the Indians
trusted and respected Forster, they extended the same graciousness to
"the nurse's friend," which, in turn, allowed Gilpin to photograph the
Navajos so appealingly. Occasionally Gilpin accompanied Forster on
her daily visits to the hogans and sometimes asked to be allowed to
photograph a scene. On one occasion, while Forster administered digitalis to an elderly man lying on a sheepskin blanket with his wives
sitting peacefully on the fl?or beside him, Gilpin pondered whether
45. Forster to McKittrick, January 1, 1933, MeetingMinutes, 1932-40, sWAIA, sRCA.
46. Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin, 53.
'
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Elizabeth Forster treating a Navajo man in his hogan, 1932. Photo by Laura
Gilpin. Courtesy of the Amon Carter Museum.

to ask permission to take a picture. "To my surprise/' she later wrote,
"they seemed pleased that I wanted to, which was one more evidence
of their confidence in their nurse." Thirty years later, when Gilpin and
Forster visited Red Rock for the last time, they were given a heartwarming welcome, a reminder of the friendships created during Forster's nursing days.47
Unfortunately, Forster's ability to get along so well with the Navajos, particularly the medicine men, played a part in her dismissal in
1933. By this time, the BIA superintendent in Red Rock, E. R. McCray,
had become unhappy with Forster's attitudes toward traditional Indian
47. Laura Gilpin, The Enduring Navaho (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1968), 3132.
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medicine and no longer wished to work with her because she worked
"hand-in-hand" with medicine men. McCray and many of the doctors
at the Shiprock hospital saw the local healers as an impediment to
bringing modernization to the reservation. Grounded in precise scientific training, Anglo doctors were unwilling to recognize the spiritual
and psychological aspects of traditional Indian medicine. Often, abrupt
and thoughtless remarks or impersonal interactions retarded health
education. Not until the 1960s did medical training take into account
the importance of combining traditional Indian medicine with modern
medical practices. 48
Although the NMAIA tried to find work for Forster in another
position where local officials would be more supportive, continuing
financial difficulties prevented them from doing so. In April 1933, Forster returned to Colorado Springs. With her departure, the Southwest
health care field lost a valuable and effective nurse, and the Navajos
lost a caring and concerned friend.
Although the association was not able to save Forster's position,
they kept Molly Reebel among the Navajos. Her job was rescued through
a "friend," probably Martha or Amelia White of the Eastern Association
on Indian Affairs, who committed $150 a month to continue Reebel for ;:
one year. While the salary was sufficient, Reebel knew it would not :,
cover the costs of keeping an old car running over bad roads and long
distances. She also knew "that her Indians would never understhnd if
she refused to answer calls as she had in the past and that on $150 a
month, the value of her work would be so curtailed it would not be
worth undertaking." So the NMAIA, in consultation with its sister
organization, the EAIA, agreed to provide an auto allowance of $50 a
month. With that, a one-nurse program among the Navajos was back
in operation by fall of 1933, and Reebel was sent to Nava, Arizona. 49
At Nava, and later at Navajo Mountain in the remote northwestern
section of the reservation, Reebel continued to hold the mountain
clinics she and Forster had jointly developed. Following the Indians
to their mountain sheep camps meant traveling by horseback long
distances and camping out, but proved worth the hardships incurred.
By May 1934, Reebel had established clinics in two summer camps,
one at Cottonwood Pass above Sheep Springs and one in the Say Nos
Tee Mountains, and was happily contemplating a third:
48. Meeting Minutes, October 30, 1933, SWAIA, SRCA; Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin,
56-57; Gilpin, Enduring Navaho, 32.
49. Meeting Minutes, October 30,1933; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs," 48-49.
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Have taken my bedroll with me on these mountain trips. Held
clinics until late in the afternoons then put my bedroll in a wagon
close to a hogan and spent the night, returning to Nava the following afternoon. Have held clinics in the tents in each of these
places, Cottonwood Pass and Say Nos Tee Mountains. The third
one at Toadlena is to be set up for me and will be ready for clinic
on the 6th (June]--one more dream corne true. 50
When Reebel requested three more tents for her clinics, the association
gladly complied.
While at Nava, Reebel made specific efforts to reach the people
on a personal basis. To interest the women, she requested and received
a sewing machine from the Tuba City Agency. It helped draw the
women to her horne where she could initiate friendships. Many Indians
also enjoyed corning to her tent to look at magazines, especially National
Geographic, whether or not they could read. She was almost always
welcomed on her hogan visits; only once or twice did she meet with
opposition. That these isolated Indians were receptive to her made
work easier and more satisfying. 51
On the other hand, poor roads, isolation, and bad weather were
ongoing problems that made the work difficult. Snowstorms, sandstorms, and sudden rainstorms took a toll on existing roads, making
travel hazardous if not impossible. In April 1934, Reebel reported,.
"Chaco clinic would only be held twice this month, sand making the
Chaco Wash impassable." On two night trips that same month, her
car became stuck in the sand, and she had to walk to the mother and
baby who needed her. In November, in cold, snowy weather, women
and children traveled "barefoot in the snow or with their feet tied up
in rags." Still, Reebel persisted, and, like Forster, had great compassion
for the Navajo, believing that "if only one could persuade these people
to take care of themselves and conserve what strenth they have, we
could save them. Their endurance is remarkable." Her zeal may sound
like the rhetoric of others who wanted to "save" the Indians, but the
plea made sense, for at least a healthy population could better tolerate
epidemics, disease, and other health problems. 52
In August 1934, Reebel was transferred from Nava to Navajo
Mountain, "a wild, beautiful and extremely remote section of the Navajo country about 200 miles from the railroad." Navajo Mountain was
eighty-five miles north of Tuba City, Arizona, on a difficult road, "the
50. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, March 1935, SWAIA, SRCA.
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid.; Meeting Minutes, July 27, 1935, SWAIA, SRCA.
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last thirty miles of which is the worst possible road." The nearest
telephone was sixty miles away, the nearest hospital at the Tuba City
agency. Despite the remote location, the NMAIA was determined to
demonstrate to the BIA that an effective health program could be carried
out through their field nursing program. 53
Reebel's reports, like Forster's, are full of colorful details of her
work among the Navajos. But they also reveal economic, social, and
cultural aspects of a population far removed from urban areas and
modern ways. Shortly after arriving at Navajo Mountain, Reebel wrote
to the association describing the timidity of these isolated people compared to other reservation Navajos. The work was, of necessity, slow
and some had never been in a trading post. "Practically all of the
women and children go barefooted all the while and many of them
run and hide if a white person approaches," she reported. 54 Working
slowly and patiently, and with the aid of a young Navajo girl to assist
her, Reebel gradually gained the trust of the people as they came to
depend on her and her "white medicine ways."
Reebel's first six months at Navajo Mountain found her dealing
with epidemics of whooping cough, measles, and influenza. December
and January were especially difficult months among the forty families
of the community. In December, when an outbreak of flu was added
to whooping cough and measles, Reebel noted sickness in all the families. She visited thirty different hogans and discovered at least two
people sick in each one. When a second wave of measles hit in January,
she described the appalling situation:
We were. called one morning to go and see Yellow Salt's family
who they reported were all sick. Wish I could adequately describe
the situation we found. This family consisting of three wives and
thirteen children have just gotten over the worst of whooping
cough from which they lost one baby. Then some of them had flu.
Now this morning we find them, eleven children and the youngest
wife, down with measles. The second wife and Grandmother with
Tonsilitis, and the Grandfather also suffering from a terrific sore
throat-trying to take care of them all-temperatures ranging from
100 degrees to 103 1 jz degrees.
In the adjoining Hogan-the oldest wife with her two oldest
children-~me with pneu!J1onia and the other with tonsilitis, both .
53. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, March 1935, SWAlA, SRCA.
54. Ibid.; Meeting Minutes, July 27, 1935, SWAlA, SRCA.
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very ill. I believe it was the most pitiful thing I have ever encountered. 55
Calling December and January a nightmare, Reebel reported ten
deaths among both adults and children-six from measles and four
from flu. Dispensary cases for just these two months totaled 258 and
hogan calls, 126. Because some hogans could not be reached by car,
Reebel walked to them. Yet she thought the epidemics brought her
into a closer relationship with the Indians than six months of normal
health care could have done. As she noted, the medicine men were
cooperative and, "in the midst of a sing, have allowed us to take care
of the sick." Her Navajo nurse aide, Ida Nathan, was well-liked and
competent, which facilitated Reebel's efforts. She noted that "the Indians seem to appreciate what we are doing for them. Several have
shown this by sending us mutton on several occasions." The NMAIA
appreciated her as well, providing funding for a second year in this
location. A generous member of the· EAIA went a step further and
provided Reebel with a "splendid radio which in her isolated location
is a joy and comfort to her."56 Reebel continued at Navajo Mountain
until mid-1935 when the BlA, better organized and more adequately
funded, took over the field nursing program. When this change occurred, the BIA implemented the plans of Reebel and Forster into the
federal health-care structure, arranging for traveling nurses and temporary clinics among the temporary sheep camps.
For more than a decade, the NMAIA had successfully demonstrated the value of field nursing among both Pueblo people and the
Navajos. When the program began in the early 1920s, the Indians'
health needs were critical; the death rate exceeded the birth rate. Tuberculosis, trachoma, measles, whooping cough, venereal disease, and
chronic malnutrition were common problems. The Indian groups needed
immediate and appropriate health care, and clearly, the BlA was not
providing those services. The cooperation of the Santa Fe-based volunteer group, the NMAIA, with the BIA, provided a significant service
to New Mexico's Native Americans at a crucial time.
More importantly, cooperation between public and private organizations allowed female health care reformers to effect change that
was later incorporated into BlA policy. By the mid-1930s, nurses who
had formerly worked for private agencies such as the NMAIA or for
the Red Cross or other public health agencies, held influential positions
55. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, March 1935, SWAIA, SRCA.
56. Ibid.
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with the BIA nursing administration and were able to implement some
of the- more successful field experiments_ Among those changes the
BIA found constructive were the mobile dispensaries Reebel and Forster established among the Navajo sheep camps; the introduction of
new and healthy foods into Indian diets; Duggan's success at convincing the BIA to build a sanatorium for tubercular children at Zuni
and also to provide safe drinking water by digging new and deeper
wells; and Stoll's pioneer efforts in introducing laundry and bathing
facilities in the pueblos as well as devising a program for training young
Indian girls as nurse assistants. These improvements reaffirmed the
importance of women's efforts to provide much needed health care
services. Although the nurses who took part in the field nursing experiment fulfilled a traditional female role, they did so under unusual
and difficult circumstances that enabled them to help shape health care
policy and programs among the Southwest's Native American people.
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From 1943 to 1945, scientists in the newly-created town of Los Alamos,
New Mexico, completed research that led to the explosion of the first
atomic bomb over Hiroshima, Japan. Though many women were involved in this war effort, only a few materials detail their responses to
the experience. Studies such as Ferenc Szasz's The Day the Sun Rose
Twice,l Lansing Lamont's Day of Trinity,2 James Kunetka's City of Fire/
Peter Goodchild's J. Robert Oppenheimer: Shatterer of Worlds, 4 and Richard
Rhodes' Pulitzer Prize-winner The Making of the Atomic Bomb,s are concerned primarily with well-known people and events; the same is true
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of two books by women, Laura Fermi's Atoms in the Familf' and Leona
Marshall Libby's Uranium People. 7 Exceptions to this focus on major
events and the men involved in the project are the autobiographical
works of Eleanor JetteB and Phyllis Fisher/ several articles have also
appeared, such as liThe Ladies of the Hill,"10 "A Love Story,'flJ and a
1960 series by Bernice Brode, which was published in the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory Community NewS. 12 Recently the Los Alamos Historical Society published Standing By and Making Do: Women of Wartime
Los Alamos, 13 a collection of reminiscences. The authors of the reminiscences, with one exception, lived in Los Alamos during the Manhattan
Project; all wrote their essays shortly after the end of the war.
Many people today assume that those who worked on the Manhattan Project must feel guilty about having created the atomic bomb,
and that surely if the men do not, then at least women, who are
stereotypically nurturers, ought to. Often people think that many women,
like Phyllis Fisher, had misgivings about the work the scientists were
doing and feel the guilt Fisher expresses in Los Alamos Experience. 14 For
a number of good reasons, however, women who lived in Los Alamos
during World War II have very few reservations about their involvement in the Manhattan Project. The reasons vary considerably, but
among them are age, degree of knowledge of the project, patriotism,
the people in the community, the surrounding countryside, and the
particular time of their lives. The women's own comments make some
of these factors clear.
Though Los Alamos was only one of the sites involved in the
Manhattan Project, it is often considered the center of work on the first
atomic bomb because it became the headquarters for most of the scientists involved. It is also the site from which scientists and military
personnel took the first atomic bomb to the Jornada del Muerto, near
Alamogordo, for testing. For the most part, women who lived in this
6. Laura Fermi, Atoms in the Family: My Life with Enrico Fermi (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1954).
7. Leona Marshall Libby, The Uranium People (New York: Scribner, 1979).
8. Eleanor Jette, Inside Box 1663 (Los Alamos: Los Alamos Historical Society, 1977).
9. Phyllis Fisher, Los Alamos Experience (Tokyo: Japan Publications, 1985).
10. Jacqueline Meketa, "The Ladies of the Hill," New Mexico Magazine, 53 (April
1975), 30-33.
11. Anne Poore, "A Love Story," Los Alamos Monitor, June 26, 1983, B1.
12. Bernice Brode, "Tales of Los Alamos," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Community
News (June-September 1960).
13. Jane S. Wilson and Charlotte Serber, eds., Standing By and Making Do: Women of
Wartime Los Alamos (Los Alamos: Los Alamos Historical SOCiety, 1988).
14. Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 15-16, 130.
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center of work on the bomb filled the usual traditional support roles
as wives, nurses, schoolteachers, secretaries; they also sometimes served
as technicians. A few of them had graduate degrees in a scientific field
and worked in the laboratory.
A significant influence in shaping the attitude of the women who
lived in Los Alamos during World War II is the relative youth of the
population as a whole. According to David Hawkins, official historian
of the project, the average age for all civilians was 31.3; for scientific
employees it was 29.4; and the most probable age for both was 27. 15
Fisher puts the average adult age at twenty-five. 16 Although there are
no statistics on the average age for the women who lived in Los Alamos,
most were in their twenties. One informant felt "old," in comparison
to others, at thirty;l7 Inez Taschek,18 who was twenty-six when she
arrived in Los Alamos, said she wasn't worried about the Trinity testshe was young and carefree. 19 Phyllis Fisher was in her middle twenties
when she arrived in Los Alamos in 1944 and comments on her immaturity and her idealism; she says she was a young wife content with
her ignorance. Like others, too, she compares life in Los Alamos during
the war to that on a college campus. 20 The relative youth of the women
in the community may have meant, for some of them at least, that
they were less involved in politics and world affairs than they might
have been at a more mature age.
Another factor in the women's attitude toward the scientific work
taking place in Los Alamos was that most of them were extremely busy.
Those women who worked in the laboratory full time worked six days
a week, with one shopping day off every month. 21 In letters written
to her family in 1944 and 1945, Beckie Bradford Diven commented on
the long hours. 22 Rose Pingel Watts pointed out that the general attitude
15. David Hawkins, "Project Y: The Los Alamos Story, Part I: Toward Trinity," The
History of Modern Physics, 1800-1950 (Los Angeles: Tomash Publishers, 1983),2: Appendix.
16. Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 49
17. Interview with Jane Howes, July 15, 1982. Telephone interview with Jane Howes,
March 1988.
18. The names used in this study reflect, as nearly as possible, the name a woman
used in Los Alamos during World War II. If the woman married during the war or after,
the name she used in Los Alamos is given as her middle name.
19. Interview with Inez Taschek, July 23, 1982.
20. Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 17, 50, 51, 242; Elsie McMillan, "Outside the Inner
Fence," in Lawrence Badash, et aI., eds., Reminiscences of Los Alamos, 1943-1945 (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1980), 43; interview with Peggy Hemmendinger, July 16, 1982.
21. Beckie Bradford Diven to her mother, May 30, 1944.
22. Beckie Bradford Diven to her parents, 25, 30.
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was to keep working if someone needed something. 23 The women who
came to Los Alamos as part of the Women's Army Corps (WACs)
worked six days a week, like the rest of the laboratory workers. 24 Elsie
Pierce, however, who was a motor transport driver, said the army was
on duty twenty-four hours a day. She recalled that people didn't worry
about days off; everyone was there for a purpose and worked as long
as he or she was needed. 25
Other groups besides the laboratory and army workers were extremely busy. Because there were only two of them, the nurses had to
work two twelve-hour shifts if anyone was in the hospital early in the
war. 26 Even later, when there were more nurses, they continued to be
responsible for taking care of supplies; no disposable syringes existed,
so the nurses cleaned them and sharpened the needles; they also patched
the gloves used for minor surgery and cleaned and autoclaved intravenous equipment. 27 The well-known Los Alamos baby boom meant
that much of the nurses' work involved obstetrics and pediatrics; Amy
Komadina Gibson, who arrived in February of 1944, said she was kept
very busy. 28
Many of the women who came to Los Alamos during the war had
the responsibility of caring for young children or became pregnant and
had a child during the war-sometimes a second or third child. Phyllis
Fisher, who arrived in 1944, had a young son at the time and a second
child born shortly after the end of the war. 29 Inez Taschek's arrival was
delayed by the birth of their daughter, who was six weeks old when
they joined her husband in Los Alamos/o Lois Bradbury was pregnant
and had two boys aged nine and seven and said she was busy, 3\ as
did others. 32 Official census records were not kept at Los Alamos until
1946,33 but the school population increased from 140 enrolled, when
the buildings were first completed in the fall of 1943, to over 350 at the
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
1982.
33.
Y, 1942
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end of the 1946 school year. 34 In addition, a memorandum to General
Groves from Stafford L. Warren, Colonel, Medical Corps, dated June
22, 1944, discussed the hospital situation and gave some indication of
the Los Alamos baby boom:
Item 3.d. Approximately one-fifth of the married women are now
in some stage of pregnancy. (The birth rate over the nation elsewhere is decreasing.) Item 3.e. Approximately one-sixth of the
population are children, one-third of whom are under two years
of age. 35
Although most of the women who were so busy raising young children
were able to take advantage of maid service, especially if they worked
part or full time, many had to cope with lines at a community laundry36
and at the commissary when they did their shopping. 37 Inez Taschek
said she wore out her wedding ring squeezing out diapers. 38 Those
women with small children who worked in the laboratory usually worked
three-eighths time and received some (not always satisfactory) household help.39 Fisher commented on an inward-looking attitude and concentration on family during the war years, indicating that it was a
result of being "cut off from 'normal' society."4o Part of the abnormality
was undoubtedly due to the age of most members of the community
and the conditions under which they lived.
Among the living conditions community members coped with were
dust caused by constant construction and dry weather41-there were
no paved streets or sidewalks42-mud when the weather was wet,43
electrical power shortages,44 sporadic difficulties with the water supply,45 and soot resulting from the soft coal burned in the furnaces of
34. Ibid., 85.
35. Ibid., 90.
36. Interview with Ferne Theis and Mary Rosen, July 13, 1982.
37. Jette, Inside Box 1663, 55.
38. Interview with Inez Taschek, July 23, 1982.
39. Brode, "Tales," June 16, 1960, p. 8; and ibid., June 30, 1960, p. 8.
40. Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 242.
41. Interviews with Josephine Elliott Powers, July 29, 1982; Florence Koontz, July
15, 1982; Jane Howes, July 15, 1982; Charlotte Johnson, July 20, 1982; and Rose Bethe,
July 28, 1982.
42. Brode, "Tales," June 2, 1960, p. 8.
43. Brode, "Tales," June 30, 1960, p. 5; Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 59; Jette, Inside
Box 1663, p. 38.
44. Jette, Inside Box 1663, p. 76.
45. Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 107; Brode, "Tales," September 22, 1960, pp. 5-7;
Jette, Inside Box 1663, pp. 86, 97, 109.
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the earliest-built houses. Eleanor Jette bought a nail brush for scrubbing
the soot off her walls because scrub brushes were out of stock at the
PX. 46 Coping with these problems meant extra work (less time) for
housewives; two of the women pointed out the difficulties the water
problems presented for mothers of young children. 47
The teachers, all of whom were women, were also busy. The first
school term, which began in the fall of 1943, was late because the school
buildings were just being completed; Central School opened at the end
of September. 48 There was much discussion of the curriculum, including suggestions from European members of the community,49 and since
teachers were "quite unfettered by directives or syllabi,"so a considerable amount of their time must have gone into planning new activities
and devising curricula. During the first year, the faculty were women
who were members of the community because'of their husbands' work;
since the idea at the beginning was to keep the community as small
as possible (in order to prevent leaks of information and reduce the
amount ot necessary housing construction), having the wives work
was the most desirable situation. Later, teachers were hired from outside. Alice Smith provides an example of the difficulties faced by a
scientist's wife and mother of two who taught school; she taught full
time the first year but would agree to teach only two-thirds time the
second year because of inconsistent household help. 51 Another group
of mothers started the nursery school and took the responsibility of
providing staffing for it.52 In addition, many of the women on "the
Hill" (as local and area residents still call Los Alamos) helped provide
recreational opportunities for the young people. Eleanor Jette served
as a den mother for a boy scout troop;53 Dorothy Hillhouse, in addition
to teaching second grade, had a Brownie Scout troop and was asked
by the post commander to organize a square dance club (still in existence after over forty years) in order to furnish some recreation; Gracia
Hane was in charge of a group called Buds, for boys under ten;54 Jean
46. Jette, Inside Box 1663, pp. 20-22.
47. Interviews with Rose Bethe and Lois Bradbury, July 28, 1982.
48. Interview with Dorothy Hillhouse, July 16, 1982.
49. Interview with Jean Parks Nereson, July 20, 1982.
50. Alice Kimball Smith, "Teaching at Los Alamos, 1943-45," Los Alamos Historical
Society Newsletter, 6 (March 1986), 6.
51. Ibid., 5.
52. Interviews with Frances Mueller, J~ly 14, 1982, and Kay Manley, August 15,
1982.
53. Jette, Inside Box 1663, p. 47.
54. Interview with Florence Koontz, July 15, 1982; Brode, "Tales," July 14, 1960, p.
10; Dorothy Hillhouse to author, February 22, 1988.
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Parks Nereson, a teacher, spent the summer of 1945 as a recreational
worker and commented on how many of the women volunteered their
time. 55 Florence Koontz directed recreational activities in the summer
of 1944 in order to keep the children busy so their mothers could work. 56
Some women also substituted in the schools,57 and women were involved in the operation of the small community library. 58
Besides being busy with more than full-time work or caring for
small children, women in Los Alamos were involved in the schools,
the library, and organized recreation. A number of the wives and mothers also helped reduce the total population of the community by working in the laboratory or as teachers or nurses.
Another important factor, at least in the married women's attitudes
toward being in Los Alamos and toward the work that was taking place
there, was being with their husbands at a time when the war separated
many families. Dorothy Hillhouse, hired as a schoolteacher when her
husband was hked as head of the meat market in the commissary, was
happy that her husband, whose draft classification was I-A, would not
be drafted;59 and in spite of some uncertainty during part of their
sojourn in Los Alamos, Phyllis Fisher had the same reason to feel
elated. 6o Edith Tenney's husband, a member of the Army's Special
Engineering Detachment, came out to New Mexico by himself; she had
had nurses' training and was only allowed to come because of the
shortage of nurses. When she arrived, she lived in a dormitory where
her husband was the only man allowed to visit. She was happy that
they could be together now and then and that he would not be going
overseas. 61 Eleanor Jette's reply to one of the army's representatives
on the Town Council sums up the attitude of many of the women; he
asked her, during a discussion of living conditions on the "Hill," what
she was doing there. She answered, "My man is doing a job over there
in the Tech Area and I'm here to take care of him.,,62
The calibre of the people who were members of the community
of Los Alamos during World War II appears to have been one of the
55.
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most significant factors in the women's attitude. Of twenty-nine women
interviewed, seventeen, either gratuitously or when asked about the
best part of the war-time years on the Hill, mentioned the people they
knew or the camaraderie they experienced. Many of the scientists'
wives and the laboratory workers already knew members of the community when they arrived, and they were delighted to see them again;63
the people in the community were extremely interesting to be around.
Peggy Hemmendinger, for example, mentioned the brilliance of the
people involved;64 Sara Dowson Prestwood thought she was privileged
to have known such special people;65 Jean Parks Nereson commented
on people's knowledge and how intensively they studied everythingthe Indians, for instance;66 Beckie Bradford Diven still has friends from
that period;67 Josephine Elliott Powers appreciated the chance to work
with many famous people on a worthwhile project. 68 At least two
compared their experience to being in a family.69 Elsie McMillan, looking back in 1975, said, "... I don't think I shall ever live in a community
that had such deep roots of cooperation and friendship."70
In addition to enjoying the people who made up the community,
the women in Los Alamos during the war also very much enjoyed the
surrounding country. For many of them, recreation centered around
hiking, horseback riding, picnicking, or skiing; and even those with
small children spent a lot of time outdoors. At least nine women mentioned hiking as a major recreation; Brode and Jette and at least four
others mentioned horseback riding. 71 Inez Taschek and her husband
went on hikes and picnics, taking their baby in a baby buggy; they also
became rock hounds,72 as did Jean Bacher and her husband. 73 Beckie
Bradford Diven loved the mountains and having skiing at her door/4
and Iris Bell, during one of several return visits to Los Alamos, said,
63. Interviews with Ferne Theis, July 13, 1982; Peggy Hemmendinger, July 16, 1982;
Charlotte Johnson, July 20, 1982; Inez Taschek, July 23, 1982; Kay Manley, July 29, 1982;
Beckie Bradford Diven to her parents, April 3, 1944; Brode, "Tales," June 2, 1960, 7.
64. Interview with Peggy Hemmendinger, July 16, 1982.
65. Interview with Sara Dowson Prestwood, July 19, 1982.
66. Interview with Jean Parks Nereson, July 20, 1982.
67. Interview with Beckie Bradford Diven, July 20, 1982.
68. Interview with Josephine Powers, July 29, 1982.
69. Interviews with Mary Rosen, July 13, 1982, and Frances Mueller, July 14, 1982.
70. McMillan, "Outside the Inner Fence," 43.
71. Brode, "Tales," July 28, 1960, p. 8; Jette, Inside Box 1663, p. 46.
72. Interview with Inez Taschek, July 23, 1982.
73. Interview with Jean Bacher, July 22, 1982.
74. Interview with Beckie Bradford Diven, July 20, 1982.
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"I loved the outdoors and I've never gotten over being here."75 Jane
Howes: "Anybody who likes scenery could not be bored at Los Alamos."76 Bernice Brode writes that on her first trip to Los Alamos she
was
bewitched by the scenery-the stretches of red earth and pink
rocks with dark shrubbery scattered along the ochre cliffs; lavender
vistas in the distant Sangre de Cristo mountain range. Color was
everywhere. Occasionally adobe houses arose from the earth with
strings of scarlet chili peppers hung outside to dry. The flat roofs
were strung with ears of yellow, blue, white and dark red corn,
also drying in the sun for tortillas. 77
Two women mentioned the scenery as factors in their frequent or
permanent return to the area: Rose Bethe, who returns often in the
summers, said that the best thing during the war years was the sky;
when she went back to Ithaca, New York, after the war, it came down
on her head. 78 Amy Komadina Gibson, who returned to St. Louis after
the war in order to continue her schooling, found she missed the
mountains and blue sky and had to go back. 79 Even the author of a
relatively recent and mostly negative article on Los Alamos, Vivian
Gornick, comments on the "incomparable" views: "the drama of open
mesa, deep canyon, big sky."so
Not only were many of the women captivated by the country
surrounding Los Alamos, but a number commented on the sense of
freedom they felt in Los Alamos-a somewhat paradoxical feeling,
because by most standards they were extremely restricted. Mail was
censored, for example; travel without permission was confined to a
radius of about one hundred miles; the site was fenced and guarded
and residents had to show a pass to enter or leave it; any extended
conversation with people in Santa Fe, even if they were old friends,
was prohibited. The fence and the army patrols, however, allowed the
freedom of not locking one's doors8\ and provided a certain sense of
75. Interview with Iris Bell and Katherine "Pat" Patterson Krikorian, July 14, 1983.
76. Interview with Jane Howes, July 16, 1982.
77. Brode, "Tales," June 2, 1960, p. 6.
78. Interview with Rose Bethe and Kay Manley, July 28, 1982.
79. Interview with Amy Komadina Gibson, July 15, 1983; Amy Komadina Gibson
to author, February 27, 1988.
80. Vivian Gornick, "Town Without Pity," Mother Jones (August-September 1985),
17.
81. Interviews with Ferne Theis and Mary Rosen, July 13, 1982, and Jane Howes,
July 16, 1982.
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security; Edith Tenney, for instance, didn't worry about accepting a
ride from someone in a jeep when she went to her graveyard shift at
the hospital-even though blackout regulations made the night "black
as your hat. ... you knew it was perfectly safe."82 Many of the women
also delighted in the informality of dress in Los Alamos, and in particular in wearing jeans everywhere, from PTA meetings to work. Rose
Pingel Watts commented on jeans' practicality: "You can do more
things."83
Another factor in the women's state of mind about the work taking
place at the laboratory was the amount of knowledge they actually had
about the project. Most of them obviously knew that the project was
secret and that it had to do with the war effort. Beyond that knowledge,
however, comprehension of the precise nature of the project varied
considerably. For example, Inez Taschek, who has a master's degree
in physics, indicated that because of her degree her husband probably
told her more than some other husbands told their wives. 84 Peggy
Hemmendinger had worked on weapons development in Washington,
D.C. before she was married and knew that the work at Los Alamos
was weapons-related and that the weapon was an atomic bomb. She
has an undergraduate degree in physics; and she also heard enough,
during evening social talk (probably because those who had known
her in Washington forgot that she was not working in Los Alamos) to
understand the nature of the project. 85 Katherine "Pat" Patterson Krikorian, a WAC who worked preparing vouchers for payment for goods
coming to Los Alamos or received at the warehouse in Santa Fe, said
she knew nothing about the project when she was in the fiscal section;
but later, when she was tr.ilnsferred to the Army Contracting Officers
office, which was "over above C Shop," she and others used to speculate about what was being built in the shop: "Common sense would
tell you that it was some sort of weapon by the shape of it."86 Jean
Parks Nereson, however, one of the schoolteachers, merely noticed
the absence of the men at a- picnic near the time of the Trinity test but
82. Interview with Florence Koontz, July 15, 1982; Brode, "Tales," June 2, 1960, p.
8; interview with Edith Tenney, July 26, 1982.
83. Interview with Lois Bradbury, July 28, 1982; Brode, "Tales," June 16, 1960, p.
8; interviews with Peggy Hemmendinger, July 16, 1982; Beckie Bradford Diven, July 20,
1982; and Rose Pingel Watts, July 20, 1982.
84. Interview with Inez Taschek, July 23, 1982.
85. Interview with Peggy Hemmendinger, July 16, 1982; telephone interview with
Peggy Hemmendinger, March 6, 1988.
86. Interview with Katherine "Pat" Patterson Krikorian and Iris Bell, July 14, 1983;
Katherine "Pat" Patterson Krikorian to author, February 23, 1988.
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otherwise knew nothing about the impending event. 87 Dorothy Hillhouse, another schoolteacher, knew nothing,88 though she found a
suspicious-looking notebook in her schoolroom one day. She felt she
should take care of her own business, not snoop. Ferne Theis, who
was at horne with two small children and whose husband worked in
the laboratory, knew nothing and said her husband maintained his
silence even after she mentioned news of the Trinity explosion. 89
The amount of knowledge these women had, then, obviously varied considerably. Some of the scientists' wives, particularly those who
had a technical background, knew about the significance of the work
and what it was leading to, although they did not know details; some
of the laboratory workers knew; others pieced together a vague knowledge and some were completely ignorant.
Some of the women who lived in Los Alamos during World War
II had relatives or friends who were in the armed forces; this fact
certainly affected their attitude toward the work in Los Alamos, since
they naturally wanted the war to corne to a speedy conclusion. Others
had relatives or friends who had aiready died. Josephine Elliott Powers
had two brothers, both with families, who were called to active service;
one of them was in the South Pacific at the end of the war. She said,
"... so I was so glad that we had a weapon that might end this war.
So I did not then, I do not now, have any qualms about using that
horrible weapon. I just, just can't work up any shame about it."90 Elsie
Pierce joined the WACs because of a brother killed on the Bataan march
and a fiance killed in the New Guinea area. 91 Kitty White's younger
brother was also killed;92 and Jean Tucker, Rose Pingel Watts, Katherine
"Pat" Patterson Krikorian, Eleanor Jette, and Adrienne Kennedy (now
Lowry) each'had a brother who was in the service. 93 Also, a large
number of European and British personnel were involved in the project
and therefore living in or visiting Los Alamos; their presence created
considerable awareness of the agony the war in Europe was causing.
For the Peierls, for example, who were part of the British Mission (a
87. Interview with Jean Parks Nereson, July 20, 1982.
88, Interview with Dorothy Hillhouse, July 16, 1982.
89. Interview with Ferne Theis and Mary Rosen, July 13, 1982.
90. Interview with Josephine Powers, July 29, 1982.
91. Interview with Elsie Pierce, July 14, 1982.
92. Interview with Kitty White, July 26, 1982.
93. Interviews with Jean Tucker, July 15, 1982; Rose Pingel Watts, July 22, 1982; Iris
Bell and Katherine "Pat" Patterson Krikorian, July 14, 1983; Jette, Inside Box 1663, 7, 85;
Dorothea Wolfgram, "Box 1663, Santa Fe," Washington University Magazine 52 (Spring
1982), 39.
'
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group sent from Britain to help with the project), living in Los Alamos
meant a reunion with their two children, whom they had not seen for
four years; they had sent the children to Canada when it appeared
Britain might be invaded. 94
Patriotism is another factor in the women's attitudes; it was important to be doing something for the war effort. For example, Kitty
White found her parents' ignorance of her and her husband's efforts
to hasten the end of the war very difficult, and she was relieved, when
the war was over, that her parents could then know. 95 Rose Pingel
Watts, who almost joined the Navy before she was hired to go to Los
Alamos, said, "1 was doing my bit"; and "You know we were all so
patriotic then."% Edith Tenney, one of the nurses, commented, "1 sort
of felt part of things, that maybe I was doing something for the effort,
the war effort...."97 Jane Keller Rasmussen, a WAC, said that her
main purpose for joining the army was "to work and to help."98
Many factors-involvement with small children, their own youth,
the fact that they were able to be with their husbands, concern for
relatives and friends in the armed forces, great enjoyment of the country and people that surrounded them, a certain amount of freedom,
sometimes ignorance of the precise goal of the project, and their patriotism-all contributed to the women's lack of reservations about the
work that was taking place in the laboratory at Los Alamos. Looking
back, most still have few qualms about the development of the atomic
bomb. They believe that it saved lives and ended the war. Josephine
Elliott Powers: "We were in a war that we did not start. ... I don't at
all recommend using it now. I hope they don't."99 Beckie Bradford
Diven: "We honestly, and I still feel, that we diq a part to shorten the
war.... And if it didn't come then, it was going to come as a possibility
sometime. So I don't have any guilt feelings, whatsoever, about what
was done at that time. One makes a decision and we did it. And I still
feel like we saved lives."loo In contrast to their feelings about the development of the bomb, some of the women were not altogether happy
about the way it was used; for example, Peggy Hemmendinger felt
elated when the war was over, but "there was nobody really felt altogether good about it, I thought; there was no relief except that the
94. Jette, Inside Box 1663, 61.
95. Interview with Kitty White, July 26, 1982.
96. Interview with Rose Pingel Watts, July 22, 1982.
97. Interview with Edith Tenney, July 26, 1982.
98. Interview with Jane Keller Rasmussen, July 22, 1982.
99. Interview with Josephine Powers, July 29, 1982.
100. Interview with Beckie Bradford Diven, July 20, 1982.
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war, the end of the war was in sight ... I've never felt very comfortable
about the whole thing."101 Charlotte Johnson didn't like the Hiroshima
drop; at that point she.thought "... we might not be right. ..."102
Jean Tucker, who grew up in New Mexico and graduated from Santa
Fe High School, had many friends who had been in the Bataan Death
March and a brother who was in the service in the South Pacific. She
worried about whether using the bomb was the right thing but thought
"the most important thing in the world right then was to get our boys
home.... And I still feel that way."103 Because she could remember
the end of the First World War and thinking then that surely there
would be no more war, Kay Manley's reactions were mixed; she found
herself thinking fIno more war" after the bombings of Japan but also
that she might be mistaken once again. If the United States had had
to invade Japan, she said,
it was going to be a long, slow, difficult, and very costly operation,
both as to money and to lives and they [the scientists] just felt that
it was something that if they could get it done in time to stop the
war-then that was something that they were willing to put an
enormous amount of time and energy on, which they did. And
as to whether it should have been used the way it was used or
not, that wasn't their decision. But they knew that if they could
get it ready it could be used to end the war in some fashion and
that's what they wanted. 104
She went on to say that after VI Day, "A lot of people were upset about
the way the bomb had been used. They felt that it shouldn't have been,
that it should have been demonstrated, or something like that instead
of being actually dropped. But of course, there was the argument on
the other side that they didn't know whether it was going to be a dud
or not."105 Phyllis Fisher was tremendously upset by the bombing of
Nagasaki,l06 and Lois Bradbury expressed similar sentiments.
Well, of course I was grateful and thankful that the war was ended.
I had misgivings about the Hiroshima drop. I always did and
particularly the second one at Nagasaki. I felt that that probably
101.
102.
103.
1988. .
104.
105.
106.

Interview with with Peggy Hemmendinger, July 16, 1982.
Interview with Charlotte Johnson, July 29, 1982.
Interview with Jean Tucker, July 15, 1982; Jean Tucker to author, March 22,
Interview with Kay Manley, August 15, 1982.
Interview with Kay Manley, August 15, 1982.
Fisher, Los Alamos Experience, 117-21.
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shouldn't have been done. But I must say I didn't go into a complete breakdown over it. ... And I still think that there was a
point to the whole thing. And I think whether we had done it or
somebody else they would have eventually. And it was a triumph
of scientific experiment and, you know, I didn't have guilt feelings,
in other words, but I did feel it was too bad that they had to really
.
use the bomb. I always felt that way. 107
Jane Wilson, co-editor of the recently-published book Standing By and
Making 00,108 commented in a newspaper account of the book's publication, '''We had no shame for the bomb then, which a lot of us had
afterwards. At the time, we thought we were saving civilization.'''I09
In spite of their misgivings about the way the first atomic bomb
was used, most of the women who lived in Los Alamos during World
War II look back on the war-time experience in Los Alamos as one of
the best parts of their lives. The people they met, the country surrounding them, and a feellng of adventure and excitement all contribute to a sense of community that still exists for many of them. Many
of the women met their future husbands during those years; others
were having first or second children. All of these factors contribute,
not surprisingly, to most of the women's having few of the guilt feelings
many people today expect them to have. Jean Tucker, for instance, felt
that it was a great period-a time when she could stay home with her
son. She had "worked eleven years as a secretary and wanted more
than anything to be able to be with him."IIO Mary ,Rosen:
We were all here on a temporary basis and were pretty much on
a par with everyone else as far as the type of housing we occupied;
we all had small children and were of the same age group, YOUNG.
We had to provide our own entertainment and keep it simplemight even be described as crude-due to lack of facilities. We
had G.l. furniture, a Black Beauty stove and government housing;
dirt roads and boardwalks substituted for sidewalks. 111
Jane Howes:
It [life] will never be that simple again. Never! I think that to me
107.
108.
109.
llO.
1988.
llI.

Interview with Lois Bradbury, July 29, 1982.
Wilson and Serber, Standing By and Making Do.
(Santa Fe) Journal North (December 6, 1988), 6.
Interview with Jean Tucker, July 15, 1982; Jean Tucker to author, March 22,
Mary Rosen to author, February 20, 1988.
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was the best part of the time. I liked it. I liked it then and I liked
it after the war, but not as much as I did during the war. But you
felt a part of it, even if you weren't working for it. You felt a part
of whatever it was was going on. And you hated the war, with a·
passion, but you felt whatever you were doing was going to help
end it. And I think that was the main thing. Now, today, people
look on those days at Los Alamos and they think how awful they
were and how awful of you to even work on an atomic bomb and
all that sort of stuff. But I don't think they realize just what was
. going on. There's so many things that young people and middleaged people don't realize today.112
Sara Dowson Prestwood: ". .. I just wouldn't change it for the world.
I wouldn't change the memories ... raising our children here and
living here. 11113 Rose Pingel Watts: lilt was something that happens only
once in a lifetime, I think. .. ." "And I'd do it again; if there were
another project I would go again." 114 Ruth Marshak:
In a broader sense, for most of us elders, the Los Alamos experience was one of the most educational of our lives. Sequestered,
regimented, we had to make the most of the little we had. Perhaps
it was a good thing, three years ago when neft home and started
westward, that I knew so little of what awaited me. There was so
much amiss in the ugly town where the bomb was born. Yet I have
only to think of the neighborliness and warmth and esprit de corps
of Los Alamos to be heartily glad for the chance that took me there.
Nor is it surprising that most people really enjoyed their years on
the mesa. Los Alamos was our town, our own creation. To no
other community will we ever give so much of ourselves. 115
Jean Davis: ,I/It was just a .wonderful time. The best years of my life.
Things were so different from what they ever were before or could
ever be again. I'm glad I was able to live through it."m6
Though quite a few of the women who lived in Los Alamos during
World War II-and who, for the most part, still live there or in the
surrounding area--expressed reservations about the way the atomic
bombs were used, generally they did not express feelings of guilt.
During the two war-time years that most of them spent in Los Alamos,
112. Interview with Jane Howes, July 16, 1982.
113. Interview with Sara Dowson Prestwood, July 19, 1982.
114. Interview with Rose Pingel Watts, July 22, 1982.
115. Jane Wilson, "Secret City," The Atom and Eve (manuscript, Los Alamos Historical
Society archives, on deposit as of May 1983).
116. Meketa, "The Ladies of the Hill," 33.
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they were young and were occupied with work, family, or both; many
did not know, in any detailed fashion, what the outcome of the project
would be; they were building a community they thought was temporary; they enjoyed immensely· the people in the community, the
country which surrounded them, and certain freedoms that they had;
they were concerned about relatives and friends in the service, saw
the effects of the war in Europe, and were very patriotic. Their own
words indicate not only these factors in their attitude but also their
feeling that living in Los Alamos during the war was an extremely
special time. It is not surprising that these women view their participation in the Manhattan Project quite differently from the many outsiders who think that these women and their men were "awful" to
have worked on the atomic bomb.

Western Women and the Environment
VERA NORWOOD

Lewis Gould's Lady Bird Johnson and the Environment opens with a defense of Johnson's contributions to the environmental movement of
the 196Os-1980s. Gould notes that colleagues "asked, as they so often
do about women'~ history, whether the record of what Lady Bird Johnson did reveals anything ... that is not 'trivial' and 'cosmetic.!,n Environmental historians have only begun to assess the part women have
played in preserving and conserving the natural landscape and in defending the rights of all Americans to clean air and water. Construction
of such a history rests, in large part, on the analysis of individual
biographies. Gould's book, along with Harriet Kofalk's No Woman Tenderfoot: Florence Merriam Bailey, Pioneer Naturalist, and Karen Harden
McCracken's Connie Hagar: The Life History of a Texas Birdwatcher, documents the importance of gender in understanding the nature of women's work in conservation in the past one hundred years.
The minimal attention women have received in environmental

Vera Norwood is associate professor of American Studies in the University of New
Mexico and the author of numerous works Qn women and the environment.
1. Lewis L. Gould, Lady Bird Johnson and the Environment (Lawrence: University Press
of Kansas, 1988), xi.
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history usually emphasizes the campaigns against feather fashions during the late nineteenth century.2 One of the foremost activists in the
battle to control decimation of bird populations for millinery finery
was Florence Merriam Bailey. Harriet Kofalk's No Woman Tenderfoot:
Florence Merriam Bailey, Pioneer Naturalist, offers the first full account of
Bailey's life, including extensive discussion of her work protecting birds.
In 1886, Florence and a friend organized the Smith College branch of
George Bird Grinnell's newly formed Audubon Society for the Protection of Birds. Her commitment to the protection of birds extended
throughout the thirty-year battle for legislation controlling the impor-.
tation of bird feathers. Final success was due in no small part to Bailey
and her female colleagues.
Bailey's reputation as a naturalist has suffered because of her connections to a famous brother and husband. Her brother, C. Hart Merriam, was the first head of the U.S. Biological Survey and a respected
ornithologist. He encouraged his sister in her observations of birds and
nominated her as the first woman associate of the American Ornithological Union. In her thirties, Florence married Hart's chief field
naturalist, Vernon Bailey. Accompanying Bailey on biological survey
work in New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, and North Dakota, she did the
field work that led to the publication of her Handbook of Birds of the
Western United States (1902) and Birds of New Mexico (1928). Emphasizing
Bailey's own life-long interest in studying live birds in their habitat,
the quality of her work, and the independent nature of the res·earch
she did while on trips with her husband, Kofalk demonstrates the
importance of Florence Bailey's contributions to ornithology. Kofalk
resorts, however, to unnecessary excuses for the history of Bailey's
progress through the ranks of the American Ornithological Union (AOU).
For example, citing Florence's 1901 election, with two othe.r women
bird writers, as the first female members of the AOU, Kofalk undercuts
her own effort to recognize that achievement: "If Florence's recognition
was due in any way 'to her brother, there was never any hint in her
lifetime that she resented that situation."3 By 1901 Florence Merriam
Bailey was an established author, having written for birding publications such as The Auk and Bird-Lore and authoring four books about
2. Examples include Paul Brooks, Speaking for Nature (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1980); Robin Doughty, Feather Fashions and Bird Preservation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975); and Robert Henry Welker, Birds and Men: American Birds in Science,
Art, Literature and Conservation, 1800-1900 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955).
3. Harriet Kofalk, No Woman Tenderfoot (College Station: ~exasA&M University Press,
1989), 103.
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birds, including the highly successful Birds Through an Opera Glass (1890).
She and the two other women elected with her, Olive Thorne Miller
and Mabel Osgood Wright, had done as much to build public sympathy
for and interest in birds as any other AOU member of the period. No
doubt Hart and Vernon Bailey opened some doors for Florence not
available to other women, but the issue is the quality of her work in
comparison to that of her peers, male and female.
Kofalk is correct, however, in recognizing that much of Bailey's
work was done within constrictions established by male naturalists
who led the field. Throughout her life Bailey had to fit her nature study
into niches opening up in science. As her friend Olive Thorne Miller
understood, the gradual shift from collecting specimens to observing
live animals in the field meant that women's perceived aptitude for
patient, quiet observation would allow them to enter the ranks of
ornithology.4 The admission of women as AOU members reflected this
match between gender codes and changing demands of the field. There
were also, however, important changes in women's roles during the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century. These were the decades
when upper- and middle-class women cast themselves as a "sisterhood .,
of earnest doers"-extending their responsibilities for nurturing and
protecting the home into a variety of civic improvement campa~gns.5
Although Kofalk notes Bailey's commitment to socially useful \york,
she tends to ignore the changes within women's culture supporting
Bailey's decision to marry late in life, publish books in her own name,
and engage i~ research independent of her husband.
From the beginning, there has been a somewhat uneasy relationship between key women ornithologists and the male establishment.
Throughout her writings, Bailey encouraged observation of bird-life
and refused to engage in specimen collecting herself. Milliners were
not the only targets of women's bird protection efforts; they also sought
to educate hunters in responsible sport. Following a set of rather complicated gender codes, women ornithologists finally concluded that
responsible hunting and specimen collecting were acceptable, although
neither were activities in which women should engage. Thus women
balanced their own expectations for proper female nature study with
the requirements set by the men who had initiated the scientific study
of wildlife.
4. Olive Thorne Miller, In Nesting Time (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1893), 16-18.
5. Bailey, quoted in Kofalk, No Woman Tenderfoot, 42.
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Negotiations between the sexes as to women's proper role in nature study continued into the generation following this first infusion
of women into the field. Karen Harden McCracken's Connie Hagar: The
Life History of a Texas Birdwatcher6 documents the life of a woman born
in 1886, the same year Florence Merriam Bailey organized the Audubon
Society at Smith. Rather than inheriting a mantle of respect based on
the pioneer work of Wright, Miller, and Bailey, Connie Hagar had to
prove anew that women could make a contribution to the field study
of wildlife. She also demonstrated that they could do so, not by adop!ing masculine behavior, but while upholding perceived standards of
female deportment.
McCracken, a young friend of Hagar's who worked as a journalist
for the Rockport weekly newspaper, based her biography on a series
of interviews. with Hagar and her friends and colleagues. The book
offers a fulsome history of a dedicated woman's work in conservation
from the early twenties through the sixties. Hagar took up serious
nature study at thirty-five. Returning to her family home in Corsicana,
Texas, after a failed first marriage, she and her sister decided to learn
about the wildflowers, birds, and butterflies of their home state. In
January 1923 they organized a women's nature club, affiliated with the
National Audubon Society and the Texas Federation of Women's Clubs.
For the next ten years, the two sisters gradually increased their expertise in birds of the area. Their willingness to be guided by professional male ornithologists ended, however, at the barricade of dress.
Confronted with photographs of themselves in typical birder's field
attire-"boots and baggy denim jeans"-they kept the boots but switched
to the starched cotton dresses which were Connie's trademark in her
later years as a field guide. 7 Connie's second husband, Jack Hagar,
although not a birder, supported his wife's activities. When she suggested relocating to Rockport, a small town on the Texas coast with
ample opportunity for birding, Jack agreed. He would manage a small
motel while she studied the birds. From 1934 until her death in 1973,
Connie Hagar kept a detailed record of the birds she observed in one
of the major American bird migration locations.
Until her late forties, Connie's amateur ornithology was shared
almost exclusively with a set of like-minded women interested in both
6. Karen Harden McCracken, Connie Hagar: The Life History of a Texas Birdwatcher
(College Station: Texas A&M University, 1989. xvi + 296 pp. Illustration, appendix,
index. $13.50 paper.)
7. Hagar, quoted in McCracken, Connie Hagar, 30.
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No Woman Tenderfoot: Florence Merriam Bailey, Pioneer Naturalist. By
Harriet Kofalk. (College Station:
Texas A & M University Press, 1989.
xix + 225 pp. Illustrations, map,
notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)

observing and protecting the native plants and birds of Texas. In addition to amateur birders, she was connected with garden club women
of the state, reflecting the mutual interests of the two groups in preserving habitat. Together they participated in national Audubon activities such as yearly bird counts and bird banding, and convinced city
fathers to set aside wildflower sanctuaries on public lands. After she
moved to Rockport, ConI;\ie became even more committed to preserving habitat for the thousands of birds passing through the area. Writing
articles for local papers and giving talks to schools, she encouraged
Texans to value their native landscape. By the late 1930s, these activities
put her in touch with professional ornithologists working on surveys
of western birds.
Such famous naturalists as Roger Tory Peterson, J. Frank Dobie,
Allan Cruickshank, Guy Emerson, Clarence Cottram, Roy Bedichek,
and Ludlow Griscom scheduled extended stays with the Hagars. Recognition as a first-rate field observer did not come easily to Hagar. One
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of the first professional men to make her acquaintance, Dr. Harry C.
Oberholser, a wildlife biologist with the U.s. Department of Interior,
was deeply skeptical of her work, unwilling to believe that she spent
most days in the field. His caution in crediting her reports was compounded by other men's blatant resistance to her expertise. McCracken
recounts numerous occasions on which men indicated their low opinion of women field naturalists. Clarence Brown, a well-respected birder
from the Urner Club of New Jersey (which McCracken reports was an
"exclusive band of men" in 1949) was remembered to have confided
that he "had actually gagged at the prospect of birding with a woman,
and that on his first outing with her he felt somewhat condescending.
'But,' he added, '1 minded my manners and am damn glad I did, for
once' ."8 Clearly, it was one thing for wives to share their husband's
passion for birding (as they often did), and quite another for a woman
to take the lead in discovering new information on bird life.
The difficulty Kofalk faced placing Florence Merriam Bailey within
women's history is compounded for McCracken by the nature of Connie Hagar's story. Hagar's fame rests net so much on her own written
accounts of her bird observations, but on the fact that she shared her
expertise as a field observer with professionals who then wrote up
findings based on their collaborative birding with her. Although, ultimately, the men with whom she worked acknowledged her gift, her .
fame is most visibly expressed in theirs. In order to document Hagar's
achievement, McCracken spends a great deal of her text naming the
men who came to bird at Rockport Cottages. In biographies of this
sort, the individual who should be the center of attention is in danger
of being swamped by the tide of famous people drawn into his or her
circle. The book would have been strengthened with a little less attention to covering every famous human guest and a little more discussion
of the significance of the bird sightings Connie recorded in her nature
calendar. As it stands, by the end of the book, the reader knows that
Hagar documented a stunning amount of bird life, some of it quite
rare and unusual, but really does not know as much about the significance of her observations.
One important fact emerges, however, from Kofalk's and McCracken's biographies. Women naturalists did not limit themselves to
genteel appreciation of the birds and flowers of their neighborhoods;
they were activists in local and national campaigns to preserve native
plant and wild life. Often that activism was deeply connected to their
8. Brown, quoted in McCracken, Connie Hqgar, 182.
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definitions of women's role in life and was played out in women's
organizations. In his introductory chapter to Lady Bird Johnson and the
Environment, Lewis Gould summarizes the little that is known about
women's work in conservation activities of the early-twentieth century
and in the contemporary environmental movement. Gould sets his
chronicle of Lady Bird Johnson's work in the context of that history,
illuminating the tensions between men and women in those campaigns. Unlike Kofalk and McCracken, Gould writes an analytical biography, not only describing her contribution to environmentalism,
but analyzing the reasons for the path she took. Johnson's effectiveness
in implementing her agenda for the improvement of America's quality
of life was constricted by men's ideas about women's proper role, by
her own attempt to balance those ideas against her views of women's
potential, and by cultural images of city beautification efforts as overtly
feminized.
After establishing Lady Bird's early interest in urban landscapes
in general and flowers in particular, Gould expertly documents the
history of her shift into public environmentalism. Beginning with Lyndon Johnson's election to the presidency in 1964, Lady Bird Johnson
worked assiduously on quality of life issues. Dismayed by the proliferation of ill-planned highways, displacement of native plants by billboards and junkyards along such corridors, and decline in parks and
open space in urban landscapes, she pushed her husband's interest in
including a task force on "Natural Beauty" as part of the Great Society
agenda. One outgrowth of that task force report was the Johnson
administration's commitment to highway beautification legislation,
whose ultimate result was the Highway Beautification Act of 1965.
Additionally, Mrs. Johnson joined forces with two very different Washington coalitions in establishing the Committee for a More Beautiful
Capital-whose (sometimes conflicting) goals included improving the
tourist-oriented landscapes of monumen~al Washington and encouraging the development of parks and green spaces in the inner city.
Her White House ally in all these efforts was Secretary of the Interior
Stuart Udall. Udall also supported and often accompanied her on trips
around the country in support of national parks and wildlife sanctuaries. Although Gould notes the flawed nature of the Highway Beautification Act, he also argues that Mrs. Johnson's contribution to
environmentalism rests not on this legislation, but on her general support of policies aimed at improving and preserving all habitat and on
her courage in using the visibility afforded a First Lady in the service
of these ends.
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Whatever the gender tensions in Florence Merriam Bailey's and
Connie Hagar's lives, the work they did fit into the agenda set by their
male colleagues. Although Hagar experienced in male ornithologists'
patronizing attitudes some post-World War II constriction of women's
roles, she and the men understood the importance of the work she
did. American women had an even longer history as observers and
preservers of plants, but in Lady Bird Johnson's case that history worked
against her. Gould aptly summarizes the Progressive Era city beautification efforts in which women played a prominent part, noting ,that
the decline of the movement in the twenties was couched in criticisms
suggesting that such efforts were expended on mere "frills and furbelows."9 This impression was compounded by the fact that advocates
of green landscapes and wildflower preservation in the ensuing years
often represented female-dominated garden clubs and roadside councils. Mrs. Johnson was aware of the readings of this history, noting
that beautification "sounds cosmetic and trivial and it's prissy:no Gould
convincingly documents Washington policy-makers' "masculine uneasiness with natural beauty as a cultural value," and the tendency among
some to use the feminization of these issues to discredit Mrs. Johnson's
efforts. II Moreover, he goes on to suggest how this split in masculine
and feminine ideas about nature led to Lady Bird's isolation. She had
few male allies. More importantly, she was cut off from many of the
women's organizations which had supported earlier generations of
women conservationists. Gould argues that, in the 1960s, Lady Bird
"tacitly concurred in the attribution of inferiority toward women that
the word beautification implied," and so failed, particularly in the
highway beautification legislation battles, to draw on the support of
groups like the roadside councils. 12 In his conclusion, Gould suggests
that Johnson became much more connected to feminism in the 1970s.
From the Johnson ranch she has continued her environmental agenda.
Long an advocate of native plantings along Texas highways, in 1982
Mrs. Johnson launched the National Wildlife Research Center, continuing the tradition of women's involvement in the preservation and
propagation of native plants.
In Lady Bird Johnson and the Environment, Lewis Gould offers a
9. Gould, Lady Bird Johnson, 60.
10. Johnson is quoted in ibid., 61.
11. The quote describes Lyndon Johnson in particular, but Gould documents similar
attitudes throughout the White House and among congressmen. Ibid., 224.
12. Ibid., 161.
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balanced and attentive account of one prominent woman's efforts and
achievements while also acknowledging the gender-coded context in
which they were staged. His work provides a sensitive and suggestive
model for environmental historians. Together with Kofalk and McCracken, Gould's study illuminates the fertile ground awaiting those
willing to highlight, rather than footnote, women who have dedicated
their lives to the study and preservation of nature.

Book Reviews

The Women's West. Edited by Susan Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xi + 323 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes,
index. $24.95 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
The Warnell's West is a collection of essays drawn from the 1983 Women's
West Conference in Sun Valley, the first conference to center its attention solely
on the female experience in the development of society west of the Mississippi
River. Editors Susan Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson have found common
threads with which to weave the essays together. Sensitive to the full range
of women's experiences, they also determined to present material on the multicultural West.
The essays fall into three general categories: those that expand our understanding of women's experiences, often by drawing on unique sources;
those that provide a more analytical treatment of their subjects; and those that
seek a synthesis and/or demand more rigor in studying women's history.
Patricia Albers and William James' examination of postcards to understand
changing perceptions of American Indian women is an example of the first
category. Initially postcards portrayed Indian women in their daily activities;
later the focus shifted to portraits of the "Indian princess." As a result, images
of Indian women have become more stereotypical and less truthful over time.
An example of the more analytical essay is Elliott West's inquiry into childrearing on the mining frontier, which is especially valuable for its inclusion of
class as an important variable in understanding women's experiences. All too
often, socioeconomic class is ignored by scholars of western women's history.
West, however, makes it a central focus of his analysis and shows that while
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elite women were able to cling to the tenets of the Cult of True Womanhood,
working-class mothers, out of necessity, operated in the public sphere. Essays
by editors Armitage and Jameson, by Rosalinda Mendez Gonzalez, and by
Suzan Shown Harjo set agendas for further research. Writing in very different
styles, each challenges scholars to focus on issues that expose all women's
lives regardless of race, class, or ethnicity.
The careful juxtaposition of several essays makes this volume particularly
useful for classroom use. For example, two case studies explore women's
suffrage. Rosalind Urbach Moss found that once Kansas women could vote in
municipal elections, they did so, and in one town their vote was instrumental
in electing an all-woman, civic-minded council. Focusing on Colorado, and
particularly Denver, Carolyn Stefanco's analysis questions the commonly held
idea that women had little to do with the campaign for suffrage and that the
vote was bestowed on women by well-meaning men. Both essays underscore
the necessity for studying such change from the vantage of those who waged
the campaign, and who benefited from its success. Another set of comparative
articles utilizes fiction to expose the female experience. Kathryn Adams' discussion of the women in Laura Ingalls Wilder's stories provides a composite,
albeit often romantic, portrayal of pioneer women. Melody Graulich's examination of domestic violence, drawn from four novels written by women and
based on their childhood experiences, uncovers a much darker and startlingly
gruesome side of family life in the West.
As with any such collection, some essays are stronger than others; yet, in
almost every instance, they provide new dimensions to our understanding of
western women. This volume will be rewarding to anyone wishing to comprehend more clearly the varieties of women's experiences in the West. In
addition, it will be valuable to teachers of western history and women's history.
Kathleen Underwood
University of Texas at Arlington

A Quilt of Words: Women's Diaries, Letters & Original Accounts of Life in the Southwest, 1860-1960. By Sharon Niederman. (Boulder: Johnson Books, 1988. 220
pp. Illustrations. $15.95.)
For A Quilt of Words, Sharon Niederman compiled fifteen written and oral
accounts of women's experiences in Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas,
and Utah. As the title suggests, these accounts vary in size and texture yet
combine to provide a picture of women's lives in the Southwest. A variety of
women participated in western expansion and settlement, and their ethnic
backgrounds, economic situation, and marital status affected their responses
to western experiences. As Niederman notes, the women included in this
volume proved courageous and resourceful in meeting the challenges of western life. The accounts that she has gathered present an interesting and informative cross section of western women. For example, the authors include
a Jewish woman prominent in Santa Fe society, a Presbyterian missionary
teacher at a New Mexico pueblo, and a Mormon housewife who helped to
settle Mesa, Arizona. Other ethnic backgrounds are represented in the oral
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histories of a Yavapai Indian, an Italian immigrant to the coal fields of Colorado,
and a Hispanic businesswoman. The stories of covered wagon pioneers seeking
a home or health in the West balance the accounts of women born to wealth
and prominence, such as Mary Cabot Wheelwright and Isabella Greenway.
The most enjoyable selections are among the longest, and this, I believe, is
not a coincidence. The letters of rancher Eleanor Williams and sculptor Grace
Mott Johnson and the reminiscences of Marietta Wetherill, who ran a trading
post at Chaco Canyon, are extensive enough to allow the reader to become
acquainted with the personalities of the authors.
Niederman, an Albuquerque writer, is to be commended for making these
fascinating accounts available to general readers. Scholars too will find the
work interesting, though several flaws detract from the book's value as a
research tool. First, Niederman's brief introductions reveal little effort to provide additional information about her authors or to verify statements they
make. Perhaps this is excusable because the accounts are more impressionistic
than factual. More serious is the lack of editing to make some of the oral
histories more readable, and the lack of footnotes to clarify points in the narrative for the reader. Similarly, the page of "Credits" is a poor substitute for a
bibliography. An unusually high number of typos and other mistakes are also
present in the volume; Mable Dodge Luhan, for example, is referred to as
"Lujan." Still, the accounts themselves outweigh the editorial shortcomings.
A Quilt of Words deserves a place on the bookshelf of western women's history.
Cheryl J. Foote
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Covered Wagon Women: Diaries & Letters from the Western Trails 1840-1890. Volume
VII: 1854-1860. Edited by Kenneth L. Holmes. (Glendale, California: Arthur
H. Clark Co., 1987. 295 pp. Illustrations, notes. $25.00.)
In this seventh of a projected eleven volume series, editor Kenneth L.
Holmes presents diaries and letters written by women traveling the western
trails to California, Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and Utah in the late 1850s.
The purpose of the series is to offer readers previously unpublished or exceedingly scarce and largely unavailable documents. The collection undoubtedly enriches our understanding of the overland exprience by focusing on too
long neglected women's perspectives.
Two of the most interesting accounts dwell on realities not usually associated with the trail experience: the emerging feminist movement and the
increasing number of transcontinental livestock drives. In 1858, for instance,
feminist Julia Anna Archibald (Holmes) accompanied her husband to the Pike's
Peak area, "[a]nimated more by a desire to cross the plains and behold the
great mountain chain of North America, than by any expectation of realizing
the floating gold stories" (p. 194). Archibald, who used her maiden name upon
publishing an account of this trip in The Sibyl (a small New York newspaper
advocating women's rights), explained that the men of her company appreciated neither her bloomers nor her insistence that she take a turn at the night
watch. She did not indicate their reaction to her successful ascent of Pike's
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Peak. Archibald did find, however, that the other lady in the train disappointed
her. "I soon found that there could be no congeniality between us. She proved
to be a woman unable to appreciate freedom or reform, affected that her sphere
denied her the liberty to rove at pleasure, and confined herself the long days
to feminine impotence in the hot covered wagon"·(p. 196).
Also particularly noteworthy is Martha Missouri Moore's account of her
trip to California in 1860 in the company of her husband, 5100 sheep, and two
dogs who "would be the key to success of the drive" (p. 260). Moore conveys
the special tribulations of this venture, particularly the difficulties in crossing
sheep over streams. Yet the party reached their destination and the 1870 census
listed the Moores among the prosperous residents of the northern Sacramento
Valley. Her husband's trade: Stock Dealer.
Other contributions in this book present more conventional views of overland travel and women's roles in it. All of them, however, make important,
interesting contributions to the growing literature on trail and women's history.
Sherry L. Smith
University of Texas, El Paso

This Is a Strange Country: Letters of a Westering Family, 1880-1906. Edited by Byrd
Gibbens. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. ix + 438 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
In 1880 Charles and Maggie Brown, newly married and living in Virginia
decided-though Charles' wishes seemed to weigh more heavily-to try their
fortunes in the West, a West both geographically and psychologically vague
to them. Charles wanted to combine doctoring with some prospecting, some
mining, something that would give him a chance to make it rich and hit it big.
He had big dreams. On October 21, 1880 he wrote to his wife "I have great
cause to belive that we can do well there" (p. 48). Such words served as his
continuing mantra and hope. Maggie wanted to be with her husband ("Yes
any kind of house with my good husband with me will be happy home" [po
64)), to lead a stable life, and to buil~ on what they had. Her recurring theme
is captured in this plea written to her husband on Nov. 9, 1880, "now Dear I
don't object to you seeing about it but please dont [sic] spend any money if
you have any I would rather keep it and add to it by degrees than run such
a risk now" (p. 51). She too had her dreams. They spent some time in Colorado
then lived mostly in Rincon, New Mexico from 1884 through about 1902 (with
a few moves in and out). For nearly thirty years this couple struggled through
the inevitable conflicts that such different life dreams brought them and through
the events that constituted life in the West in the late nineteenth centurymore failures than successes, the deaths of their children, homesickness for
an idealized and romanticized home in the East.
The stories of Maggie and Charles, of Maggie's father, brothers, and sister
are told through a series of letters exchanged among these various family
members. The letters are rich in detail and texture and chronicle these people's
lives and experiences, as historian Lillian Schlissel rightly notes, "in voices so
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close to our own that it is hard to remember that they belong to another century
and to a world long since gone."
Editor Byrd Gibbens culled these letters from a collection in the Zimmerman Library at the University of New Mexico. She provides helpful explanatory
introductions to several phases of the Browns' lives. Without these the letters
would not give up their meaning nearly so well. The introductions could have
been improved by quoting more carefully from the letters in the text and from
a more thorough and systematic analysis of the letters themselves as well as
of the methodological issues that the use of letters raises: why include some
and exclude others? what do letters hide? why were the letters saved at all?
to what extent do letters not speak for themselves?
Nonetheless, her imaginative and thoughtful treatment of the letters in
general leads me to hope that a book of Gibbens' own will soon follow.
Annette Atkins
Saint John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota

Daughters of the Desert: Women Anthropologists and the Native American Southwest,
1880-1980. By Barbara A. Babcock and Nancy J. Parezo. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xii + 241 pp. Illustrations, bibliograpy.
$39.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
An inspiration to some-and a source of dismay to others--women anthropologists have been a part of the southwestern scene since the late 1870s,
when William H. Holmes galvanized archaeologists and ethnologists alike with
his description of the "rich rewards" awaiting discovery among the ancient
ruins of southwestern Colorado. Some forty-five strong willed, diverse, uniquely
gifted women, including many of the most distinguished names in their profession, are saluted in this publication, which in general is limited to those who
began their careers before 1940 and who have worked primarily with the
indigenous cultures of Arizona and New Mexico.
The title is that of a traveling exhibition assembled with the support of
the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the Arizona Humanities Council, and the University of Arizona Foundation, presented to a
national audience by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibit Service.
This illustrated catalog of the exhibit was co-authored by Barbara A. Babcock,
director of the Pembroke Center for Teaching and Research on Women and
professor of anthropology in Brown University, and by Nancy J. Parezo, curator
of ethnology at Arizona State Museum.
As the text makes clear, the title was chosen not just because of alliterative
properties and regional reference. Some of the women memorialized were
literally daughters of men whose wealth enabled them to pursue their studies
and to fight for the rights of disenfranchised Native Americans. Still others
were the figurative daughters of intellectual mentors, a few independent men
in the forefront of southwestern anthropology who encouraged women to
follow their scientific aspirations. Today's many women anthropologists are,
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themselves, daughters of those earlier pioneers. And, finally, all are also daughters of the Native American women who had befriended them and assisted
in their endeavors.
To tell the story, the authors have grouped their subjects into broad categories. First, there are the pioneers who laid a foundation for Pueblo ethnographic studies. These are followed by women researchers among major
southwestern cultures; specialists in folklore and ethnomusicology; applied
anthropologists; archaeologists; those primarily associated with arts, crafts,
and museums; photographers; and finally, the novelists, poets, and popularizers.
Names range from that of Matilda Coxe Stevenson who-just a year after
the 1879 Holmes report-accompanied the first collecting and research expedition of the newly founded Bureau of American Ethnology, to the late Kate
Peck Kent, unrivaled in her knowledge of historic and prehistoric textiles, to
acclaimed Santa Clara Pueblo artist Pablita Velarde. Each name is accompanied
by a brief biographical note and a summary of education, fellowships and
awards, research, and professional activities. There is also a selected bibliography for each, as well as numerous black and white photographs and drawings, and an eclectic selection of quotations from literature, from the featured
women themselves, and observations of friends and colleagues. Altogether,
this is an extremely enjoyable and informative contribution to the field of
southwestern studies, highly recommended also to the general reader.
Nancy Fox
Laboratory of Anthropology, Museum of New Mexico

Untold Sisters: Hispanic Nuns in Their Own Works. By Electa Arenal and Stacey
Schlau. Translated by Amanda Powell. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989. xiv + 450 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$39.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
I like many things about this book. I like the editors' inventive idea and
their discriminating choice of religious women from Spain, Peru, and New
Spain of two to four centuries ago. I like their workmanlike job of presenting
enough historical fact that the readers can contextualize these nuns' lives and
writings. I particularly like the translator's job of turning their vintage Spanish
into modern English-both are provided-without losing the flavor of the
original; granted the lack of a few minute accuracies which anyone who has
lived in a cloister will briefly regret and which normal folks will never notice,
the translation is very readable-felicitous and idiomatic. And above all I like
the sisters themselves. Ever since I attended parochial grade school, nuns in
large numbers have tended to frighten me, and I define large numbers of nuns
as one or more; but I very much like these nuns in all their infinite varietypeasant women of little formal education but great wisdom, aristocrats of
generous talent and sophistication, daughters of Aztec caciques, and even an
illegitimate daughter of Lope de Vega. They were fascinating women all, and
they faced the problems of their lives and vocations with wit, talent, love,
faith, and immense energy.
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But I do not like the editors' apparent assumption that there is no cultural
difference between the women they introduce to us and American women of
the late-twentieth century. They have consistently dominated and co-opted
their subjects, suggesting that for these nuns (putting it too simply) power is
happiness' and self-expression is the only autonomous incentive for writing.
They offer us anachronisms: "women's divinely inspired authorizaton for autonomy" (p. ix) in the sixteenth or eighteenth century?! To say that women
"had little status to lose and little stake in the status quo" (p. 6) is to be blind
to what Sor Maria de San Jose meant when she described her mother as "a
poor widow burdened with seven daughters who had no position-siete hijas
sin estado" (pp. 381, 386). In a society and culture which took for granted the
hierarchical structure of all beings and could not even imagine anything else,
to have status was not so much to be subjugated as to be admitted to the
cosmos and to be empowered to live in it. To be sin estado, to be a lone individual
outside hierarchy, was to be absurd, to be nowhere. The breakdown of the
traditional tribal, church, feudal, and extended-family societies in intervening
centuries has made it necessary that women's rights be legally safeguarded in
modern nations.
The editors arrive at some of their unfortunate results by treating the nuns'
poetry and drama as if they were autobiography-as if their authors did not
have enough creativity to invent anything at all, as if they could conceive
nothing except personal experience: "The conflicts among [Marcela de San
Felix's] allegorical characters represent her personal struggles and illuminate
the nature of her childhood wounds" (p. 246). The daughter inherited none of
Lope de Vega's imagination? These women were never so falsified in their
lifetimes as they are by such interpretations.
A large part of this review deals with what seems a definite and deepseated flaw, but since it affects only a very small part of the book, I can at the
same time strongly urge the reader of this review: read the book! The nuns
tell their own stories, and they are good ones. They tell how they founded
new congregations and new houses, describe how they fought to retain Teresa
of Avila's reforms or their foundress's charism, show how they crafted delightful dramatic entertainments, relate truly mystical experience's in understatement such as this: "Then I received an illumination of the Incarnation of
the Word, and of that glorious ardor through which the Virgin was transformed. My soul was left with nothing more than a simple and pure light and
kindling of my will, in which without comprehending I understood this divine
mystery, and my soul was lost to itself" (pp. 168, 170). Sister Mary Gloria
Steinem this is not. Read the book!
Thomas J. Steele, S.J.
Regis College, Denver

Cannery Women, Cannery Lives: Mexican Women, Unionization, and the California
Food Processing Industry, 1930-1950. By Vicki L. Ruiz. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1987. xviii + 194 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 cloth, $10.95 paper.)
In Cannery Women, Cannery Lives, Vicki Ruiz focuses on Mexican women's
roles in the United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing, and Allied Workers of
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America (UCAPAWA) of the 1930s and 1940s as a means to investigate the
convergence of gender, ethnicity, family, and labor relations in a particular
historical setting. She provides a vantage point on the connections between
gender consciousness and work culture, labor market segmentation processes
and union activism by Mexican-origin women.
According to Ruiz, UCAPAWA's commitment to democratic unionism en-.
abled Mexican women to translate their skills at grass-roots organizing into
institutional power within the union and negotiating priorities that addressed
women's particular needs. She amply documents the former with her data on
the extraordinary participation of Mexican women in leadership positions in
UCAPAWA, e~pecially at the local level. She supports the latter contention by
noting UCAPAWA's successful efforts to secure unpaid maternity leaves, equal
pay for equal work, and, in one instance, company-financed day care.
. Ruiz describes UCAPAWA as an egalitarian and harmonious union, despite
its diverse constituency of Anglos, blacks, and Mexicans, women and men.
She does not fully discuss, however, how the union handled some of the
potentially divisive issues it faced. Did it challenge the ethnic bias in recordkeeping that reduced Mexican women's pay under the piece-work system?
Did it seek to eliminate that system altogether? Were there any disputes over
the gender division of labor in food processing, especially during the war years?
Ruiz's exploration of working women's family status offers especially interesting revisionary possibilities for our view of the effects of paid work on
ethnic women's consciousness and their fmaily roles. Although work in a
setting that included many relatives and neighbors allowed Mexican men to
extend their supervision of women's conduct into the workplace, it also enabled
many women to subvert or confront patriarchal family power. Moreover, working women's appropriation of consumer values as a justification for paid work
simultaneously affirmed their claim to material resources in the family and to
greater autonomy in determining their work roles.
Ruiz's book also contributes to the growing literature on work culture. As
Louise Lamphere has alreapy suggested, twentieth-century women's culturecentering on the maintenance of personal relationships, consumerism, and
heterosexual sociability---does not have any automatic meaning in the workplace. In UCAPAWA it enabled Mexican and Jewish women to build bridges
across ethnic divisions and facilitated unionization. Women's culture at work,
however, did not provide an effective deterrent to the combined effects of redbaiting, CIO raiding, teamster intimidation, and the collusion of government
and employers in the destruction of democratic unionism in the food processing
industry.
Cannery Women, Cannery Lives enhances our understanding of labor politics,
Mexican women's lives, and immigrant family history. It is particularly valuable
because it adds complexity to our perspectives on Mexican-origin women in
the American experience.
Karen Anderson
University of Arizona
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Standing By and Making Do: Women of Wartime Los Alamos. Edited by Jane S.
Wilson and Charlotte Serber. (Los Alamos: Los Alamos Historical Society, 1988.
xi + 130 pp. Illustrations. $8.95 paper.)
This well-edited volume contains nine essays, eight of which were written
by women who lived in Los Alamos, New Mexico, during World War II. The
one exception is by Dorothy McKibbin, who lived in Santa Fe rather than Los
Alamos but had an extremely important role as liaison between the latter
community, where research on the first atomic weapon took place, and the
outside world. All of the contributors wrote their essays shortly after the end
of the war, arid each discusses a different aspect of wartime life.
The Los Alamos Historical Society has chosen excellent accompaniments
to the text: photographs and reproductions of documents appropriate to the
essays, and at the beginning of each essay, a short biography and photograph
of the contributor. Unfortunately only one of the photographs of the contributors, that of Alice Smith, is dated.
The essayists are intelligent, witty women whose views are interesting
and whose writing is delightful. Kathleen Mark, for example, tells a fine story
of her family's desperate Christmas Eve theft of the kerosene stove from the
house they had just vacated; and Jean Bacher describes with appropriate humor
the community golf course and skating rink. The essays have their serious
side as well; McKibbin and Charlotte Serber emphasize the pride they took in
their work; Mark comments on what first appeared to her to be "the socialization of housing"; and Jane Wilson demolishes beautifully the stereotype of
the typical scientist.
Standing By and Making Do does not pretend to represent all the different
groups of women who were connected with Los Alamos during the war. The
essayists, with the exceptions of McKibbin (a widow) and Barnett (an army
wife), are all wives of scientists; as such they were members of one particular
group in the community and they naturally concentrate on the concerns of
that group. Nurses, maids, WACs, and unmarried women are not represented,
at least as essayists, in this volume.
As a whole, Standing By and Making Do provides useful material complementing that in Eleanor Jette's Inside Box 1663 (Los Alamos Historical Society,
1977) and Phyllis Fisher's Los Alamos Experience (Tokyo: Japan Publications,
1985). In addition, it is delightful and informative reading for anyone interested
in Los Alamos and its history.
Kathleen E. B. Manley
University of Northern Colorado

Ethel Rosenberg: Beyond the Myths. By Ilene Philipson. (New York: Franklin Watts,
1988. 390 pp. Notes, index. $18.95.)
Ilene Philipson's Ethel Rosenberg: Beyond the Myths is an excellent historical
biography of a tragic figure in one of the nation's most sensational court trials
of this century. Philipson's main contribution is that she focuses solely on
Ethel. Most books have dealt with Ethel as a co-defendant and her husband's
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reputed accomplice. Except for Ethel's actual testimony and her relationship
to her brother who was the primary witness against both Rosenbergs, the focus
of previous works has been primarily on Julius. This is Ethel's story, from her
unhappy childhood as the only daughter in a poor Jewish family, which favored
its sons, to her death in Sing Sing Prison's electrical chair immediately following
that of her husband, the one person who had loved her for herself and validated
her talent and spirit.
Philipson does not deal with guilt or innocence as proven or disproven
by the trial. Instead she explains Ethel's choice to follow her husband's strategy
for the trial, and her stoic behavior in court which hindered her with the jury
and in her appeal to President Eisenhower, who believed she was the ring
leader. However, the author does emphasize that in the beginning the FBI
arrested Ethel in the hope that Julius would confess and name others (as his
brother-in-law had done) to save his wife. Julius never did. Philipson also
points out that the FBI had set up a secret command post in the prison with
a direct line to headquarters should Julius break down at the end. One of the
questions the FBI planned to ask Julius was, "Was your wife cognizant of your
activities?"
One of the delights of this book is the author's command of the English
language. The volume is superbly written. Also Philipson provides excellent
insights into the changing positions of the American Communist Party during
the 1930s and 1940s and in relation to the Rosenbergs. Philipson had access
to all FBI documents pertaining to the Rosenbergs released in 1980 under the
Freedom of Information Act. She also engaged in extensive interviews of Ethel's
friends and family. Ethel's sons allowed the author to read all their parents'
correspondence but would not give permission to publish quotations or even
to paraphrase. Until the remainder of the FBI files are released and Ethel's
sons allow her to speak for herself, this will be the definitive biography of
Ethel Rosenberg except for a feminist interpretation. While this book is written
by an empathic woman who makes Ethel a victim of Jewish patriarchy and
points out that her atypical female behavior helped condemn her, Philipson
fails to provide the feminist interpretation, which the book and its times demand.
Marjorie Bell Chambers
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Turn Your Eyes Toward Texas: Pioneers Sam and Mary Maverick. By Paula Mitchell
Marks. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1989. xvi + 321 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
In a narrative that glides effortlessly, Paula Mitchell Marks approaches her
subjects directly, evoking from them a vibrant and tangible humanity. Heretofore, glimpses into the life and times of Samuel A. Maverick, or of his wife
Mary have offered less than complete views. It has always been clear that
neither one of them was ordinary, but the epic and legend in which they have
been traditionally wrapped has kept them remote and linear. In this book, we
see them interacting as humans do-with each other, their environment, their
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circumstances, their children, and the events of their lifetime. We also see the
city of San Antonio meeting its challenges in each facet of its destiny, alongside
that of Texas, with both city and state inexorably intertwined in Sam and Mary's
lives. The task of locating and sifting through myriad and scattered sources
between South Carolina and Texas, then weaving a vigorous, cohesive tale
demonstrates Marks' reach and ability. Added to this is a ten-page bibliography
which is manna to the scholar. Not only did I enjoy reading this book, but I
found I did not want the story to end. As I turned the last page, I was left
with the feeling of having had a long visit with dear friends in a sunny corner
of my kitchen. This is a superior account!
Dora Guerra
University of Texas at San Antoni~

Citizens at Last: The Woman Suffrage Movement in Texas. By A. Elizabeth Taylor.
(Austin, Texas: Ellen C. Temple Publisher, 1988. xiv + 242 pp. Illustrations,
tables, notes, bibliography. $19.95 paper.)
"With what high hopes and enthusiasm women stepped forth into a world
in which they were citizens at last!" wrote Jane Y. McCallum following the
successful conclusion of the woman suffrage movement in Texas. McCallum, ,
along with Minnie Fisher Cunningham, the Finnegan sisters, Annette, Katherine, and Elizabeth, plus many others, had been instrumental in directing the
suffrage campaign that made Texas the first southern state to ratify the Nineteenth Amendment. In 1951, pioneer suffrage historian, A. Elizabeth Taylor,
used the rich sources of.McCalium and Cunningham as the basis for her early
article, "The Woman Suffrage Movement in Texas," published in the Journal of
Southern History. Reprinted here along with thirty-eight original documents,
Taylor's work has served as the standard authority on Texas woman suffrage
for nearly forty years and points to the need to expand the history of women's
political activities in Texas.
Citizens at Last should provide the spark to do just that, for it presents a
fascinating sampler of rich source material available. Included are excerpts
from McCallum's diary, Cunningham's reports on the Texas Woman Suffrage
Association, instructions on how to lobby, numerous circulars and campaign
flyers, even some anti-suffragist material. Equally valuable are the bibliographies editors Ruthe Winegarten and Judith N. McArthur have included that
point the way to a fuller account of women in public life in Texas.
As Anne Firor Scott notes in the foreword, a great deal can be learned
from the dramatic documents presented here and when combined with other
materials, yet another piece in the multi-hued quilt of women's history, as well
as Texas and political history, will be in place. Citizens at Last is an important
contribution toward that end.
Sandra K. Schackel
Boise State University
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The Art of the Woman: The Life and Work of Elisabet Ney. By Emily Fourmy Cutrer.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xv + 270 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Elisabet Ney (1833-1907) earned success as a sculptorata time when female
artists were expected to restrict themselves to "areas considered essentially
feminine" (p. 6). In her early career in Europe, she secured as subjects such
influential philosophers and statesmen as Arthur Schopenhauer, Guiseppe
Garibaldi, and Otto von Bismarck. She emigrated to America abruptly in 1871,
settling in Texas and turning to more American themes.
In The Art of the Woman, Emily Fourmy Cutrer of the University of Texas,
Austin, traces Ney's life and analyzes her artistic development. Ney has been
a frequent subject of biographies in the past: Cutrer mentions at least eight.
Cutrer notes that Ney "has been termed everything from a promiscuous baby
burner and witch in the most lurid tales to a trailblazing feminist and artiste
in more sympathetic accounts" (p. xii). Using "a more complete examination
of written documents and material artifacts," Cutrer seeks to separate truth
from legend.
Cutrer is engaging when she analyzes the impacts that philosophical and
social trends exerted on Ney and her work. She is less effective in discussing
explicitly why Ney's life is significant outside of art circles; although she states
that Ney's story "provides a case study of the interaction between the European
intellectual and the American frontier," she leaves the interpretation of this
case study to the reader.
The author's observation that it is often "difficult to separate the primary
sources from the secondary sources" (p. 255) reveals her interest in examining
Ney's "image" as well as the hard facts of her life-and this dual examination
gives the study spark. The work reflects extensive research in a range of sources
described usefully in the bibliographic essay. Unfortunately only one endnote
is allowed per paragraph regardless of the number of citations required for
that paragraph. This indefensible style renders some of the citations useless
for scholarly purposes.
The text is illustrated with photographs of Ney's art work, and Cutrer's
analysis of the individual pieces fits naturally into the biographical narrative.
In this regard, the work is a model of how art historical studies and historical
biography can supplement each other-and why each approach is essential to
the other.
Victoria Wyatt
University of Washington

Western Trails: A Collection of Short Stories by Mary Austin. Edited by Melody
Graulich. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1988. 309 pp. Illustration, notes,
index. $22.50.)
This collection is concentrated Austin-these short stories are woven from
her familiar themes: the lives and relationships of women, Indian and white,
Indian lore and its values; the influence of the land and frontier. The editor,
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Melody Graulich, has chosen well, mainly from Austin's five books of short
stories, and from several uncollected and unpublished stories.
Two collections, The Basket Woman (1910) and The Trail Book (1918), present
Indian narratives written for children. However, Dr. Graulich comments "they
contain ambiguities and ironies whose larger significance will appeal to adults
as well." One-Smoke Stories (1934), native American and folk stories, is represented by such narrativess as the well-known "Papago Wedding," and "The
Last Antelope," a poignant account of extinction before advancing homesteaders.
The stories from Lost Borders (1909), termed "an unknown American Masterpiece" by Graulich, are the heart of the collection. Through the women in
these stories, the true nature of Austin's legendary feminism comes clearfeminism definitely with a difference from our contemporary versions. As T.
M. Pearce noted long ago in his The Beloved House (1940), "Austin does not
agitate for an exchange of place between men and women.... [women's)
values must find action in the world [which needs] women's gift for thought
and action different from men's." And so do the women in these stories function.
In the land the Indians called "lost borders," that "region of mysterious
distances," where the logical boundaries "ran out in foolish wastes of sand,"
. . . "Out there where the borders of conscience break down, where there is
no convention and behavior is of little account," the "Woman at the EighteenMile" guarded her promise and integrity; in "The House of Offence," the
madam and the "good woman" join forces to make a life for a young girl; "The
Walking Woman" draws life and health from the harsh trails. And always the
land is there-haunting, strong, reticent, lonely, desolate.
In "Blue Roses," an unpublished story of Spanish New Mexico, two rival
artistic temperaments find mutual comfort through art. A lift of spirit, a strange,
objective gentleness and almost loving detail distinguish this story from the
rest.
Graulich's critical and biographical essays, her taste in selection, and her
editorial perceptiveness do justice to Mary A,ustin's true achievements in the
short story.
Katherine Simons
Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Hopi Photographs: Kilte Cory, 1905-1912. By Mamie Gaede, Barton Wright,
and Marc Gaede. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xii +
138 pp. Illustrations, bibliography. $35.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Kate Cory was part of the remarkable turn-of-the-century exodus of eastern artists to the American Southwest. Unlike other artists who appropriated
Native American imagery for economic gain, she pursued a simple, reclusive
existence, eschewing fame or fortune. Perhaps·for this reason, she was one of
the few women ever accepted into Hopi life. From 1905 to 1912, Cory lived at
the Hopi villages of Oraibi and Walpai. Sixty-two of her photographs from this
period have been re-contextualzed and are now made more widely available
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by the University of New Mexico Press in this reprint of the original 1986
Chaco Press edition.
Six hundred and forty-two negatives survived from Cory's seven years in
the Hopi villages. Nothing remained but the negatives and a few prints until
Marc Gaede skillfully preserved the negatives and printed new photographs.
Gaede's prints of the Cory negatives are of exceptional quality; the technical
work was done with great skill and artistry. His description of the printing of
the Kate Cory photographs is a welcome feature that too often is missing in
enterprises of this sort. Unfortunately, we are not given an overall description
of the collection and the selection criteria.
Mamie Gaede provides a brief, five-page overview of the little that is
known about Cory's life, but does not explore the important relationship between Cory's photography and painting. Noted Hopi scholar Barton Wright
contributes a brief essay on Hopi life; he also captions the photographs and
provides relevant selections from a wide variety of source material. Wright's
identification of Hopi ritual and the extensions of meaning he provides through
the inclusion of quotations is testimony to his aesthetic sensitivity and mastery
of Hopi sources. These additions are essential to our understanding of the
photographs.
The photographs are sequentially aligned with the Hopi ceremonial calendar. Scholars will find several aspects of pre-1917 Hopi ritual not well recorded elsewhere. The Cory photographs exhibit a quiet, informed presence
rich in ethnographic detail. The University of New Mexico Press is to be congratulated in reprinting this volume and making a small but important part
of the visual anthropology of the Southwest more accessible.
William E. Tydeman
University of New Mexico

Competence in Performance: The Creativity of Tradition in Mexicano Verbal Art. By
Charles L. Briggs. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1988. xix
+ 427 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $44.95
cloth, $18.95 paper.)
The cultural production of nuevomexicanos has long called the attention
of scholars as well as armchair folklorists. The extant literature in the field has
often been descriptive and impressionistic, thereby reducing the subject to the
realm of the quaint and the static picturesque. Briggs's study breaks new
ground in that he draws from a broad spectrum of fields to produce an analysis
that is theoretically dense and conclusions that contextualize the verbal art of
the mexicanos of Cordova, New Mexico within social and historical processes.
In seeking out the sentido (meaning) of the pltitica de los viejitos de antes (the
talk of the elders of bygone days), Briggs focuses on the discourse and performance of various narrative genres, submitting them to ethnopoetic analysis
in order to determine how "the formal stylistic elements go hand in hand with
meaning in verbal art traditions" (p. 4).
Each chapter contains a discussion of a specific genre, the setting in which
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it was performed, and the structural features of the performance, a transcription of the narrative text with a side-by-side translation, and a thematic analysis
of each component of the performance. The translation contains a description
of the suprasegmental (gaze, texture, laughter) aspects of the discourse. A high
level of refleXivity, expressed in self-conscious discussions of the role of the
collector at all levels of the project, form an important feature of the text.
In the last chapter, Briggs ties together the loose threads of the separate
chapters in a tightly knotted conclusion which posits the object of his study
as a dynamic counter discourse which is "intentionally at odds with the dominant hegemony" (p. 368). Herein lies the value of Briggs's study. Through a
microscopic analysis of his subject matter he has done what few folklore scholars before him have accomplished: stripped the study of the expression of the
folk of notions of static tradition and imbued it with historicity. With this text
Briggs establishes new directions for the study of mexicano verbal art. Unfortunately, the text 'is at times too technical for the general reader. The scholar,
however, will appreciate the rigorous research, the depth of analysis, and the
confidence with which Briggs challenges traditional scholarship.
Erlinda Gonzales-Berry
University, of New Mexico

To No Privileged Class: The Rationalization of Homesteading and Rural Life in the
Early Twentieth-Century American West. By Stanford J. Layton. (Provo, Utah:
Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, 1988. v + 105 pp. Tables, notes,
index. $6.95 paper.)
Land, water, and population form the triad upon which many issues of
western settlement and survival rest. Although Frederick Jackson Turner declared the frontier closed in 1893, homesteading and stock raising continued
to be attractive inducements to bring people from the East during the first part
of the twentieth century. Between the progressive period and the depression,
there arose, fluttered, and fell a movement to increase private ownership of
the marginal lands remaining from the initial settlement of the West. To No
Privileged Class examines the political, social, and economic forces that encouraged, then discouraged, this movement from the city back to the land.
Layton argues persuasively that progressive ideals were linked to a life in
the country, which encouraged building not only the national economy but a
national character as well. Magazine articles, political rhetoric, and dry farming
techniques all played a role in urging that larger land holdings be made available to farmers and livestock owners of the semiarid West. By removing these
lands from the public domain and putting them in the hands of the individual,
greater prosperity and positive social values would ensue. Unfortunately, this
did not happen. The land was marginal, its carrying capacity inadequate to
support extensive agriculture or concentrated livestock industry, and the resulting ecological disasters of eroded topsoil and flash flood proved too much
for a nation entering the depression. The result-much of the land remained
under federal control, ending "the national infatuation with free land, along
with optimism in the individual's 'lbility to reclaim semiarid lands ... prov[ing]
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that the fragile but intractable western lands are better at stimulating dreams
than sustaining them" (p. 88).
To No Privileged Class is an important monograph. Written in lively prose
with ideas that are adequately documented, it speaks not only to the past but
to the present. With public lands now coming under fire by individuals seeking
opportunities for development, the author provides a compelling example of
the government encouraging such a move in the past. It was a disaster. While
this point is not necessarily new or revisionist, it is one that needs to be
reiterated in today's political arena. This book is recommended to both a scholarly and general audience interested in public resource policy in the American
West.
Robert S. McPherson
College of Eastern Utah

Itinerant Photographer Corpus Christi, 1934. By Sybil Miller. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xiv + 151 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $24.95 paper.)
This is a remarkable book. From a group of 560 unidentified glass plate
negatives in the Photography Collection at the University of Texas, Sybil Miller
has fashioned an excellent text about 1930s America and the little-explored
phenomenon of itinerant photography. After much research, she still does not
know the name of the photographer who passed through Corpus Christi, Texas
in February 1934, energetically photographing business interiors and selling
prints, then abandoning his negatives before moving on to the next town.
With good reason, however, Miller speculates that he was "an independent
journeyman-part speculator, part craftsman, part con artist." He left no traces
of his presence beyond his unsigned pictures. Years later, only one of his many
subjects could even remember having his picture made and even then he could
not remember if the photographer was "black, purple, or white."
So the nominal subject of this book is unnamed, unseen, unknown. But·
in the end it matters little, for the Corpus Christi itinerant provides the excuse
for Miller's fascinating history of itinerant photography-a long tale of roving
con-men and hard-working entrepreneurs trying to make a buck at the expense
of established photographic businesses. She gives meaning to her subject's life
and work even when she cannot give him a name. She suggests how the
commercial constraints of his business influenced the kinds of pictures he
made. And by exploring the rigid genre of itinerant photography with examples culled from other communities, she suggests how her subject both
adhered to the formulaic genre and expanded upon it, evidence of his genial
good humor and perceptive eye.
As Bill Stott points out in his brief afterword, the photographs of business
interiors and shop keepers reproduced in this book (most now identified with
the name of the business) show us a side of depression-era America little seen
in the better known pictures made by photographers working for the Farm
Security Administration. If the FSA pictures document the one-third of the
nation that Franklin Roosevelt described as ill housed, ill clothed, and ill fed,
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the Corpus Christi photographs depict a middle class trying to keep up with
new styles and trends. These are working people, but they are not the downtrodden.
The pictures in this text are handsomely reproduced, and the whole enterprise is a model of adventuresome and solid photographic history.
Martha A. Sandweiss
Amherst College

Built to Last: An Architectural History of Silver City, New Mexico. By Susan Berry
and Sharman Apt Russell. (Santa Fe: Office of Cultural Affairs, Silver City
Museum Society, 1986. 119 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, appendixes, index.
$13.95 paper.)
Built to Last: An Architectural History of Silver City, New Mexico uses architecture as its focal point, but architecture is only a portion of this comprehensive
history of Silver City and its surrounding environs. This beautifully written
book is a story of hope, despair, and renewed faith. Susan Berry, Director of
the Silver City Museum, and Sharman Apt Russell, teacher of writing at Western New Mexico University, have thoroughly researched all aspects of Grant
County's history and have placed that history within the context of cultural
and economic trends in the United States during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
The authors cover a number of important pre-boomtown topics in this
informative monograph: the early Indian cultures of the area, the early Spanish
explorers, land grants, the 1804 Santa Rita Fort (which most likely was the first
"adobe brick" building in the Silver City area), ·the 1810 Mexican Revolution
for independence and the 1821 creation of the Republic of Mexico. They also
trade the significance of fur trappers, mountain men, the history of the Santa
Rita copper mines and of Pinos Altos, and the part that well-known figures
such as Kit Carson and Stephen Kearney played in Silver City's history. Built
to Last provides insights into the early problems that beset the area, such as
Apache raids, isolation, the difficulty of smelting silver, smallpox epidemics,
and floods.
In the boom years of the 1870s, Silver City'S new American town fathers
looked to the east and midwest for architectural inspiration and examples
because they could not leave their attitudes about town planning and architecture behind them. The town was laid out in a standard grid pattern with
the main street running north to south. The founders ignored the local topography, and flooding constantly plagued Silver City. As early as 1871 a
brickyard was in operation, and soon Silver City essentially resembled an
eastern town, fulfilling the continual boast of the local newspaper editor that
Silver City was an "American" town.
In 1880 a controversial city ordinance was passed prohibiting frame construction within the town limits (because of fire danger), and this act confirmed
Silver City's destiny to be a town "built to last" when brick became the primary
building material. Some people disputed this ordinance arguing that it prevented a man of moderate means from building a less expensive frame house.
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Communication and public utilities began to emerge in the late 1870s and
early 1880s with the advent of the telegraph (1877) and the telephone (1883),
electricity (1882) and a water works (1890). May 12, 1883 was considered "a
day of days in the annals of Silver City" when the railroad arrived. Speeches
were delivered from a stand constructed of railroad ties and and a silver spike
was driven to mark the momentous occasion. The brilliant decade of the 80s
collapsed with the 1893 silver market crash which caused silver prices to fall
by as much as fifty percent and Silver City's population followed likewise as
approximately half of its citizens left the area.
One of Silver City's most important assets is, however, the high Chihuahuan desert plain to the south and the surrounding mountains that ensure
clear, dry air. This environment prompted many people to come to the Silver
City area for health reasons. The arrival of these health seekers created a brief
resurgence in the economy, and as early as 1905 the first sanatorium for consumptives opened. Between 1905' and 1915, as many as 1500 persons were
patients in the New Mexico Cottage San alone, and there were many other
sanatoriums.
By the decade of the 1980s, many of the magnificent private homes had
been torn down or destroyed by fire; some of the vintage commercial, academic,
and civic buildings in the community experienced a similar fate. Therefore,
this book is especially important because it documents not only the extant
buildings, but also the "lost" architecture of Silver City. The information in
Built to Last includes historic photographs, maps and descriptions, building
dates and, when appropriate, the date when each building was demolished,
burned, or destroyed by flood. Other valuable contributions of the book include
a thorough appendix listing each building in town by decade beginning with
the 1870s and continuing through the 1930s; maps of the four historic districts;
an index; abundant illustrations; and well documented and explanatory endnotes. The authors have compiled an accurate record for future generations.
A map would have been helpful to show the Southwestern corner of the state
and especially the relationship to Silver City of Pinos Altos, Fort Webster, Fort
Bayard, Georgetown, Hurley, Tyrone, and the Santa Rita Mines.
Each frontier mining town has its own special history, actors and circumstances, but the development of Silver City could be the story of any mining
town in the West, "boom and bust," "boom and bust" time after time. This
book will prove an invaluable resource for frontier historians and interesting
reading for New Mexicans.
The authors, Susan Berry and Sharman Apt Russell along with the New
Mexico Historic Preservation Division are to be commended for making this
valuable information available to historians and to the general public.
Carleen Lazzell
New Mexico Architecture

Red Hole in Time. By Muriel Marshall. (College Station: Texas A & M University
Press, 1988. x + 299 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $29.50 cloth, $12.95
paper.)
Every now and then a book appears that immerses the reader in an interdisciplinary consideration of a particular place. Muriel Marshall has successfully interwoven material culture with folk culture in a strikingly beautiful
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physical location known as Escalante Canyon on the western slope of Colorado.
Her book is an excellent treatise on the sequent occupation and abandonment
of a remote location that was not receptive to human efforts to establish a
settlement. In the long run, the harshness of the physical environment was
the victor. The tales of the past that are retraced in this historical account are
drawn from the artifacts and elements that have been left by those who have
departed.
The chronology of tales collected from oral histories, newspapers, and
diaries provides an excellent history of the canyon and its people. Chapters
such as "River-Dippers," "Shoog the Bootlegger," and "Picture Postcard Cabin,"
serve as instruments to develop time-place settings within the canyon. This
technique allows the reader to differentiate space around every bend of Escalante Canyon.
Some readers may not recognize Escalante Canyon as an important location. In terms of the settlement of the West, or of Colorado, no significant
events occurred there. But Red Hole in Time should be particularly valuable as
a model for presenting local history in a narrative format. Marshall's writing
style brings historical events to life and her detail in the establishment of a
setting and the events assures the reader that a great amount of research was
completed before those narratives were spun.
It is difficult to fault such a well-written history. As a geographer, however,
I was frequently confused by Marshall's attempt to describe the location of an
event. I admit that I am not that familiar with the western slope of Colorado,
but most readers are probably even less familiar with the area than I am.
Consequ~ntly, the inclusion of several maps might have assisted the reader.
Especially needed are a simple map of the area that includes regional place
names in the text and a clear map of Escalante Canyon that labels prominent
features. The map would enable the author to relate the photographs and
narratives to the location of an event.
Marshall tends to stress some events in dramatic fashion. For example,
the Lowe-Sampson shootout appears overdramatized by repeated references
to it throughout the book. Although this event was very important to the
author, a fuller description of the lives of the few families in the area would
have enriched the narrative.
Marshall's book provides a delightful introduction to the Red Hole of the
Escalante River. Red Hole is a useful contribution to the history of western
homesteading and provides several important insights into settlement patterns
in the isolated pockets of the intermountain West. Researchers of the history
of settlement will especially appreciate Marshall's ability to display a subject
to a broad audience without losing the presentation of detail and fact.
Jerry L. Williams
University of New Mexico

The Colonel's Lady on the Western Frontier: The Correspondence ofAlice Kirk Grierson.
Edited by Shirley A. Leckie. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xiii
+ 255 pp. Illustrations, map, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $25.95
cloth, $9.95 paper.)
In The Colonel's Lady on the Western Frontier, Shirley Leckie succeeds admirably in allOWing Alice Kirk Grierson "to speak for herself." In letting Mrs.
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Grierson and her family emerge from the past through their letters one to
another, Leckie has provided an intimate family portrait of Colonel Benjamin
H. Grierson, his "Lady:' and children. Although the focus is on Mrs. Grierson
and her relationships with her husband and children, the correspondence with
members of an extended family and military acquaintances provide the most
detailed portrait of a nineteenth-century military family yet.
In a thirty-four year marriage the Griersons faced all aspects of the military's frontier adventure. They had seven children, three of whom died either
in infancy or childhood, numerous financial setbacks, much family interference, failed attempts at financial security, and a seemingly fruitless quest for
Ben's generalship. Additionally, of the.four sons who survived to adulthood,
two spent much of their adult lives in institutions suffering from inherited
mental illness. In fact, no direct descendants survive today in a family which
Benjamin Grierson had hoped would become an American dynasty.
Through their letters to each other and to their children, Ben and Alice
Grierson set forth their precepts of family life and made the accommodations
necessary for survival as a military family on the frontier. The final irony of
their love story is that Ben achieved the longed for generalship almost two
years after Alice's death.
At the core of the Grierson family was the intimate relationship between
spouses and the dynamic tensions which characterized their relationship. Alice
frankly expressed her feelings about sex and childbirth and would have experienced a much more fulfilling life had she been able to practice birth control.
At the heart of her personality was the need for autonomy in addition to her
roles as wife, mother, and daughter. One can reason that part of Alice's problem
stemmed from her unconscious comparison between her successful businessman father and her financially inept husband.
Leckie has provided a fluid commentary which ties the correspondence
together but does not intrude. This work is characterized by skillful editing
and thoughtful insights. The Griersons emerge not as a military dynasty but
as a family one can deeply care for.
Patricia Y. Stallard
Knoxville, Tennessee

BOOK NOTES

Letters of a Woman Homesteader. By Elinore Pruitt Stewart. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xii + 281 pp. $7.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1914 edition, with a foreword by Jessamyn West. '
The Legend of Baby Doe: The Life and Times of the Silver Queen of the West.
By John Burke. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xiii + 248
pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1974 edition, with a new introduction by Duane A. Smith.
Life in Alaska: The Reminiscences of a Kansas Woman, 1916-1919. Edited
by Dorothy Wynne Zimmerman. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1988. 171 pp. Illustrations, notes. $19.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.)
Daughters of the Conquistadores: Women of the Viceroyalty of Peru. By Luis
Martin. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1989. xiii + 354
pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1983 edition.
Pills, Petticoats, and Plows: The Southern Country Store. By Thomas D.
Clark. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xiv + 306 pp.
Illustrations, bibliography, $10.95 paper.) Third printing.
The Old Ones of New Mexico. By Robert Coles. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1989. xxviii + 74 pp. Illustrations. $19.95 paper.)
Reprint of the 1984 edition. Photographs by Alex Harris.
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The Navajo and Pueblo Silversmiths. By John Adair. (Norman: University
.of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xvii + 220 pp. Illustrations, map, chart,
tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $11.95 paper.) First paperback edition of the 1944 classic.
The Indian Tipi: Its History, Construction, and Use. By Reginald and Gladys
Laubin. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xviii + 350 pp.
Illustrations, map, charts, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Paperback reprint.
Frontier Ways: Sketches of Life in the Old West. By Edward Everett Dale.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1989. xiv + 265 pp. Illustrations,
index. $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1959 edition. Illustrations by Malcolm Thurgood.
The Sod-House Frontier 1854-1890: A Social History of the Northern Plains
from the Creation of Kansas & Nebraska to the Admission of the Dakotas. By
Everett Dick. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. xvii + 550
pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00.) Reprint of
the 1937 edition.
Sweet Promised Land. By Robert Laxalt. (Reno: University of Nevada
Press, 1988. xxx + 176 pp. Illustration. $9.95.) Reprint of the 1957
edition. A memoir of a Basque-American family in Nevada.
East of Eden, West of Zion: Essays on Nevada. Edited by Wilbur S. Shepperson. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1989. xii + 189 pp. Notes.
$22.95 cloth, $15.95 paper.) A dozen historians and novelists present
their impressions on modern Nevada.
Salamander: The Story of the Mormon Forgery Murders. By Linda Sillitoe
and Allen Roberts. (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1989. xii + 570
pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $5.95 paper.)
More Burs Under the Saddle: Books and Histories of the West. By Ramon F.
Adams. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989. xv + 182 pp.
Notes, index. $11.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1979 edition, with a new
foreword by William W. Savage, Jr.
The Brothers of Uterica. By Benjamin Capps. (Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1988. ix + 315 pp. $22.50 cloth, $10.95 paper.) Reprint
of the 1967 novel, with a new preface by the author and afterword by
C. L. Sonnichsen.

NEWS NOTES

The Southwest Institute for Research on Women (SIROW) has
announced the recent addition or expansion of several Women's Stud-""
ies departments in the Southwest. Betsy Jameson has been named
Director of Women's Studies and associate professor of history in the
University of New Mexico; Joan Jensen became the Director of the new
Women's Studies Program at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces;
Joe Boles was promoted to hill-time Director of Women's Studies at
Northern Arizona University; Kathryn H. Brooks is the new Director
of the Women's Resource Center at the University of Utah in Salt Lake
City; and Sharon Ohlhorstnow chairs the Women and Gender Research
Institute at Utah State University in Logan. SIROW notes that the recent
expansion of programs has strengthened the breadth and depth of
women's studies scholarship in the region, and hopes that the trend
will continue.
The Maxwell Museum of Anthropology will sponsor a conference
commemorating the 150th birthday of Adolph Bandelier, pioneer in
the study of southwestern history and anthropology. The conference,
scheduled for Monday and Tuesday, August 6-7, 1990, will the centerpiece of a series of events celebrating Bandelier Month in New Mexico. Four half-day sessions will be offered: The Life and Times of Adolph
Bandelier; Bandelier and the Native Peoples of the Southwest; Bandelier and the Spanish Era in Northern New Spain; and Bandelier's
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Final Journeys. Many distinguished experts will participate, a~ong
them Charles H. Lange, Carroll L. Riley, Madeliene T. Rodack, and
Bernard Fontana. They will present new material on Bandelier and
fresh evaluations of his work and contributions intended for both schol- .
ars and the general public. In addition, the complete story of his several
last resting places will be told for the first time. A book fair, gallery
reception and buffet at the Maxwell Museum, and a guided tour of
Frijoles Canyon and Burnt Mesa sites at Bandelier National Monument
will complement the conference. For information contact Elaine Price,
Public Programs Coordinator, Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, (505) 2776710.
Four New Mexicans were honored by the New Mexico Endowment
for the Humanities for outstanding contributions to the humanities in
New Mexico. The Endowment's service awards were presented during
the second Humanities Convocation on November 9 at La Posada de
Albuquerque. This year's recipients are NMEH's founding Chair, Thomas
M. Gale; historian Myra Ellen Jenkins; noted scholar and author Sabine
Ulibarri; and author Simon Ortiz. The board of the Endowment has
decided to make the convocation an annual event.
The Special Collections Department of the University of New Mexico has acquired new collections relating to New Mexican and southwestern history. Among the new research materials now available to
the public are collections concerning the arts in New Mexico and environmental issues in the Southwest. The Dorothy Brett Papers and Mildred
Tolbert Papers reflect life in Taos from the 1940s to the 1970s. These
collections contain information on many well-known literary and artistic figures, among them Kathrine Mansfield, John Middleton Murry,
Aldous Huxley, D. H. Lawrence, Dorothy Brett, Andrew Dasburg, and
Mabel Dodge Luhan. The John Sinclair Papers covers regional and multicultural subjects in fictional and historical manuscripts that reflect
Sinclair's contact with cowboys, Native Americans, and Hispanics in
the Southwest. The History of the Forest Service in the Southwest is a
collection of documents, correspondence, reports, and other unpublished materials used by the Forest Service from 1905 to 1985. The
Laurens Bolles archive reflects the life of an active conservationist who
worked for the Soil Conservation Service in Albuquerque from the
1930s to the 1950s. Detailed inventories on these and other collections
are available at the Coronado Room in Zimmerman Library, University
of New Mexico.
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The Arizona State Museum will sponsor a conference on Apache
ethnohistory and archaeology, focusing on the Chiricahuas and Mescaleros, on November 9-10, 1990 at Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. A limited number of papers will be accepted for presentation. For
information about the program or papers, contact Stephen H. Lekson,
Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
"Forum and Faith: Images from New Mexico's Adobe Churches,"
an exhibit of color photographs by Kirk Gittings, will open at the Silver
City Museum on Saturday, May 12 with a reception from 1:00-3:00
p.m. The exhibit will remain on display through October 1990. The
Museum is located at 312 W. Broadway in Silver City, and is open from
9:00-4:30 Tuesday through Friday and 1:00-4:00 weekends. Admission
is free.
The first annual New Mexico Cowboy Poetry Gathering will be
held in Silver City the weekend of July 21-22. The event will include
presentations by cowboy poets from the Southwest, traditional music,
and other western lore. For information contact the Silver City Mu~
seum, (505) 538-5921.
Kyle Norwood, former editorial assistant at New Mexico Historical
Review, has left to complete research on his master's thesis. Norwood
is the recipient of a $1000 scholarship from the National Society of the
Colonial Dames of America, one of four granted nationally each year.
He will use the money to conduct research on Poplar Forest, Thomas
Jefferson's retreat horne in Bedford County, Virginia during the summer
and fall of 1990. Scott D. Hughes, a master's student at the University
of New Mexico, has begun work as editorial assistant for the Review.
Hughes is studying American history and has a special interest in the
environmental history of New Mexico and the West.
The Oregon-California Trails Association has issued a call for papers and program presentations for their 1991 Annual Convention to
be held at the Radisson Hotel, Sacramento, California, August 14-18,
1991. The theme for the conference will be "The Gold Rush and the
Trail." Papers or other presentations, including group presentations,
on any aspect of the Gold Rush or its transportation network are welcome. Contact John M. Townley, Program Chairman, 1555 N. Sierra,
#142, Reno, Nevada 89503-1723 by August 1, 1990 for information on
papers or topics.
The University of Nebraska, Lincoln and the Willa Cather Pioneer
Memorial and Educational Foundation will sponsor "Multiple Traditions of American Culture: The Fourth National Seminar," June 16-23,
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1990 in Santa Fe. Lecturers will include N. Scott Momaday, Sharon
O'Brien, Hermione Lee, and E. A. Mares. Papers on any aspect of the
seminar theme are invited for possible presentation in special sessions..
For information on the submission of papers contact Susan Rosowski,
Seminar Director, Department of English, University of Nebraska-lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0333. Graduate and undergraduate credit
in English are available through the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
For information on scholarships and college credit, and on meals, lodging, and trips offered in connection with the Seminar, contact Pat Phillips, Associate Seminar Director, Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial and
Educational Foundation, 326 North Webster, Red Could, Nebraska
68970.
The first volume of a prototype issue of Sin Embargo/Nevertheless:
A Woman's Journal was published in Fall, 1988 by the Southwest Hispanic Research Institute (SHRI) at the University of New Mexico. The
publication was co-founded by Margarita Decierdo and Rowena A.
Rivera, and edited by Rivera and the staff of SHRI: Frances Rico, Rosemarie Romero, Evelyn Fernandez, Denise Padilla, and Helen TafoyaBarraza. This journal has as its main objective the publication of Chicana/Hispana autobiography, historical accounts, and creative writings. It is particularly directed toward publishing works by unknown
women writers who have often been considered community
poets but
\
have generally been excluded by most publications. For more information, write to Sin Embargo/Nevertheless: A Woman's Journal, Southwest,
Hispanic Research Institute, 1829 Sigma Chi Road NE, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
NEWS
by Robert R. White
The 1990 annual conference of the Historical Society of New Mexico, held jointly with the Arizona Historical Society, will begin with an
opening night reception on Thursday, April 26, 1990, at the Palace of
the Governors. The reception is co-sponsored by the Los Alamos Historical Society, the Santa Fe Historical Society, and the Historic Santa
Fe Foundation. The sessions and presentations will be held Friday and
Saturday at the Santa Fe Hilton Inn, headquarters for the conference.
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A book and collectibles auction will be held Friday night, and all during
the conference there will be book displays by university presses, private
presses, and rare book dealers.
The awards banquet, held on Saturday evening, will feature an
address by Dr. Gus L.Seligmann, Professor of History at North Texas
State University, Denton, Texas, as well as presentation of awards by
the New Mexico and Arizona societies.
Four tours are planned in conjunction with the conference. On
Saturday afternoon, April 28, conferees can choose one of the following:
a bus tour to San Ildefonso, Santa Clara,and San Juan Pueblos; a bus
tour of historic Santa Fe homes not normally open to the public; or a
walking tour of the Palace of the Governors. On Sunday and Monday,
April 29-30, there will be a bus tour to historical sites in the Taos area.
Participants will stay in Taos on Sunday night and return to Santa Fe
by the "high road." A fee will be charged for all the tours except the
Palace walking tour.
For .further information on these or other society activities, write
the
Historical Society of New Mexico, P.O. Box 5819, Santa Fe, New
to
Mexico 87502, or all (505) 827-6474.

